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PRIRCIPLBS OP THB CQIIV1'1"l'BB 

<Adopted 19211 Amended 19791> 

The Committee scrutinises delegated legislation to ensure: 

Ca> that it is in accordance with the statute1 

<b> that it does not trespass unduly on personal rights 
and liberties1 

Cc> that it does not unduly make the rights and 
liberties of citizens dependent upon administrative 
decisions which are not subject to review of their 
merits by a judicial or other independent tribunal1 
and 

Cd> that it does not contain matter more appropriate for 
parliamentary enactment. 

1. Sixty-fourth Report, March 1979, Parlilllllllntary Paper Ro 42/1979 
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CHAPTER 1 

SUl!KARY OP TBB COMIII'l"l'BB'S WORK 

JULY 1987 - J1IIIB 1988 

Introduction 

1.1 Since 1932, the Senate has had a Standing Committee to 
scrutinise Commonwealth delegated legislation to ensure that 
it complies with principles of personal freedom and 
parliamentary propriety. With a government Chairman and an 
opposition Deputy Chairman, the six-member Committee has 
traditionally aspired to a high degree of bipartisanship in 
conducting· a technical scrutiny of delegated legislation.· 
Such scrutiny, by definition, avoids criticism of, or 
support for, matters of policy. 

1.2 The Committee has characteristics which make it unique in 
the Australian Parliament. The sheer endurance of its· role 
has given it an authority based on historical precedents 
which lends force and. credibility to its recommendations. 
It has a reputation for robust independence and bipartisan 
unity. In 57 years the Senate, regardless of its· political 
composition, has never rejected a Committee recommendation 
that an offending instrument should be disallowed because a 
Minister appeared unwilling to amend it to protect rights. 

1.3 Because of its role as a scrutineer of a form of legislation 
that is made beyond the rigorous processes of parliamentary 
debate, the Committee has been described as one of the most 
important Standing Committees in Parliament, •a Committee in 
which this Senate takes a particular interest and a certain 
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1.4 

pride.•l There is no doubt that the Conunittee plays an 
important supporting role in maintaining the reputation of 
the Senate as a house of legislative review. 

The Conunittee scrutinises delegated legislation in 
accordance with terms of reference which are tests or 
principles of legislative propriety designed to ensure that 

legislation is in accordance w~th the statute; that it does 
not trespass unduly on personal rights and liberties; that 

it provides adequate avenues of appeal against discretionary 
decisions; and that it does not contain substantive 

provisions which should more appropriately appear in Bills 
before the Parliament, 

The reporting period 1987-1988 

1.S During the first half of the reporting period the Conunittee 
was advised, by Professor Dennis Pearce of the Australian. 

National University. Professor Pearce's appointment as 
Conunonwealth Ombudsman coincided with the return from 
sabbatical leave of the Conunittee's regular legal adviser 
since 1982, Professor Douglas Whalan, also of the Australian 
National University. 

Statistics 

1.6 Basic statistics about the Conunittee' s work provide a 

measure of the task it performs each year, 
reporting period, the Conuni ttee met 25 times 

During this 
(including 1 

in-camera hearing with government lawyers and officials> and 
considered 52 reports from its independent legal advisers 
relating to 1,035 separate instruments of delegated 
legislation, 

1. President of the Senate, Senator the· Hon. Kerry Sibraa, 
senate l!!!l.!Am, 28 April 1988, p, 2028, 
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Numbers of Instruments Scrutinised' 

1. 7 The Committee examined the following types and numbers of 
instruments2. 

Statutory Rules 345 

A.C.T. and other Territory Ordinances, 
Regulations, Determinations and Notices 197 

Public' Service Board and Commission 
Determinations and Defence Determinations 257 

Plans of Management, Fisheries Notices, 
Export Control Orders and Meat Orders 82 

Health Legislation Determinations, 
Declarations, Approvals, Principles 
and Notices 31 

Statutory authority By-laws 16 

Navigation Orders 10 

Customs and Excise related instruments 22 

Other miscellaneous instruments 75 

1.8 This is the largest number of legislative instruments ever 
scrutinised by the Committee during a reporting period. The 
number of instruments, 1035, was an increase of 203 over the 
832 instruments scrutinised, in 1986-87 (Eighty-Third Report 

paragraph 1.5> <a 24' increase> and l78 over, the 857 
instruments scrutinised in 1985-86 ( Eightieth Report 

paragraph 1. 4 l • 

1,9 This is possible evidence of a trend to increased 
regulation by delegated legislation, placing considerable 

responsibility on the Committee to maintain vigilance in its 
scrutiny to ensure its Principles are upheld and give it 
sufficient scope to monitor possible infringements of 

personal rights and, liberties. 

2, For detailed breakdown according to the type of instrument of 
delegated legislation, see Appendix 1. 
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1.10 The Committee wrote to Ministers and heads of statutory 
authorities seeking. advice regarding some 130 instruments of 
delegated legislation which appeared to require further 
scrutiny to determine whether the Committee's Principles had 
been infringed. While awaiting replies to this 
correspondence the Committee gave 67 protective notices of 
motion of disallowance to safeguard its freedom to make an 
appropriate recommendation to the Senate if, after an 
exchange of views, a Minister was unable to agree to 
necessary amendments to protect rights. 

1.11 The Committee received Ministerial and other undertakings to 
amend 56 instruments to conform to the Committee's 
requirements. Some matters were the subject of outstanding 
correspondence at the end of the reporting period, others 
were resolved by satisfactory explanations from Ministers 
and others. No fewer than 36 ministerial undertakings, 
given both before and during the period, were implemented. 
in amending regulations, ordinances and other instruments. 

Committee Reports 

Special Committee Report 

1.12 The Committee also tabled two reports on its activities. 
The Eighty-Second Report <November 1987) was prepared after 
certain proposed amendments to the statutory disallowance 
scheme contained in the Acts Interpretation Act 1901 were 
referred to the Committee by the Senate for inquiry and 
report, 
history. 

amended 

the second reference to the Committee in its 
The Report recommended that the Act should be 

to eliminate the legal possibility that the 
statutory disallowance scheme could be by-passed by a 
sequence of regulations, each one repealing and remaking. its 
predecessor. Amendments designed to achieve this are 
contained in the Statutory Instruments <Tabling and 
Disallowance> Legislation Amendment Act 1988 <No. 130 of 
1988> assented to 2 December 1988. 
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General Report 

1.13 The Eighty-Third Report <April 1988> is a general report 
recording the work of the Committee during the period August 
1986 to June 1987. This Report is one of the most 
comprehensive in the Committee's history. Detailed 
guidelines on how the Committee applies its four Principles 
first appeared in Chapter 2 of the Eightieth Report3 and 
the Eighty-Third Report further develops these guidelines. 
The Report also makes a strong recommendation that all 
delegated legislation that is subject to tabling and 
disallowance in Parliament should be accompanied by adequate 
Explanatory Statements, for the information of, Parliament and 
the public,4 This theme is continued and expanded in this 
Report, 

Important ministerial undertakings 

1,14 Although the existence of the Committee has a normative 
effect in setting standards of liberty and propriety in 
delegated legislation, the Committee's significance, is also 
measured by the nature and scope of the ministerial 
undertakings it receives. A number of important Ministerial 
undertakings to amend legislation were given to the 
Committee during the year under review, 

Personal rights and liberties 

1, 15 In matters affecting personal rights and liberties there 
have been Ministerial undertakings to protect the 
independence and security of tenure of Official Visitors to 

3. October 1986,, Parliamentary Paper No, 241/1986 
4. Senate l!a!lum, 18 April 1988, p,1651 et seq., and 18 May 1988, 
p.2407. 
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Remand Centres1 to remove unnecessary immunity from civil 
suit conferred on certain government officials1 to ensure 
that inspectors with powers to enter private property carry 
official photographic identity cards1 to reduce to a more 
reasonable level the pecuniary and custodial penalty for 
being a passenger in an unlicensed boat ($1,000 or 
6 months imprisonment had initially been prescribed> 1 to 
ensure that a child in custody was brought before a 
magistrate within 24 hours of arrest unless this proved 
impracticableJ to limit regulatory information demands to 
expressly 'reasonable' limits1 and to delete the discretion 
of a public official to release confidential information 'in 
the public interest' when specific criteria for release 
would be more appropriate. 

Administrative review 

l, 16 In the administrative law area there have been undertakings. 
in a large number of instances to provide rights of appeal 
to the Administrative Appeals Tribunal for review on the 
merits of important discretionary decisions; to ensure that 
individuals are properly notified of their appeal rights1 
to provide that in the absence of independent review rights, 
Ministers personally, rather than delegates or officials, 
should take certain decisions prohibiting the export or 
import of certain goods1 to improve opportunities for more 
effective public involvement in the development of 
Environmental Impact Statements and Public Environmental 
Reports1 to remove unnecessary discretionary powers from 
parts of regulations that were, for all practical purposes, 
spent1 to ensure that important administrative decisions, 
provided for in delegated legislation and taken at 
ministerial or other higher levels, were lawfully 
exercisable only in writing; to remove a reference to an 
'absolute' discretion purportedly exercisable by a statutory 
authorityJ and to amend environmental protection legislation 
to specify a reasonably adequate period for public 
submissions to be lodged. 
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Criminal law 

l , 17 In the criminal law area there have been undertakings to 
amend unjustifiable strict liability offences by providing 
for reasonable excuse and other defences; to amend other 
strict liability offences in order to require a wilful 
element before criminal liability arises; and to provide 
adequate 
liability 
stringent 
grounds. 

defences against certain forms of vicarious strict 
imposed on employers and others where the need for 

criminal liability was justified on policy 

Parliamentary scrutiny 

1.18 In the area of parliamentary control over government. power 
there have been undertakings to make various subdelegated 
legislative instruments subject to the same parliamentary 
oversight as their enabling delegated legislation; to 
facilitate the Committee's scrutiny of documents which 
become legislative in nature by virtue of their 
incorporation by reference into delegated legislation; to 
introduce a Bill to ensure that Proclamations establishing a 
quarantine scheme will be replaced by regulations subject to 
parliamentary disallowance; and to reduce a Minister's 
power to withhold from Parliament all information about the 
commercial activities of a tertiary institute by requiring 
publication in the Institute's annual report of the fact 
that information was being withheld for commercial reasons. 

Other matters 

1.19 In matters concerning the legal validity of government 
actions, there have been undertakings to introduce into 
Parliament a Bill to validate the collection of wheat tax 
under regulations that were technically invalid (Wheat Tax 
Regulations (Validation> Act 1987>; and to rectify invalid 
subdelegations of legislative powers. 
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Committee activities 

1,20 In April 1988 the Committee boated a two day briefing. for 
the newly established Parliamentary Joint Committee on 
Delegated Legislation of. the Western Australian Parliament, 
The Delegation atte~ded the meeting of the Committee on 
28 April 1988, and discussed with Committee members and the 
Legal Adviser, Professor Douglas Whalan, general. matters 
relating to the theory and practice of scrutiny of delegated 
legislation, A similar briefing for the N,S,W, Parliament's 
Regulation Review Committee was also prepared for 
presentation later in 1988, 

Committee staff 

1,21 The Committee's secretariat, one of the smallest in the 
Senate, comprised during the period of this Report, a 
Secretary, a clerical officer and, a typist, It had 
part-time help from a research officer. The Committee 
completed an examination of an increased volume of federal 
Commonwealth delegated· legislation in the context of concern 
to maintain scrutiny activity at an acceptable level of 
efficiency in spite of the amount and complexity of the 
background work that must be done by such a small staff, 
The Committee Chairman wrote to the President of the Senate, 
Senator the Hon. Kerry Sibraa, seeking his approval for the 
employment of a full-time Principal Research Officer to 
assist the Committee with its work, The President gave his 
approval and an officer was appointed during the 1988 Budget 
Sittings. 
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2,1 

CHAPTER 2 

OVERVIEW ARD FlJ'l'URB DIRECTIONS 

One aspect of the operations of the Committee over the 
period of this Report is that it is possible to say there 
may be signs', although hesitant and tentative, that its 
efforts are appearing to bear fruit in some areas of 
concern. The number of items of legislation scrutinised by 
the Committee is at a high level but the provisions of the 
legislation with respect to safeguards of personal liberty 
and parliamentary propriety are more acceptable. 

2,2 This raises the question whether the trend is a mere 

2,3 

temporary aberration or a continuing process. The Committee 
believes it may be the latter, and it is therefore possible· 
to say that the work of the Committee has resulted in an 
improvement, 

This is particularly noticeable in areas affecting 
individual rights and liberties, where the Committee has 
always been vigilant. Perhaps more importantly, however, 
departmental officials now acknowledge that the efforts of 
the Committee are appropriate. Matters which previously may 
have been opposed by administrators now tend to be included 
in delegated legislation as a matter of course. 

2.4 Allied to this is an apparent change in the attitude of 
departmental officials towards the operations and inquiries 
of the Committee. A former tendency was for officials to 
regard the Committee as an interference with what was seen 
as executive prerogative, and view the power to make 
delegated legislation as a power to provide for unfettered 
discretionary procedures. 
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2.5 The Committee is pleased to report that this attitude is 
being replaced by one that is more constructive. At 
present, an administrator is more likely to perceive the 
operational value of the quality control represented by the 
Committee's scrutiny. Departmental officials are today more 
familiar with the standards and precedents of the Committee 
and tend more readily to incorporate them into legislation 
during the initial planning period. 

2.6 Much of the delegated legislation which now comes before the 
Committee, although lengthy and complex, tends to reflect 
the standards of procedural and substantive propriety' set by 
the Committee over many years. At the present time a 
particular instrument of delegated legislation ·may 
incorporate a number of principles protecting individual 
liberties and parliamentary propriety, each of which was 
initiated originally by the Committee. Thus, for example, 
in a lengthy piece of legislation, the reader will come 
across AAT review rights of discretionary administrative 
decisions, particularly those which could have an impact on 
the practice of a trade, business or profession; objective 
criteria for official discretionary decision-making, will 
be set out; its preamble will make clear that it is a 
proper exercise of the regulation making power and that all 
mandatory consultation processes have been gone through; 
various kinds of official documents provided for by the 
instrument will be subject to tabling in both Houses of 
Parliament, 
directions 

for example, annual reports, ministerial 
issued to statutory office holders, official 

guidelines for action or decisions; any instrument that is 
prescriptive or quasi-prescriptive in nature will likely be 
made subject not only to tabling in Parliament but also to 
the possibility of Parliamentary disapproval through the 
power of disallowance; strict liability offences will be 
noticeable by their absence; offences will require the 
proper mental element to create criminality; adequate and 
reasonable defences will be available; officials and 
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inspectors with powers of entry onto private property will 
be required to obtain search warrants and proceed with 
consent, and will display proper photographic identity 
cards; search warrant provisions themselves will not be 
invitations 'to fish'; and the principle that a person will 
not be compelled to incriminate himself or herself will be 
protected. 

2.7 A related aspect here is the willingness of departmental 

2.8 

officials to accept not only established principles, but 
also the need for new safeguards identified' and sometimes 
developed by the Committee. The areas of concern of the 
Committee are not static and definitive, but evolving and 
expanding, as the practice of lawmaking itself evolves and 
expands to meet the requirements of complex modern 
administration. Even established principles are honed and 
refined. The new and higher standards expanded and adopted 
by the Committee do tend to be accepted by officials and_ 
become internalised features of the policy advising, 
instruction-giving, and legislative drafting, processes of 
government. 

The 
State 

relationship 
is crucial 

between the Committee and Ministers of 
to the promulgation of delegated 

legislature that is acceptable to the Parliament and the 
Committee. The formal correspondence of the Committee is 
normally carried on between the Chairman and the Minister 
responsible for administering the delegated legislation. 
Indeed,, it will often be the Minister or, his or her delegate 
who formally makes the delegated legislation, or who submits 
a draft to the Executive Council and the Governor-General. 

2.9 As parliamentarians themselves, Ministers readily understand 
the role and significance of a parliamentary committee. 
Thus, it has been a continuing theme of Committee reports 
that Ministers tend to be positive in their attitudes and 
assistance to the Committee, This relationship is 
facilitated by the fact that the Committee does not deal 
with policy issues, Rather it confines its inquiries to 
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issues of rights and parliamentary propriety. In these 
areas, Ministerial support for the work of the Committee 
continues and is valued. 

2.10 There does remain, however, room for some improvement in 
the way in which civil liberties and parliamentary 
proprieties are protected in delegated legislation. In 
particular, the processes followed within Departments to 
initiate, consider and draft delegated legislation reflect 
some deficiencies and shortcomings. 

2 .11 These flaws include advising and drafting lapses from the 
high technical scrutiny requirements of the Committee. The 
general types of provision which the Committee regards as 
unacceptable should by now be clear to departmental senior 
management, policy areas, legislation sections, Ministerial 
liaison offices and legislative drafters. The tabling and 

incorporation in Hansard of statements about particular. 

scrutiny activities of the Committee, the comprehensive 
statements given by the Chairman to the Senate before a long 
adjournment and the detailed Reports tabled by the Committee 
all give important guidelines and indications· of what is 
expected. Departmental practice should (and obviously often 
does> include a close monitor of this information, coupled 
with procedures to translate these indicators into any 

proposed new delegated legislation under consideration. A 
matter too frequently overlooked is the need to amend 

existing instruments to conform to the requirements of the 

Committee. These requirements are not fixed but are being 
constantly refined. What may have been an acceptable 
standard of personal rights or parliamentary propriety some 
years ago may no longer be satisfactory. For example, the 
Committee now insists on officials with powers of entry or 
seizure being provided with proper photographic identity 
passes; ministerial directions to statutory bodies should 
always at least be tabled - occasionally their nature calls 

for a power of disallowance to be available also. 
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2.12 Better procedures need to be established to avoid the 
inadvertent or deliberate inclusion of provisions in 
delegated legislation which offend basic, long held and 
often expressed principles of the Committee. Where such 
problems arise in the future, it may be necessary for the 
Committee to call officials before it to examine the 
departmental practices which allow the more obvious 
infringements of the, Committee's principles to occur. 

2.13 The Conunittee has in the past resorted to hearings with 
officials when it has felt that a serious technical issue 
has arisen or the possible obstruction of its activities 
calls for a sanction. The kind of hearings referred to in 
the previous paragraph reflect the fact that the Committee 
has never been merely reactive, but has always emphasised 
the preventive and pre-emptive aspect of its activities. 
The Committee believes that effective managerial control of 
the process of making delegated legislation could and should 
eliminate those technical flaws and lapses reported by the 
Committee as undesirable. 

2.14 The Committee is particularly concerned about the procedures 
<or lack of them> for dealing with ministerial undertakings 
given to the Committee to amend delegated legislation or to 
take other action. The role of the departmental official in 
the prompt, efficient and complete implementation of these 
undertakings is as important as that of observing the 
requirements of the Committee in new delegated legislation. 
There is a high duty upon departmental officials to ensure 
that their Minister fulfills undertakings given personally 
to a Committee of the Parliament. The Committee expects 
that here also procedures should be in place so that delay 
does not occur. Any neceHary drafting instructions should 
be dispatched quickly, with an indication that the matter is 
to receive suitable priority. In the case of undertakings 
which do not involve amendment of delegated legislation, the 
Committee similarly expects administrative action to 
commence at the same time as the undertaking. 
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2, 15 Finally, the extent to which instruments of delegated 
legislature have been the subject of proper consultation 
with interested patties in. the community, whether such· 
consultation ia' made liiand~tory by ·the. enabling Act or not, 
is an issue which the COllllllitt!9e intends· to examine in the 
future. When law-making power• are delegated by Parliament 
to a Minister there, ia often an assumption that such proper 
consultation will take place, A failure to engage in 
adequate· conaul~tion prior to giving drafting instructions 
or prior to final drafting could well constitute a breach of 
Principle <a> of the Committee's teJ:11111 of reference - the 
resulting instrument may not have been· made in accordance 
with the spirit or intent of the Parliament, 
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BXPLAHA'l'ORY STATEIIBNTS A!ID CITATION REQUIREMENTS 

Introduction 

3,1 Chapter 3 of the Eighty-Third Report outlined the reasons 
for frequent requests to Government departments to ensure 
that informative Explanatory Statements accompanied 
delegated legislation. The Committee reiterated its 
long-standing concern that 'instruments' referred to it for 
scrutiny are accompanied by proper Explanatory Statements 
that help busy parliamentarians to understand their 
legality and impact', The increase in the volume, and 
complexity of delegated legislation coming before the 
Committeel makes this appeal all the more urgent. 

3.2 The purpose for Explanatory Statements to accompany 
delegated legislation is to ensure that both the Committee 
and other parliamentarians have available an adequate, 
plain English, explanation of <i> the authority for what 
is a subordinate but also a legislative instrumenti (ii> 
the reasons for making the instrumenti <iii> its likely 
impact and effect; and (iv> any unusual aspects of the 
matter calling for special comment for example 
retrospective effects, prior consultations, and other 
particular legal or practical issues which the drafter of 
the notices had to take into account, 

3,3 On many occasions, the inadequacy of the information 
contained in Explanatory Statements was highlighted by the 
Committee's need to seek further background information 

1. See the statistics at paragraphs 1,7-1.8 
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and detail from Ministers. It is more efficient, 
effective and in the interests of 'good government' for 
informative Explanatory Statements to accompany the 
legislation into the Parliament initially, rather than, 

ex post facto, on the insistence of the Committee. 

3,4 In ~eeking Explanatory Statements the Committee has been 
mindful of cost, The preparation of such documents need 
not result in any significant increase in costs or 
administrative effort since they can be largely prepared 
from the briefing papers provided to Ministers or the 
Executive Council before the making of an instrument. 

3.5 In addition, appropriately detailed Explanatory Statements 
would, in many cases, have entirely removed the necessity 
for the Committee to seek information from the relevant 
Minister. Such action by the Committee requires an 
exchange of correspondence and procedural motions which 
frequently involve a wide range of. both costs both for 
Parliament and the Minister's department. 

3.6 During the period under review the Committee examined a 
number of Explanatory Statements which were inadequate. 
The following comments are intended as a guide to those 
responsible for the drafting of delegated legislation and 
the accompanying Explanatory Statement to assist in 
meeting the requirements of the Committee. It goes 
without saying that no instrument of prescriptive or 
quasi-prescriptive effect should be tabled in a House of 
Parliament without an explanation from the responsible 
Minister. 

Explanatory Statements 

3,7 It might be useful to describe some of the problems the 
Committee has encountered with Explanatory Statements, 
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3,8 

3.9 

The Explanatory Statement accompanying the 
Radiocommunications (Certificates of Proficiency> 
Regulations. <Amendment> (Statutory Rules 1987 No, 152> did 
not mention the rationale behind the repeal of a 
regulation which abolished the requirement to pay a 
particular licence fee. Only after enquiry to the 
Minister did the Committee discover that the fee had been 
abolished because the cost of collecting it exceeded the 
revenue it generated, The omission of any reference to 
this in the Explanatory Statement was said to be due to an 
administrative oversight which the Minister hoped would 
not arise again. 

The Explanatory Statement accompanying the Nursing Homes 
Assistance Act 1974 Notice for the purpose of subsection 
ll(Al of 28 June 1987 stated that fees, fixed pursuant to 
paragraph 13<l><a> of the Act were the same as those fixed 
by the preceding Notice of 3 June 1987. Another 
paragraph, however, in the same Statement justified an 
increase in certain other fees as being necessary to bring 
them into line with 'the increases' determined under 
paragraph 13 < 1 ><al , This was clearly misleading. The 
Minister for Community Services and Health, the Hon. Dr 
Neal Blewett, M,P., advised that the Explanatory Statement 
should have indicated that the increase in fees was 
pursuant to another paragraph. The simple, but 
unnecessary, error in the Statement had confused not only 
the Committee, but more importantly, the private users of 
the instrument and the Statement, 

3.10 When the Committee considered the Family Court of 
Australia <Delegation of Powers> Rules <Amendment> 
(Statutory Rules 1988 No. 10> it was concerned with the 
inadequacy of the accompanying Explanatory Statement. The 
Chief Justice of the Family Court of Australia, the Hon, 
Justice Alastair Nicholson pointed out that the Court 
lacked the resources to prepare more detailed Explanatory 
Statements. The Committee was concerned about the 
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3.11 

implications of this in an area of the law where there·ts 
considerable interest. Accordingly, the Committee 
supported the Chief Justice in his request to the 
Attorney-General to make arrangements for proper 
Explanatory Statements to accompany amendments to the 
Rules. 

In the past, Explanatory Statements to describe the 
legislative authority, nature and effects of Variations to 
the Schedules aade under the StatesGrants <Tertiary 
Education Assistance> Act 1984, have not been provided. 
'l'he preparation of such documents need not result in any 
significant administrative cost increase as they could 
largely be prepared from the briefing papers supplied to 
the Minister before any draft instrument is signed. The 
Minister undertook to ensure that his Department would 
prepare Explanatory Statements in the future. 

3,12 The Committee sought clarification of the status of' the 
Notes appearing in the text of the BllpOrt Control <Fresh 
Fruit and Vegetables> Orders, BJlpOrt Control Orders No. 9 
of 1987 relating to inspection methods, They were worded' 
in such a way that they appeared to create obligations 
rather than merely act as guidelines to the meaning of the 
Orders. The then Minister for Resources, the Hon. Peter 
Morris, M,P,, undertook to revise the Orders to clarify 
the. informal status of the Notes as mere, guidelines. 

3,13 Similarly, the Minister responsible for Navigation Orders 
Regulations No, 5 of 1987 agreed that Notes which 
summarized definitive provisions in the International 
Maritime Dangerous Goods Code might have been thought to 
have a legislative rather than merely an explanatory 
status. He undertook to ensure that the Notes would' be 

more precisely expressed when next the· Orders were 
amended. 
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3, 14 During the course of the year the Chairman of the 
Australian National Railways Commission undertook to 
ensure that Explanatory Statements would in future 
accompany ANRC By-laws. This was in reply to the 
Committee's concern that the Australian National Railways 
Commission By-law Allendaent Ho. 1 of 1988 had been 
presented to Parliament with no Explanatory Statement. 

3.15 Once finalised and approved by the Governor-General, the 
Code of Practice on Radiation Protection in the Mining and 
Hilling of Radioactive ores 1987 made under the 
Environment Protection <Nuclear Codesl Act 1978 becomes a 
matter for each State and the Northern Territory to 
implement by incorporation into its own legislation. In 
response to the Committee's concerns the Minister 
undertook to provide Explanatory Statements for future 
Codes, variations and revocation of Codes. This important 
instrument had been presented to Parliament without an 
accompanying ministerial explanation. 

3 .16 The importance of Explanatory Statements was emphasised by 
the Committee when it questioned the magnitude of 
increases in fees and penalties under the Lakes 
(Amendment> ordinance (A,C.'1'. Ordinance Ho. 49 of 19871, 
The Explanatory Statement made no attempt to justify the 
changes. In practice, the Committee places considerable 
reliance on Explanatory Statements to assist it not merely 
in. understanding the meaning of delegated legislation but 
in assessing its purpose and reasonableness. They are 
documents which greatly facilitate the Committee's 
scrutiny work. This is apart from their crucial use and 
value to other persons and their role as aids to 
interpretation of the instrument to which they refer. 

3.17 Until the Committee's intervention during the course of 
the period under review, Fisheries Notices. had for some 
years been presented to Parliament without an accompanying 
ministerial explanation. 
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3,18 The then Minister for Resources, the Hon, Peter Morris, 

M,P,, provided brief explanations of the Notices, and 

explained that the Austra"iian Fisheries Service was 

initiating a system of explanatory bulletins designed to 

explain the implementation of the new fisheries 
legislation to the fishing industry. This welcome 
developme11t served to reinforce 

concern that legislation must 
the Committee's serious 

be accompanied by 
ministerial explanations of its meaning 

enable the community as well as the 

understand what was proposed, 

and purpose to 

Parliament to 

3,19 The Committee has noted, however, that the detail in the 

Australian Fisheries Service Bulletin fall below the 
Committee's requirements and standards and are not 
adequate for their purpose. 

3. 20 Explanatory Statements were sought regarding National 

Health Act Determinations BP'l' 1 and 2/1988, and the Health 

Insurance Determination (not numbered> dated 17 February 

1988, The Committee emphasised to the Minister for 

Community Services and Health the Hon, Neal Blewett, M,P,, 
the importance of such statements which might briefly 

summarise the background and significance of each new 

instrument. In these cases, the instruments in question 

were very complex. 

3,21 The following instruments, considered elsewhere in this 

Report, also lacked adequate Explanatory Statements, 

Export Control c:rees > Oxdera AB Amended 
(Amenda!nt> (Export Control Orders No, 19 of 
1987) 

Export Inspection <Quality Charge> Regulations 
<Aaenda!nt> 1987 
<Statutory Rules 1987 No. 251) 
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Migration Regulations (Amendment> 
<Statutory Rules 1987 No, 313> 

Migration Regulations (Amendment> 
(Statutory Rules 1987 No. 314> 

3,22 The Committee hopes that this issue is one which will 
feature less in future reports as Ministers and officials 
respond positively to the foregoing conunents and provide 
adequate Explanatory Statements for Parliament and the 
public. 

Citation requirements 

3,23 Certain instruments of delegated legislation <eg, 
Determinations, Directions> frequently do not have 
continuous identifying features ·such as consecutive 
numbering and uniform titles. Such instruments are often 
those which are drafted not in the Attorney General's· 
Department but within the Departments which, administer the 
relevant enabling legislation, Thus, they may not be 
subject to the more rigorous standards of professional legal 
drafters. Often such instruments are not accompanied by 
Explanatory Statements, and do not have Notes incorporated 
detailing the previous history and purpose of the series. 
Invariably they do not appear in a format or publication 
that is readily accessible by the legal profession and also 
by the general conununity. This is in. marked contrast to 
Statutory Rules which have, consecutive numbers, uniform 
title format, and are part of an accessible and retrievable 
series published in consolidations. The Committee considers 
that all other forms of delegated legislation should meet 
this minimum presentation standard. 
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3. 24 In the past the Health Authority Ordinance 1985 

3.25 

Determination of Pees and Charges have been tabled without 
Explanatory Statements or citation details. However, 
following the Committee's intervention such instruments will 
in future be sequentially numbered and accompanied by 
Explanatory Statements. Both of these initiatives 
facilitate parliamentary and public access and scrutiny. 

The Nuclear Hon-proliferation <Safeguards> Act 1987 
Declaration 
Statement, 
Minister 

was unnumbered and lacked 
and a similar undertaking 

for Primary Industries and 
J. Kerin, M.P. 

an Explanatory 
was made by the 
Energy, the Hon. 

Drafting errors 

3.26 From time to time, the Committee has drawn to Ministers' 
attention drafting errors in delegated legislation. In some 
cases errors are mainly typographical. In some instances, 
however, the error may have a substantial unwanted effect. 
While the Committee appreciates the positive response from 
Ministers anxious to correct technical errors, it should be 
of concern to legislative drafters and departmental 
officials responsible for delegated legislation that such 
errors have 'escaped' attention. 

3. 27 Por example, in the Long Service Leave < Building and 
Construction Industry> <Aaenclaentl Ordinance (Ho. 2> 1987 
(A.C.T. Ordinance Ho, 74 of 1987> a reference to a paragraph 
'<a>' should have been a reference to a paragraph '(2><a>' 
as there were two paragraphs <a> in that section. 

3.28 In another instance the intent of the Heat Inspection 
<Modification> Regulations <Aaencment> <Statutory Rules 1988 
Ho. 34) was to define the word 'meat' in relation to the, 
State of Victoria for the purposes of the Meat Inspection 
Act 1983. The regulations inserted a new subsection 4<8> 
into the Act. However, that subsection number had 
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previoua:i,y been used to insert other matter into the 
Meat;.' Inapaet.ion -Aci: lPil <by means of the statute Law 

(Mi19allaneopp Pt9~&fi9nf t Ast;· 1987 >-• The confusion could· 
have had serious implications for the interpretation of the 
subsections 4 <ii> • 

3.29 Thus, the Committee believed that a problem of· judicial 
interpretation could· have· adaen and a court could have 
ruled that the new subsection had.repealed the· initial 
subsection. 'lhe latter had dealt with the cessation of the 
application of the Act in the N9rthern Territory. 

3.30 Generally speaking, the Committee- considers that the 
standard of teclmical dfafting of instruments is high, 
particularly those prepared in ·the Attorney-General's 
Department. However, unlesa all legislative drafting is 
done by professional drafters in· that Department there is a 
higher than usual risk of technical -errors. 



CBAP'l'BR 4 

GUIDELIHBS OH 'l'HB COHMI'l"l'EE'S APPLICATION OP I'l'S PRINCIPLES 

Introduction 

4 • 1 In this Chapter, the four Principles which are the 
Conunittee's terms of reference and which appear at the 
beginning of this and every Conunittee report, are discussed. 
Their interpretation and development is illustrated by 
reference to legislation which has been subject to conunittee 
scrutiny. This approach may assist those responsible for 
drafting delegated legislation to understand better the 
Conuni ttee' s requirements. 

PRINCIPLE (al 

IS DELEGATED LEGISLATION IR ACCORDANCE WITH THB STATUTE? 

Reasonableness of fees 

4.2 The Committee queried the eleven fold increase in the fees 
to be charged. for the inspection of solipeds, made under the 
Export Control (Pees> Orders All Aaanded (Amendment> (Export 

control Orders Ho. 19 of 1987> and the Meat Inspection 
(Orders> Regulations, (Meat Inspection Orders Ho 1 of· 1988> 
Meat Inspection (Victoria> Orders. The accompanying 
Explanatory Statement offered no reasons for the increases. 
Fees and charges must of course be for services rendered and 
not constitute any kind of taxation. The Minister for 
Resources, Senator the Hon. Peter Cook, wrote to the 
Conunittee explaining that the increased. charges included a 
component to defray the coat of nece11&ary technology used in 
the testing of meat for chemical residues under the 
National Residue Survey. 
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4., 3 A similar concern arose regarding the Migration Regulations 
(Jllllendment) (Statutory Rules 1987 Nos. 313 and 314>. The 
visa fee for migrants seeking entry to Australia under the 
Business Migration Program was significantly higher than 
that charged for other migration categories. The then 
Minister for Immigration, Local Government and Ethnic 
Affairs, the Hon. Clyde Holding, M.P,, explained that the 
fee represented a closer approximation of the full cost of 
processing visa applications at an overseas post. The 
removal of the outdated $2 maximum fee chargeable by a 
migration agent reflected a policy decision that it was 
inappropriate for a Government agency to regulate this 
market activity. The Minister agreed that the Explanatory 
Statement should have explained these issues, 

4,4 The Committee considered it needed to know the general basis 
for variations in fees in order to exercise effective review 
of increases under the Navigation Regulations (Statutory_ 
Rules 1987 Hos, 229-233). The Committee told the Minister 
that the purpose of the Committee's review in these 
circumstances is to determine firstly, that fee increases 
are not impositions in the nature of a tax and secondly, 
that they are not so unreasonably large that no reasonable 
Minister would have imposed them. 

4,5 The Explanatory Statements, accompanying the regulations 
indicated the fees were based on a cost recovery policy, but 
gave limited guidance as to how that policy was to apply in 
each particular case. 

4,6 The then Minister for Land Transport and Infrastructure 
Support, the Hon. P. Duncan, M.P., explained that the fees 
related primarily to the provision of marine survey services 
to the maritime industry. These had been substantially 
under-recovered in the past. The Regulations were therefore 
the first step in implementing the recommendation of a 
departmental review conducted in 1985/86,, Where fees for 
individual services had been over-recovered, the level of 
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fees was reduced, and in other cases fees were partially 
increased, to a maximum of 40%, towards meeting the policy 
objective of full cost recovery. 

4.7 Once again, the Committee noted that much of the background 
information should have appeared in the Explanatory 
Statement. The Committee was surprised that it was not 
included as it represented the fundamental justification for 
making the new law contained in the Regulations. 

Court fees 

4.8 Solicitors' fees were increased approximately every six 
months by an instrument which provided for a percentage 
increase over old fees rather than by a re-publication of 
the actual fees as increased. The Committee noted this 
device in relation to the Schedules of the Magistrates Court 
<Civil Jurisdiction) (Solicitors' Costs), Regulations 
(llmendment> (A.C.T. Regulations 1987 Ho. 14> and the Rules 
of the Supreme Court of the Australian capital Territory 
(llmendment> (Statutory Rules 1987 Ho. 93). It was felt that 
it would be difficult for legal practitioners or the general 
public to know the current costs of legal services. The 
Minister for Justice, Senator the Hon. Michael Tate, and the 
Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of the A.C,T,, Justice 
the Hon. J. Miles, were both of the view that in trial 
courts where cases may take 2 to 3 years to finalize, it was 
simpler for practitioners to work out fee adjustments on a 
percentage basis. The Minister undertook to publish 
complete Schedules <as amended> at least once every three 
years, or at shorter intervals if re-structuring of the fee 
scales occurred sooner. 

Incorporation by reference 

4.9 The Committee has 
increasing practice 

paid particular attention to the 
of using instruments of delegated 

legislation to incorporate by reference into federal law 
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certain extrinsic documents, for example, departmental 
manuals. By virtue of incorporation, such documents take on 
a legislative character. Formal parliamentary oversight of 
this form of legislation is as necessary as the scrutiny of 
the incorporating instrument itself. 

4.10 The Committee has therefore requested the Attorney-General 

4.11 

to ensure that incorporated instruments are presented to the 
Committee with the subordinate instrument in which they are 
incorporated. Accompanying Explanatory Statements should 
summarize the nature and effects of the incorporated 
document and indicate where members of the legal profession 
or the community may obtain copies. In the Committee's view 
this is a minimum measure designed to provide some measure 
of accessibility by the Committee, other parliamentarians 
and the public. 

Defence Determination Ho. 70 of 1987 was a 
Thie Determination referred to the payment 

case in point. 
of a particular 

furniture· allowance under a standard specified in the Manual 
of OVereeae Property published by the Department of Local 
Government. The then Minister for Industrial Relations, the 
Hon. R. Willie M.P., agreed to the Committee's request to 
ensure that documents and instruments <other than Federal 
Acts and Regulations> which are applied, adopted or 
incorporated by reference into Defence Determinations be 
supplied to the Committee with the relevant Determination. 

4.12 The· Australian Meat and Livestock Corporation revoked 
Australian Keat and Live-stock OJ:der Ho. 1133/87 and replaced 
it with Australian Keat and Live-stock OJ:der Ho. M38/87, 
because the previous Order had 'contained provisions 
contrary to the requirements of the Acts Interpretation 
Act•. The Act permits an Order to apply the provisions of 
another instrument only if the other instrument was in 
existence at the time of making the Order. Clause 3 of the 
Order in question had incorporated the Aus-Meat Operations 
Manual •as amended from time to time'. This form of 
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incorporation would have allowed the incorporation of future 
manuals. This would have been contrary to the Act. 

Consolidation 

4.13 The difficulties associated with tracking down which 
Regulation was being repealed within' the Australian Military 
Regulations (Alllendllent), Raval Forces Regulations 
CA11181lclment) and Air Poree Regulations (Amendment) <Statutory 
Rules 1988 Hoa. 38, 39 and 40) led the Committee to request 
the Minister that a long-overdue consolidation of Australian 
Military Regulations might be made. 

4 .14 The Minister for Defence Science and Personnel, the Hon. Ros 
Kelly, M. P. , advised that the Attorney-General's Department 
had been asked to give priority to the publication of 
consolidated reprints of the legislation. 

4.15 Public Service Determination Ho. 1 of 1988 referred to some 
150 amendments of the principal Determination. The 
Department of Industrial Relations was able to refer the 
Committee to the loose-leaf volume of Amendment Advices 
contained within the Department's Personnel Management 
Manual (Volume 2) which enables Public Service 
Determinations to be maintained in a consolidated form and 
which is freely distributed to Australian Public Service 
Departments. 

4.16 These examples may serve to illustrate the Committee's 
concern that a failure to consolidate delegated legislation 
results in the totally unacceptable situation where only 
those who make the law and enforce it have easy access to 
full, complete and accurate statements of it. 

4.17 The Committee expresses its serious, concern that delay in 
consolidating, complex and voluminous laws could itself by 
implication amount to a breach of personal rights and 
liberties. 
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Annual Reports 

4.18 The Conunittee queried whether the Australian Capital 
Territory Gaming and Liquor Authority Ordinance 1987 (A,C.T. 
Ordinance Ho. 31 of 1987> placed the A,C,T, Gaming and 
Liquor Authority under any obligation to report annually to 
the Parliament on its activities, especially on its funding 
and staffing. 

4.19 The then Minister for the Arts, Sport, the Environment, 
Tourism and Territories, the Hon, J, Brown, M,P,, explained 
that under subsection 63<H><3> of the Audit Act 1901 the 
report, financial statements and Auditor-General's report of 
the Authority was to be tabled within 15 sitting days of its 
receipt, 

4.20 The Housing Assistance Ordinance 1987 (A.C.T. Ordinance Ho. 
36 of 1987> provided for an annual report of the A,C,T •. 
Commissioner for Housing, but did not indicate whether the 
operation of some other legislative provision provided for 
tabling, As there was no other operative legislative 
provision, the then Minister for the Arts, Sport, the 
Environment, Tourism and Territories, the Hon. J. Brown, 
M.P., undertook to include an appropriate tabling 
requirement. 

4, 21 The Committee considers that the activities and functions of 
statutory authorities are such that the Parliament should be 
made aware of them through the tabling in Parliament of 
annual reports. Such action often provides information in a 
public document for the community at large as well as 
parliamentarians. 

Retrospectivity 

4.22 The Committee has looked at a number of matters in which 
retrospectivity was an issue. The Committee's long 
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established policy is to seek ministerial justification for 
any unexplained retroactive operation of laws. 

4.23 Defence Detexmination No 25 of 1987 made on 24 March 1987 
backdated increases in certain additio11al recreation leave 
entitlements to 22 November 1985. The Minister explained 
that the Determination had rectified an earlier 
administrative oversight in identifying certain 
beneficiaries entitled to allowances. However, the 
Committee's view remains that retrospective law-making. must 
be kept to a minimum in order to ensure that instruments 
coming before the Parliament represent, as far as possible, 
authorisations for contemporaneous, and not historical, 
expenditure. 

4,24 Defence Dete:r:mination No. 52 of 1987 made on 26 June 1987 
increased· Representation and Entertainment Allowances for 
members of the Australian Defence Force (ADF> serving_ 
overseas. Some increases were retrospective to l July 1985. 
such lengthy retrospectivity arose because of the time taken 
to review the continuing usefulness of the link between 
Defence Force allowances and those paid in the Department of 
Foreign Affairs and Trade which adjusts its rates annually. 
When the ADF review finally confirmed the overall 
desirability of maintaining the nexus it was then necessary 
to make retrospective arrangements. 

4.25 Student Aasistance Regulations (Amendment> 
(Statutory Rules 1987 Nos. 288 and 304). 

Statutory Rule No. 288 provided for backpayment of a 
concession which had been made to assist unsupported 
students in 1986 and 1987, while Statutory Rule No. 304 put 
into effect a number of minor policy issues. The Committee, 
in both cases, was concerned to know the reasons for the 
lengthy periods of retrospectivity. The Minister for 
Employment and Education Services, the Hon. P. Duncan, M,P., 
explained that a small group of secondary students had 
received an allowance in 1986 as unsupported· students. They 
were paid allowances during 1987 in expectation of 
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subsequent validating legislation. The Minister had drawn 
to his Department's attention the Conunittee's wish that 
retrospective legislation should be kept to a minimum. 

4.26 The issue of retrospectivity arose in the Remuneration 
Tribunal Determination Ho 10. of 1987, Remuneration and 
Allowances for Holders of Public Offices, which fixed the 
rate, of the fee of the Deputy Chairman of the Australian 
Wheat Board. The fee was expressed as one figure 'from date 
of appointment', and another from 10 March 1987, with no 
indication of the extent to which it may have operated 
retrospectively. 
Statement. 

There was no accompanying Explanatory 

4.27 When the Tribunal determined remuneration for newly 
established public offices, it was customary for the first 
Determination to be effective from 'date of appointment', as 
the actual date a person was appointed was usually not 
known. Thus, a first Determination could be either 
retrospective or prospectivei in this instance it was 
retrospective to February 1987 <date of the first 
appointment>. 

4.28 The Committee accepted the explanation and drew to the 
attention of the Chairman of the Tribunal the guidelines for 
examination of retrospective instruments contained in its 
Twenty-Fifth Reportl <November 1968>. The Conunittee invited 
the 
with 

Tribunal to adopt the practice (as is the situation now 
the Minister responsible for making Defence 

Determinations> of stating relevant dates of retrospective 
effect either in the text of the Determination, in the 
notes, or in the accompanying Explanatory Statement. 

1. Parliamentary Paper No. 188/1969 
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Tabling and Diaallowance 

4.29 The provisions requiring tabling and diaallowanca of certain 
instrument&', for, example, determinations of rates, duty, 
tax, fees and charges, are not infrequently to be found in 
legislation or delegated legislation other than that before 
the Committee. 

4.30 For exampla,tha Committee queried whether determinations of 
certain rates of duty made by the Minister under the 
Financial Institutions Duty Ordinance 1987 (A.C.T. Ordinance 
Ho. 43 of 1987> had to be published in the ~. The 
Minister advised that section 99 of the Taxation 
<Administration> Ordinance 1987 provided for the 
administration of the Ordinance in, question as wall as other 
A,C.T. taxation legislation, and required that all 
determinations of rates or amounts of duty or tax must be 
tabled in Parliament in the same way as ordinances and 
regulations. 

4.31 On the issue of the tabling of fee determinations made 
pursuant to subsection 78(1) of the Schools Authority 
(Amendment> Ordinance 1988 (A.C.T. Ordinance Ho. 2 of 1988>, 
the assurance of the Minister was sought that the 
Determinations of fees, described in that subsection would be 
legally subject to parliamentary supervision through tabling 
and disallowanca. 

4. 32 Subsection 78( l> provided, 

The Minister may, by notice published in the 
Gazette, determine fees in respect of the 
attendance by persons at pre-schools. 

This provision did not follow the language used in 
subsection 12<10> of the seat of Government <Administration> 
Act 1910, That provision could be interpreted as requiring 
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that a disallowable determination is only one made by a 
Minister 'pursuant to a provision of an Ordinance', which 
provision is to be expressed in empowering terms identical 
to those used in subsection 12<10> of the Act namely 'to 
determine, by notice in writing published in the Gazette, 
fees <or charges} for the purposes of the Ordinance'. 

4. 33 The then Minister for the Arts and Territories, the Hon. G. 
Punch, M.P., advised that determinations made under 
subsection 7B<l> did fall within subsection 12(10> of the 
Act, not withstanding the difference in phrasing of 
subsection 7B(ll, and undertook to request drafters to 
adhere to words previously adopted when conferring power to 
determine disallowable fees. A valuable element of 
certainty of approval was therefore introduced into this 
area. 

4. 34 A similar question arose conceming the tabling of Fees 
determinations in the Canberra Institute of the Arts 
Ordinance 1988 (A.C.T. Ordinance Ho. 1 of 1988). The then 
Minister for the Arts and Territories, the Hon. G, Punch, 
M.P., assured the Committee that the Fees determinations in 
question were subject to parliamentary tabling and 
disallowance. 

4. 35 The Quarantine (Anillals> Regulations CAaendaentl (Statutory 
Rules 1987 Ho. 303> repealed certain regulations which had 
established an importation scheme for the landing in 
Australia of meat and blood products. The regulations were 
replaced by Quarantine Proclamations Hoa. 134A and 135A made 
under section 13 of the Quarantine Act 1908 and gazetted on 
23 December 1987. The explanatory statement accompanying 
the regulations stated that 'Regulations cannot prohibit the 
importation of plants, animals or goods; only proclamations 
made under section 13 of the Act can.' 

4.36 The Committee's concems 
but to consideration of 

related, not to the regulations, 
the terms of the Quarantine Act. 

Proclamations made under section 13 were not subject to 
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tabling and disallowance in Parliament. Since in this case 
the Proclamations were almost certainly legislative in 
nature and resembled regulations in virtually all respects 
except format the Committee considered that they should have 
been subject to, formal parliamentary cont3:ol. 

4.37 Even though subsections 13(2A> and <2B> of the Act empowered 
proclamations to establish a permit scheme, the instruments 
contained a number of provisions which, had they appeared 
formally in regulations, would have infringed the 
Committee's Principles, for example, unreviewable 
discretions of commercial and livelihood significance, and 
sub-delegation of legislative or quasi-legislative powers. 

4.38 The Committee considered that the powers conferred by the 
Proclamations should have been conferred by regulations made 
consequent on an appropriate amendment to section 87 of the 
Quarantine Act 1908. Alternatively, an appropriate. 
amendment should have provided that such Proclamations are 
subject to tabling and disallowance procedures. 

4.39 Although the Proclamations as such were not subject to 
Committee scrutiny the Minister, as an interim measure 
pending the introduction of the Agricultural, Quarantine 
Bill, instructed officers of the Department of Primary 
Industry and Energy to ensure further Proclamations be sent 
to the Committee for comment. The Bill would provide that 
the quarantine scheme would in future be regulated by 
regulations and not Proclamations. 

Failure to table within 15 sitting days 

4.40 Pursuant to subsection 111(2> of the Telecommunications Act 
1975, Telecom By-laws are subject to the requirements of the 
Acts Interpretation Act 1901 and must be tabled in both 
Houses of Parliament within 15 sitting days after the date 
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on which they are made. The Telecommunications (Community 
Calla> By-laws Amendment Ho. 50 and Telecommunication 
<Charging zones and Charging Districts> By-laws Amendment 
No, 79 should have been tabled in the Senate on 16 December 
1987 <the Senate rose for the summer recess on 18 December 
1987 >. Thie was not done and the By-laws were instead 
tabled on 17 February 1988. AB a consequence, they were 
void on and from 17 December 1987 and by statutory revival 
the previous repealed By-laws applied. 

4,41 The revived provisions operated from 17 December 1987 until 
the date of gazettal of the later By-laws The 
Telecommunications <Community Calle> By-laws Amendment No. 
52 and Telecommunications <Charging Zones and Charging 
Districts> By-laws Amendment No. 81 made on 9 March 1988. 

4.42 The Committee was concerned that these By-laws were not 
retrospective in order 
between 17 December 1987 
later By-laws. 

to address the hiatus that arose_ 
and the date of gazettal of the 

4. 43 The Chairman of the Australian Telecommunications Commission 
told the Committee that because of the hiatus some 
subscribers and public phone users would have been 
overcharged and some would have been undercharged, but most 
affected subscribers would have been given a net advantage. 
The Commission could not identify those subscribers, nor any 
subscriber who had actually been a net loser. 
overcharging could only be formally 
retrospectively by statute. 

Any net 
legalised 

4.44 The Committee remained concerned about the delay in tabling, 
delay in taking subsequent steps to correct the unfortunate 
oversight, and the implications of non-compliance with 
tabling provisions. 

4,45 The purpose of statutory tabling is to ensure that 
Parliament is aware of., and retains control over, 
instruments of delegated legislation. Fifteen sitting days 
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is a long period of' time within which to inform Parliament 
of the making of subordinate laws, and indeed it has been 
suggested, as being too long,2 The practice of withholding 
instruments from tabling until towards the end of the 
statutory tabling period is in breach of basic principles of 
good government, and it creates practical problems of a 
greater or lesser degree, Instruments should be tabled in 
Parliament as, soon as possible after they have been made, 

Sub-delegation of law-making power 

4,46 Paragraph 
Regulations 

of Appendix 2 of the Navigation (Orders> 
Order Ho, 8 of 1987 provided that the fee for a 

medical fitness examination shall be the fee specified by 
the Commonwealth Interdepartmental Committee on Fees and 
Allowances. Thus, the Order did not fix the fee but left it 
to another body to do 80, This may have constituted an 
invalid exercise of power as the power was in effect wrongly_ 
subdelegated to another body. 

4,47 The former Minister for Land Transport and Infrastructure 
Support, the Hon. P, Duncan M,P,, conceded that the 
provision would have been legally more sound, had it been 
drafted with the fees set out as part of the provision. He 
undertook to remove Paragraph 1, as it was no longer 
required, 

Invalid sub-delegation of power 

4, 48 Section 25 of the Export control Act 1982 - authorised 
regulations to be made empowering the Minister to make 
Orders. In the £sport control <Orders> Regulations the 
Minister 
(Animals> 

exercised this, power in making the Export Control 
Orders (£sport control <Orders> Ho 15. of 1987>, 

2, §!!A Eightieth Report, Parliamentary Paper 241/1986, page 97 
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There appeared, to be no legal authorisation for Orders to 
subdelegate further to other persons 
other legislative or quasi-legislative 

any power to issue 
instruments, Order 

6, however, empowered the Secretary to •determine' 

<al the period of time during which a person 
shall give notice of that person's 
intention to export live animals.,• 1 and 

(bl the information to be contained in a 
notice of intention to export live 
animals ••. 

4,49 This provision appeared to the Committee to constitute an 

unlawful subdelegation of prescriptive power i.e. it 
authorised the determination of rules of general application 
rather than decisions applying general rules to particular 
cases. 

4.50 The Department of Primary Industry and Energy, on receipt of 
advice from the Attorney-General• s Department, undertook to· 

amend Order, 6 and other Orders. This was confirmed by the 
then Minister for Resources, the Hon. Peter Morris, M.P. 

Inappropriate sub-delegation of legislative power 

4,51 The Australian Meat and Livestock Corporation Order 

Ho. MS12/1988 provided for the carriage of, meat by sea to 
Canada and the United States of America. The Order 
contained a possibly invalid sub-delegation, of legislative 

power. Paragraph 3<a> provided that a licensed exporter 
should not contract for the carriage of meat by sea to North 
America between l March 1988 and 30 November 1989 unless 
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the charges payable for such carriage do not 
exceed those set out in the applicable rate 
shown in the Schedule to this Order QA;. 
otherwise notified by the corporation by 
notice published in the Gazettei.,, 

4,52 The Committee took the view that a statutory body with 
delegated legislative powers may not, 
authority of its enabling Act, use 
subdelegate to itself, in its executive 

without the clear 
those powers to 

capacity, power to 
exercise those same delegated legislative powers, 

4.53 Subsection 16Kl2> of the Australian Meat and Livestock Act 
1977 provided that certain AMLC Orders 

(a> may make provision with respect to any 
matter relating to, or incidental to, the 
carriage of meat and live-stock, by sea, to 
countries and places outside Australia and, 
without limiting the generality of the 
foregoing, may make provision for and in 
relation to -

(i) ... 

(ii> the charges payable for the carriage 
of meat and live-stock, by sea, to 
countries and places outside Australiai ••• 

4. 54 This widely drawn empowering provision was not sufficiently 
wide to permit the making of Orders which subdelegated to 
the Corporation, in its executive capacity, the same 
legislative powers that were exercisable by Orders in its 
legislative capacity. The subdelegated power to notify new 
charges for carriage by sea was a legislative or 
quasi-legislative power and not merely an administrative 
power. Express provision was made in subsection 16Kl2> of 
the Act for Orders, not notices, to make provision for and 
in relation to charges. In this case, the restriction on 
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the general power was clearly the express provision that 
Orders (.!l.!ll;. notices in the~> 'may make provision for 
and in relation • . • the, charges payable for the carriage of 
meat and live-stock by sea'. 

4 • 55 The Corporation undertook to amend the Orders and insert a 
formula for the variation of the Currency Adjustment Factor 
<CAF> and Bunker Adjustment Factor <BAF> thereby 
accommodating the necessary three monthly interval 
adjustments. 

Possible invalid subdelegation of power 

4.56 Postal BY-laws Amendment Ro. 3 of 1987 provided that an 
applicant seeking to obtain cash for stamps should satisfy 
the Commission 'by whatever means the Commission from time 
to time may determine' that the stamps were legally 
purchased. This may have been a subdelegation of a 
legislative power and not a valid exercise of a by-law 
making power. 

4.57 By-law 10(6><d> gave the Commission a totally open-ended 
discretion in its choice of methods to check the bona 
fidea of persona seeking to surrender stamps to the 
Commission. Its purpose was to allow the Commission to 
protects its own revenue by monitoring the cashing in of 
stamps. 

4.58 The question was whether the delegation to the Commission 
in its law-making capacity of a power to make by-laws 
included the power to make a by-law which subdelegated to 
the Commission itself as an executive body, the power, in 
effect, to prescribe certain standards of honesty, 
ownership or entitlement to surrender stamps. Having 
raised the issue with the Commission, the Committee was 
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advised that the regulation making power in the Postal 
Service Act was wide enough t? permit the making of such a 
by-law. 

4.59 The Collll!littee, therefore, decided not to pursue the matter 
although it was not altogether satisfied that the new 
provision of the By-laws was beyond challenge. 

Invalidity 

4. 60 A technical flaw in the Wheat Taz Regulations. (Amendment) 
(Statutory Rules 1987 Ho. 182> may have rendered the 
Regulations invalid, Subsection 5<2> of the Wheat Tax Act 
1957 provided that regulations prescribing a rate of tax 
shall not be made except after consideration by the 
Governor-General of a report made to the Minister by the 
Australian Wheatgrowers' Federation. 

4,61 The enacting words of the Regulations, however, referred 
to the consideration of a report from an organisation 
known as the 'Grains Council of Australia, formerly the 
Australian Wheatgrowers' Federation'. The Australian 
Wheatgrowers' Federation had, in fact, adopted a 
resolution to change its name on 9 October 1986 to the 
Grains Council of Australia. 

4,62 The conunittee info:cmed the Minister for Primary Industry 

4,63 

and Energy, the Hon. John Kerin M,P,, that it knew of no 
rule of law permitting a reference to one body to be read 
as if it were a reference to another body, even one that 
continued to perfo:cm broadly similar functions under 
another name. 

The Minister undertook to amend the Act. The amendment 
was effected in the Statute Law <Miscellaneous Provisions> 
Act 1987, which omitted 'Australian Wheatgrowers 
Federation' and substituted 'Grains Council of Australia 
or, if another organisation is prescribed for the purposes 
of this subsection, the other organisation'. 
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PRINCIPLE (b) 

DOES DELEGATED LEGISLATION TRESPASS UNDULY ON PERSONAL RIGHTS AND 
PREBOOMS? 

Advertisement relating to bankruptcy 

4.64 The Bankruptcy Rules (Amendment> (Statutory Rules 1988 No. 
19> repealed requirements to publish in the Gazette and 
newspapers certain details relating to bankruptcies, 
including public examinations of bankrupt persons, details 
of first meetings with creditors, and the removal of 
trustees in bankruptcy from office by the Court. 

4.65 The Committee pointed out that publicity procedures were 
designed to protect the interests of creditors, and removal 
could prejudice both the efficiency of official bankruptcy 
administration and the rights of those to whom 
advertisements were addressed. 

4.66 The Minister for Consumer Affairs, Senator the Hon. N. 
Bolkus, explained to the satisfaction of the Committee that 
bankruptcies were still widely publicised, with wider 
advertising optional, whenever the Registrar thought such 
action appropriate in the interests of consumers. 

Unrestricted period of detention 

4.67 The Children's Services (Amendment> Ordinance <No. 2> 1987 
(A,C.T. ordinance Ho. 53 of 1987> implemented Ministerial 
undertakings to the Committee in response to its concerns 
about aspects of the Principal Ordinance <see Eighty-Third 
Report paras 4,31, 4,33 and 5,27-5.48> 

4,68 Although the amendment ordinance is discussed in detail <see 
paragraph 5,34 5.40 of this Report>, one issue is 
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illustrative of the Committee's application of Principle 
<b>, This relates to the possibility of open-ended 
detention without appearance before a Court, a matter which 
could be a fundamental breach of personal liberties. 

4,69 The then Minister for the Arts, Sport, the Environment, 
Tourism and Territories, the Hon. J. Brown, M,P., undertook 
to amend the Ordinance to provide that 24 hours be the usual 
time limit for bringing children before a Court. 

Inconsistent penalties for similar offences 

4,70 The Games, Wagers and Betting-houses <Amendment> Ordinance 
1987 (A,C,T. Ordinance Ho. 59 of 1987> extended the Games, 
Wages and Betting-houses Act 1901 of N,S,W. to the 
Australian Capital Territory, The Ordinance provided 
penalties for offences, but these were, in relation to 
terms of imprisonment,. of different lengths to those in the 
Act. The then Minister for Arts and Territories, the Hon. 
Gary Punch, M.P., undertook to amend the Ordinance to remove 
the discrepancy between the penalties. 

Punishment to fit the crime. 

4,71 The then Minister for the Arts, Sport, the Environment, 

4,72 

Tourism and Territories, the Hon. J. Brown M,P,, agreed to 
re-examine the Lakes (Alaendaent> Ordinance 1987 (A.C.T. 
Ordinance Ho. 49 of 1987> which provided up to six months 
imprisonment for a passenger in an unauthorised power boat. 
The previous penalty was $100, The Committee considered 
that penalties set by the executive on behalf of the 
legislature should be demonstrably reasonable in order to 
punish properly and deter, 

The Committee does not usually object to penalty 
specifications because of the complexity of the influences 
considered in setting these. In this case, however, the 
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potential punishment was of such severity that it appeared 
to be at variance with the spirit of some of the 
observations of the Law Reform Commission's Discussion 
Papers on Sentencing.3 Other more serious offences in the 
Ordinance attracted a maximum penalty of a SSOO fine. 

Onus of proof 

4.73 The issue of possible reversal of the onus of proof arose in 
two separate Australian Capital Territory Ordinances. 

4.74 The Liquor <Amendment> Ordinance <No. 2> 1987 (A.c.T. 
OEdinance No. 72 of 1987> was intended to curb under-age 
drinking in the A.C.T. Subsection 17A<9> provided that 'a 
beverage in a container that purports to contain liquor 
shall be taken to be liquor unless the contrary is 
established.' The Explanatory Statement indicated that the 
provision was designed to overcome 'the previous 
difficulties of establishing that a beverage is in fact 
liquor, and that a sealed container purporting to contain 
liquor does in fact contain liquor.' 

4,75 The then Minister for the Arts and Territories, the Hon. G. 
Punch M,P., assured the Committee that subsection 17A<9> did 
not reverse any onus of proof in criminal proceedings. For 
any offence against the Ordinance concerning liquor, the 
prosecution must prove all the elements of an offence beyond 
reasonable doubt, including the fact that a beverage is 
liquor. The onus of proof was only reversed in relation to 
a sealed container purporting to contain liquor. 

4.76 The Committee was satisfied that provisions in the Gaaing 
and Betting Laws Aa>ndllent OJ:dinance 1987 (A.C.T. Ordinance 

3. see, for example, paragraphs 22 and' 34 < 'Category F offences'> 
in the Commission's Summary of the Discussion Papers, 
October 1987. 
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!lo 61 of 1987 l which reversed evidentiary burdens in 
criminal prosecutions satisfied its test and requirement of 

appropriate and compelling justification for such burdens to 

be cast on presumptively innocent defendants. 

Strict liability criminal offences 

4. 77 Briefly, strict liability is liability for having done 
something or permitted something to happen without 
intention, recklessness or negligence. Thus, strict 
liability offences are committed if the prohibited event 
takes place without mens rea (the mental element of a 

completed crime). 

4.78 The Committee views strict liability offences with disquiet. 

It is a fundamental tenet of personal freedom that criminal 
offences created by legislation do not remove basic common 

law protection. 

4. 79 Regulation 16AI of the National Parks and Wildlife 

Regulations (Amendment> (Statutory Rules 1987 !lo. 1391 

created strict liability offences relating to killing or 

injuring protected species; and taking, keeping, selling or 

purchasing 
liability 

unwitting 

suggested 

such species. While certain exceptions to strict 

were provided there could be accidental or 
breach of the regulations. The Committee 

that liability be limited to actions that are done 
knowingly, recklessly or negligently. The Minister for the 

Environment and the Arts, Senator the Hon. G. Richardson, 
undertook to amend Regulation 16AI. He believed, however, 

that for compelling reasons of policy, commercial dealings, 

such as the sale or purchase of protected animals should 

remain strict liability offences. 

4. 80 The Defence (Public Areas> By-Laws <Statutory Rules 1987 

!lo. 238> created offences by providing that without written 

consent, a person shall not damage or destroy a natural or 

man-made structure or feature, or interfere with, damage, 
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injure or destroy an animal or plant or the nest or dwelling 
of an animal. The Committee appreciated the need to control 
activities on Commonwealth.land used for defence purposes. 
These provisions, however, went beyond that objective by 
creating strict liability offences. A proper balance 
between protecting the environment from damage and avoiding 
criminal liability for accidental acts causing damage or 
interference was required. 

4.81 The Minister for Defence, the Hon. K. Beazley M.P., advised 
that it was not intended to impose criminal liability for 
accidental acts, and undertook to amend the relevant 
paragraphs to include 'wilfully' • 

4.82 The, Motor Traffic (Amendment> Ordinance 1988 (A.C.T. 
Ordinance Ho. 9 of 1988> provided that a person shall not 
drive or park an explosives vehicle 
within 50 metres of either end of, 
This strict liability offence was 

in, directly above, or 
a major road tunnel •. 
considered justified 

because of danger to life and property. 

4.83 Strict liability offences were contained in section 186A of 
the Motor Traffic (Amendment> Ordinance (Ho 3> 1988 CA.C.T. 
Ordinance Ho. 11 of 1988). An unwitting driver or a person 
accidentally stranded on a trailer or camper unit without 
the driver's knowledge. could be guilty of an offence. 
Although penalties for these offences were low and 
prosecution guidelines and the commonsense of law enforcers 
could preclude vexatious prosecutions, strict liability 
offences were not necessary. There were no compelling 
justifications of public interest or legal necessity. 

4.84 The Committee considered an offence should only arise where 
there was a.deliberate intention to ride on the accessory 
rather than, for example, where an unwitting or careless 
driver moved the vehicle. The then Minister for the Arts 
and Territories, the Hon. Gary Punch, M.P., agreed to amend 
the Ordinance, noting that the offence of actually driving 
such a vehicle could be in a different category since it was 
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designed to impose upon the driver an obligation prior to 
driving to check that no one remained in or on the relevant 
accessory. 

4,85 Strict liability arose in regulations 19A and l9B of the 
Great Barrier Reef Karine Park Regulations (Amendment> 
(Statutory Rules 1987 Ho. 247). Regulation 19A provided 
that for a prosecution for infringing conditions imposed on 
a permission to use or enter a particular zone, an act done 
by an employee or other agent of the person charged shall be 
deemed to have been done also by that person. Regulation 
l9B provided that where, by use of a vessel or aircraft, an 
offence was committed against certain other regulations, the 
owner or part owner of the vessel or aircraft was also 
guilty of the offence, 

4,86 While the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park required careful 
management, the provisions were remarkably wide. A defence 
of reasonable excuse should be provided to enable a court to 
determine whether an employer or a, vessel owner, master, or 
shareholder, took sufficient reasonable steps to prevent 
employees, agents, passengers and others from committing 
offences while purportedly acting in the course of 
employment or agency or while using vessels in an 
unauthorised way. A high standard of care would still 
be demanded from persons whose actions could damage the 
Park, 

4,87 The,Minister for the Arts, Sport, the Environment, Tourism 
and Territories, Senator the Hon, G. Richardson undertook to 
amend the regulations to provide for a defence of reasonable 
excuse for persona not personally involved in an offence. 

Consumers rights 

4,88 The States Grants CPatroleua Products> Act 1965 Aaenclaant of 
Sch-a C.llaandaent Ho. 88/01> Patrol- Products Freight 
Subsidy Sch-, restored four, remote Western Australian 
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localities to the Scheme from 15 January 1988, This 
corrected an error in a 
inadvertently deleted the 
receive a petroleum subsidy, 

previous amendment which had 
localities from eligibility to 

4.89 The Committee withdrew its Notice of Motion for Disallowance 
as the amendment benefited consumers, but considered the 
suggestion of the Minister for Science, Customs and Small 
Business, the Hon, B, Jones M,P,, that the 24 end-consumers 
detrimentally affected might apply for an ex-gratia payment 
by the Commonwealth, did, not fully consider the consumers 

rights to redress for administrative error, The Committee 
urged the Minister to direct the Commonwealth to make the 
required' payments to people who were denied a benefit, of 
which they were probably unaware, by an administrative and 
drafting error in the preparation of the original Amendment, 
Equity in administration of the subsidy scheme demanded 
ex-gratia payments be at the initiative of the Minister, not. 
the unwitting consumer. 

Identity cards 

4. 90 A distinction between identity documents required to be 
carried by wardens, and rangers who are members of the police 
force, and those who are not, was contained in the National 

Parka and Wildlife Regulations (Statutory Rules 1987 

No, 139). Police needed to produce only written evidence of 
their status, while others were required to produce a proper 
identity card. The Minister for the Environment and the 
Arts, Senator the Hon. G', Richardson, explained in detail 
the distinctive identification carried, by members of the 

Australian Federal Police <AFP> and its purpose, and the 
purpose of warden identity cards, and undertook to amend the 
regulation to require a member of the AFP to produce such 
identification as would be required in the course of his or 
her normal duties. 
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Decisions in writing 

4.91 There were apparent inconsistencies between various sections 
of the Phosphate Mining Corporation of Christmas Island 
<Winding up> Ordinance 1987 <Territory of Christmas Island 
Ordinance Ho 8 of 1987>, some of which conferred power to 
take certain decisions or actions in writing while others 
required no written instrument. In the interests of 
continuity, consistency and propriety a requirement that the 
exercise of important powers be expressed in writing should 
accompany the conferral of important powers under delegated 
legislation. 

4.92 The then Minister for the Arte and Territories, the Hon. G. 
Punch, M.P., advised that the majority of provisions which 
did not require a written instrument. were based on similar 
provisions of the Companies Code with which uniformity was 
sought. The Minister assured the Committee that a written 
instrument would be the means of exercising decisions. In 
future, drafting of legislation for the external territories 
would have regard to the principle requiring important 
powers to be exercised in writing. 

PRINCIPLE (cl 

DOES DELEGATED LEGISLATION HAKE RIGHTS UNDULY DEPENDENT ON 
ADMINISTRATIVE DECISIONS WHICH ARE NOT SUBJECT TO INDEPENDENT 
REVIEW OF THEIR MERITS? 

4.93 In its Eighty-Third Report4, the Committee listed. the six 
principles it applied in its examination in this area, 

<i> decision-making power is· objectively and not 
subjectively formulated·; 

<ii> criteria are expressly set out to inform both the 
decision-maker and the citizen of the nature and 
scope of their respective reaponaibilitiesi 

4. para 4.38 
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<iii> there is a right of appeal to the Administrative 
Appeals Tribunal (AATI to review,. in full, the 
merits of the decision, and if necessary, 
substitute for it the correct and preferable 
decillion1 

<iv> the decision-maker has an obligation to inform the 
person affected by the decision of the outcome as 
soon as practicable but usually no later than 28 
days after the decision is takeni 

<v> notifications· are in writing and accompanied by a 
clear statement of the person's rights of appeal 
and, either a statement of the reasons for the 
decision, or a clear statement that reasons may be 
obtained free of cost under the Administrative 
Appeals Tribunal Act 19751 there are special cases 
where because of the significance of the decision, 
the statement of reasons should accompany the 
initial notice of decision 

(vii circumstances do not arise in which, through no 
fault of their own, persons are not notified of 
decisions and appeal rights, and are, by that 
oversight, prejudiced in some significant way, 

Right to practice a trade, business or profession 

4,94 The right to earn a living is a fundamental right which 
should not be subject to unnecessary curtailment, or loss of 
livelihood through the exercise of discretionary judgments 
conferred by delegated legislation without recourse to 
certain protections. 

4,95 The Agents (Aaendaent> ordinance 1988 CA.C,T. Ordinance Ho. 
5 of 1988> made two amendments to the Principal Ordinance 
concerning the control of agents. The first referred to 
the ability of the Agents Board to suspend an agent.'s 
licence when in fact there.was no power in the Principal 
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Ordinance to do so. The second gave the Agents Board the 
power to appoint. a receiver whenever an agent's licence had 
been suspended or revoked, 

4.96 The Minister for the Arts and Territories, the Hon. Gary 

4.97 

Punch, M,P,, explained that the power to suspend a licence 
had not yet been inserted into the Ordinance due to 
administrative delays, and required an amending Ordinance. 
Until that had been done the power to appoint. a receiver 
could not be exercised in relation to the suspension of. a 
licence. 

New Regulation 4 of 
Regulations (Alll0ndment) 

the Foreign Fishing Boats Levy 
(Statutory Rules 1987 No. 296> 

prescribed a class of fishing boats imported into Australia, 
the licensing of which did not attract levy. 

4.98 The Regulations made the question of determining the. 
ownership of a boat an unreviewable discretionary decision 
of the Departmental Secretary or an officer authorised by 
the Secretary, This was inappropriate as citizenship and 
ownership were ascertainable matters of fact and law. 

4.99 As a matter of law, Australian-owned boats were exempt from 
levy. The Minister for Primary Industries and Energy, the 
Hon, John. Kerin, M,P,, agreed to amend the regulations to 
make it clear that the Secretary had no discretion in this 
matter and that his or her responsibility be limited to 
ascertaining whether, as a matter of fact, a boat is 
Australian-owned, 

Absolute discretions 

4,100 The 'l'elecoaauni.cationa (General) By-laws Amendment Ho. 50 
1988 lacked criteria to guide the exercise of an absolute 
discretionary power to determine that a group of buildings 
was not a building complex and that therefore the owner or 
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tenant 
shared 

of the complex would not be eligible to operate a 
tenant private branch exchange (PBX>, There was no 

internal or extarnal right of review. 

4,101 The Committee believed it may be beyond power or 
inappropriate and misleading to confer an 'absolute 
discretion' by means of delegated legislation, particularly 
if no indication has been given in the enabling. Act or the 
parliamentary debates on the Bill that such an unusual and 
unexpected use would be made of delegated power. 

4.102 The Committee stated its preference for independent review 
by the AAT, but acknowledged that if arguments· of policy and 
principle are compelling in demonstrating that AAT review is 
inappropriate, then it may be that agreement could be 
reached on a formal internal appeal procedure, protected bY 
its inclusion in the By-laws. 

4.103 The Commission agreed tc provide a right to apply to the 
Managing Director for a review of an adverse decision in 
respect of a building complex. 

Reviewability of discretionary powers 

4,104 The Huraing Home Financial Arrangeaents Principles under 
subsection 40AA(7) of the Rational Health Act 1953 provided 
for the determination of scales of fees in relation to 
nursing homes and other matters. The principles vested 
numerous discretions in the Secretary. It was not clear 
whether these decisions were subject directly or indirectly 
to review by the AAT. The Minister for Community Services 
and Health, the Hon. Dr, Neal Blewett, M.P., advised that a 
proprietor is able to request the Minister to review the 
Secretary's decisions. The proprietor's request must be 
first referred to the Nursing Homes Pees Review Conunittee of 
Inquiry established under the Act. In reporting to the 
Minister, that Committee has regard to the same principles 
as the Minister is required to apply. 
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4,105 After careful consideration, the Committee decided not to 
press specifically for AAT review, and accepted the 
Minister's preference for internal review. 

The Committee noted 

that a new system of national uniform nursing home fees 
was being phased-in, which would gradually eliminate 
discretionary elements from the process of determining 
fees, and that this would occur during 1988/89; 

that the continued exercise of important discretionary 

powers by the Secretary during the transitional period 
was subject to ministerial review; 

that proposals in the Community service and Health 
Legislation (Amendment> Bill 1987 would continue. 
ministerial review in a more comprehensive way; and 

that under both the present and the proposed mechanism, 
the Minister is able to receive reports from State 
Nursing Homes Fees Review Committees of. Inquiry which 
function as protective tribunals. 

unreviewable discretions 

4,106 In applying Principle (Cl, the Committee considers special 
circumstances relating to discretionary decisions without 
appeal to the AAT, 

4,107 Three discretionary decisions by the Insurance and 

Superannuation Commissioner under 

Superannuation Standuds Regulations 
Ho 322 > were not subject to review. 

the Occupational 
(Statutory Rules 1987 

4.108 The Treasurer, -the Hon, P, Keating, M.P., explained the 

absence of merits- review-by 
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4,109 

the special taxation and policy complexities of the 
Standards in question; 

the national financial and economic significance of 
the general scheme in which exemptions would be 
exceptional; and 

the practice of not subjecting to independent 
review administrative exemptions from the 
application of a general scheme that is intended, 
in all but exceptional circumstances, to apply 
uniformly and in its entirety to a general class of 
persons. 

The Committee 
explanations. 

accepted the Treasurer's advice and 

Review rights 

4,110 The then Minister for the Arts and Territories, the Hon. G, 
Punch M.P., undertook to amend the Business Franchise 
<Tobacco and Petrole1111 Products) (Jllllendmentl Ordinance Ulo. 
21 1987 (A.C,T. Ordinance No. 58 of 1987> to require the 
Commissioner to issue a copy of an exemption certificate 
upon request, thereby obviating the need for inclusion of 
review rights. This met the Committee's concern that there 
was no provision for review of a decision of the 
Commissioner to refuse to issue a copy of an exemption 
certificate which had been lost or destroyed. 

4,111 The then Minister for the Arts, Sport, the Environment, 
Tourism and Territories, the Hon. J. Brown M.P., undertook 
to amend the The Galling llachine OEdinance 1987 (A.C.T. 
Ordinance No. 34 of 19871 to make clear that an Authority is 
to determine a universal percentage payout figure without, 
by implication, giving rise to the expectation of some right 
of appeal which would be inappropriate in the circumstances. 
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4.112 One program made under the Housing Assistance Ordinance 1987 
provided review rights for discretionary decisions. Others 
did not. The then Minister for the Arts and Territories, 
the Hon. G. Punch, M.P., undertook to make decisions, to move 
refugees from temporary accommodation, to transfer a tenant 
< Public Housing); to allocate housing < Defence Force> 1 and 
to allocate a particular site from stock to a particular 
person <Long Stay Caravan Park Housing Assistance), subject 
to appeal rights. 

4.113 The canberra Sewerage and Water Supply Regulations 
(Amendment> (A.C.T. Regulations 1987 Ro. 19> gave a 

discretion to the A.C.T. Engineer to refuse a permit for 
building work, with no opportunity for internal 
reconsideration or external. review of the adverse exercise 
of that discretion. An unfair refusal could seriously 
disrupt building operations. 

4.114 The then Minister for the Arts and Territories, the Hon. 
Gary Punch, M.P., undertook to amend the Regulations to 
provide AAT review. 

4.115 The Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Regulations <Amendment) 
<Statutory Rules 1987 Ro. 247> provided for appeals against 
a refusal to grant one particular permit but not another. 
The Minister for the Arts, Sport, the Environment, Tourism 
and Territories, Senator the Hon., G. Richardson, advised 
that this was an oversight and undertook to amend the 
regulations. 

4.116 Under the Export Inspection <Quantity Charge> Regulations 
(Amendment> (Statutoey Rules 1987 No. 251> new paragraph 
4<aa> provided for the exemption from an export inspection 
charge of products prepared at an establishment which had a 
Departmental approved quality control system, The 
provisions for approval of such a system appeared in the 
relevant export control orders where reconsideration and AAT 
review rights existed regarding initial decisions 'made 
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4,117 

under an order•, Rights of review existed in regard to 
Order 23 of the Dairy Produ~e Orders (Orders No 4 of 1985> 
referring to Approved Quality· Assurance arrangements, 

The question was whether the arrangements specified in that 
Order were also the arrangements referred to in new 
paragraph 4. <aa> which referred, not to an Approved Quality 
Assurance arrangement but to 'an arrangement between the 
Department and the occupier of the establishment in relation 
to an export control order, being an arrangement with 
respect to inspection procedures to ensure the quality of 
products prepared', If the arrangements were the same, then 
it would appear that the approval. was reviewable. If, 
however, different 'arrangements' were contemplated within 
new paragraph 4<aa> then appeal rights needed to be 
provided, 

4,118 The Minister for Resources, Senator the Hon. Peter Cook,_ 
advised that the reference to paragraph. 4<aa> of the 
Regulations did relate to the Approved Quality Assurance 
arrangements referred to in Order 23 of the Dairy Produce 
Orders (Orders No, 4 of 1985>, He confirmed that the 
Secretary's discretion in Order 23 is reviewable. 

4.119 The situation could have been simplified with the use of 
similar rather than different wording, and a reference in 
the Explanatory Statement to the existence of appeal rights. 

4,120 The Keat Inspection U!'ees> Orders As Amended (Amendment> 
being Keat Inspection <Orders> Ho 5, of 1987 provided 
that the Secretary may, in a particular case, for a reason 
that the Secretary thinks sufficient, remit the whole or a 
part of an amount of a fee payable under these Orders, 

4.121 The Committee was concerned. about the width of the 
discretion, its subjective drafting, the absence of criteria· 
and the lack of any right to seek AAT review. The then 
Minister for Resources, the Hon, Peter Morris, M,P,, advised 
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4.122 

4.123 

that its purpose was to enable remission of fees where a 
misunderstanding had arisen as to when the fees were payable 
and where it would be inequitable to require persons to pay 
those fees <eg. inadequate notification of an increase in 
fees, or confusion about the date from which the Orders 
applied). The Minister undertook to include a right of 
review to the AAT. 

The Export Control (Pees> 
Export Control Orders No. 

Orders as 
11 of 1987 

amended <Amendment> 
did not require an 

individual to be given information concerning appeal rights 
against an initial adverse decision of the Secretary. Under 
the General Orders, an individual was informed that after an 
initial adverse decision was given, an internal review was 
available before an AAT appeal but this right of initial 
review was not given under the amending orders. 

The then Minister for Resources, the Hon, Peter Morris,. 
M.P., undertook to amend the Orders to ensure notification 
of the right to an internal review of an initial decision. 

4,124 The then Minister for the Arts, Sport, the Environment, 
Tourism and Territories, the Hon. J. Brown M,P,, advised 
that an appeal provision was not provided under section 
38AA< 1 > <a> of the Co-operative Societies (lllllendment > 
Ordinance (No. 3) 1987 (A.C.'1'. Ordinance No. 42 of 1987> as 
this would be contrary to the central objective of the 
legislation, which was to ensure the protection of members' 
funds. Where an institution is in financial difficulty it 
is important that timely and effective action should be able 
to be taken before public confidence is eroded to avoid a 
damaging 'run' on the funds of a society. 

4,125 The Minister undertook, however, to provide for AAT review 
in respect of two discretions under new section 58B of the 
Ordinance. 

4,126 The Bounty <Ship Repair> <Registration> Regulations 
(Statutory Rules 1987 No. 53> provided conditions for the 
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repair of bountiable ships. Before being registered as a 
repairer an applicant was required to specify the 
subcontractors to be employed in carrying out repairs. 

4,127 Under the Bounty <Ship Repair> Act 1986 the Minister's 
decision to refuse to register a person as a repairer is 
appealable to the AAT, Where a registered repairer wishes 
to add the names of further subcontractors to those in the 
original application, the identity of such a contractor must 
be submitted to the Minister for approval. If registration 
has already been granted, however, there is no right of 
appeal against a Ministerial refusal to approve additional 
contractors, 

4,128 The Minister for Science and Small Business, the Hon, B, 
Jones M,P,, advised that such a result was unintended and 
undertook to amend the regulations to provide appeal rights 
to the AAT, 

4,129 Both the Bounty <Ships> (Reservation of Bounty> Regulations 
(Amendllent> (Statutory Rules 1987 NO. 116> and the Bounty 
(Ship Repair) (Reservation of Bounty> Regulations <Statutory 
Rules 1987 Ho. 117> concerned the right to reserve certain 
bounty from a limited fund on a 'first come, first served' 
basis. These regulations vested the Comptroller with 
di~cretions against which there was no appeal, A failure to 
obtain. a reservation of bounty as a result of the unfair 
exercise of such a discretion could result in a failure to 
obtain bounty payments. 

4,130 The Minister for Science and Small Business, the Hon. B, 
Jones M,P., advised that it was not intended to deny a 
reservation applicant an appeal right against an adverse 

4.131 

reservation decision· and 
retrospective review rights, 

undertook to provide for 

Two· Ordinances in the package of Australian capital 
Territory Taxation Legislation failed to provide for review 
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of decisions relating to refunds of duty and taxes. These 
decisions fell within the class of judgmental discretionary 
decisions customarily subject to AAT review. 

4. 13 2 The then Minister for the Arts, Sport, the Environment, 
Tourism and Territories, the Hon. J. Brown M,P,, undertook 
to amend the Stamp Duties and Tazes Ordinance 1987 (A,C.T. 
Ordinance Ho. 39 of 1987) and the Payroll Tax Ordinance 1987 
<A.C.T. Ordinance Ho. 40 of 1987>, 

PRIHCIPLB (d) 

OOES DBLEGATBD LBGISLATIOH CONTAIN MATTERS KORB APPROPRIATE FOR 
PARLIAMBHTARY BHACTIIBIIT? 

4,133 During the period of this report the Conunittee made no 
recommendations that any instrument of delegated legislation 
be disallowed because of infringement of Principle <d>. 

4,134 The question of possible infringement of Principles <a> and 
<d> arose in the Dairy Produce Levy Regulations (Statutory 
Rules 1987 Ho. 325>, which reduced the 'minimum weight' for 
the levy, defined in sub-section 9(4) of the Dairy Produce 
Levy <No. ll Act 1986 as 15 tonnes or any lesser prescribed 
weight, by prescribing a weight of one kilogram. 

4,135 The Committee was concerned that the regulations may 'not be 
in accordance with the statute', a criterion of propriety 
connoting both the letter, and the spirit of the Act and 
Parliament's implied expectations as 
making powers might be exercised. 

to how regulation
In addition, or 

alternatively, the regulations may contain an initiative of 
such significance for the administration of the relevant 
export scheme that the change should perhaps have warranted 
the making of an Act of Parliament to bring it about. 

4,136 The change in administration introduced by the regulations 
was at, or beyond, the margins of, what should be acceptable 
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in .regulatory law-making. In: a more general sense the 
regulations gave rise to serious questions about th!I 
proprieties and limitations of exercising prescriptive 
powers, 

4,137 The Minister for Primary Industries and Energy, the Hon, J, 

Kerin, H,P,, indicated his.prior intention to·amend the Act, 
and that the regulations were an interim measure to handle 
any administrative problems arising from.a, long: delay in 
placing the appropriate amending legislation before 
Parliament. The Dairy Produce Lavy n,o ii Alllenc!Jient Act 
<Act Ro, 18 of 1988> received Royal Assent in Hay 1988, 



Introduction 

CIIAPTBR 5 

LEGISLATIOH COHSIDBRBD IR DETAIL 

5,1 Thia chapter discusses selected examples of the Committee's 
scrutiny of instruments of delegated legislation during the 
period under review, Where an instrument has' also been 
discussed in, other Chapters, references to paragraphs in 
those chapters can be found in Appendix 5 <Alphabetical 
index to legislation>, 

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Heritage Protection 
Regulations <Amendment> 
<Statutory Rules 1987 Ro. 153> 

5,2 Regulation 10 prescribed the circumstances in which the 
register of declarations of preservation of Aboriginal 
places or objects' could be inspected, and conferred on the 
Minister an unreviewable discretion as to who could 
inspect the document. 

5,3 The Minister for Aboriginal Affairs, the Hon. Gerry Hand, 
M,P,, explained, that the, Regulations were intended to 
ensure that Aboriginal views on their own heritage items 
were respected. Thus, before making' a decision to grant or 
deny access to such items, a Minister would consult with 
the Aboriginal connunity concerned, Such a decision, 
involving a balancing of the interests of opposing groups, 
would ultimately be political in nature and unamenable to 
review. 
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A.c.T. Institute of Technical and Further Education 
Ordinance 1987 
(A.C.T. Ordinance Ho, 71 of 1987> 

5,4 This Ordinance established the A.C.T. Institute of Technical 
and Further Education as an independent authority to provide 
technical and. further education· in the A,C,T, 

5,5 Significant powers were capable of exercise other. than in 
writing. The Committee considered ministerial or official 
powers conferred by legislation should be required to be 
exercised in writing. 

5,6 Paragraphs 8(3><b>, 9(3><b> and 10<3><b> provided that the 
Institute not buy shares or form companies or partnerships 
without written ministerial approval. Where approval was 
given the Minister was required to prepare a statement to be 
tabled in both Houses of the Parliament within 15 sitting 
days of the share purchase or business formation. If,. 
however, the Minister was of the opinion that the disclosure 
of the business venture 'would adversely affect the 
commercial interests of the Institute' the, statement was not 
required to be tabled until the Minister 'ceases to be of 
that opinion' • 

5.7 The Committee's concerns related to the open-ended 
formulation of the obligation on the Ministeri the 
possibility that some business venturers may have a 
predisposition to prefer a degree of secrecy: and the rtsk 
that concealed business relationships could give rise to 
suspicions, whether justified or unjustified, of impropriety 
or improper influence. 

5. 8 A suggested amendment was that in each case where a degree 
of secrecy was required, the Minister could periodically 
table a general ministerial certificate that certain matters 
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should not be revealed for reasons specified in the 
legi:slation. This would respect the position and role of 
Parliament without necessarily deterring, share purchases, 
company flotations, or would-be joint venturers. 

5,9 The then Minister for the Arts and Territories,, the Hon. G, 

Punch, M.P,, proposed' that the decision that there be no 
disclosure of a commercial transaction could be listed in 
the Institute'& annual report, and continue to be report<;1d 
in each subsequent annual report until the Minister decided 
to release the details. The existence of 
could then be noted by the Parliament. 

such, decisions 
The Minister, 

undertook to write to the Minister for' Finance proposing the 

necessary amendment to the Audit Regulations. 

5,10 The Minister also undertook to amend, the Ordinance to 
provide that removal of the Director of the Institute be in 
specified circumstances only; that a monetary limit for 
penalties be provided in the Ordinance; and for AAT review 
of any administrative decision that could result in the 

imposition of a penalty. 

Australian capital Territory Housing Asslatance Pr0gr1111111 
Public Rental Housing Assistance l'ZOgr-
Defence Poree Rental HoWling Assiatance PrOgr-
Long Stay ,caravan Parle Housing Assistance Progr-
made under section 12 of the Housing Assistance Ordinance 
1987 

5,11 The Committee's concems, regarding, these Programs related to 
the lack of appeal rights; lack of protection of personal 
privacy; poseible uncertainty in clauses; the extent of the 
discretionary powers of the COllllllissioner for Housing, 

including power to certify 'that it is necessary in the 

public interest' that information be divulged; protection of 
privacy of individuals; lack of relevant information in the 
Explanatory Statements; and other matters. 
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5,12 The Minister for the Arte and Territories, the Hon. Gary 
Punch M. P., responded in detail, and was 
favourable to the Committee's concerns.l 

generally 

Australian Federal Police <Police Liaison .lldvisory Collllllittee 
for the Australian capital Territory> Regulations <Repeal> 
<Statutory Rules 1988 Ho. 32> 

5.13 Thia regulation abolished the Police Liaison Advisory 
committee for the Australian Capital Territory. The 
Committee queried why such a body had been abolished given a 
heightened awareness of the role of the police, the 

existence of criminal activity and the need for various 
forms of community involvement in the process of government 
and administration. generally in the A.C.T. The then 

Minister for Territories, the Hon. Gary Punch, M.P., 

explained that since the abolition of the A.C.T. House of 
Assembly, the Advisory Committee had not operated 
effectively and the Australian Federal Police had sought. 

other avenues of police and community liaison in the A,C.T. 
He also pointed out that the Australian Federal Police Act 
1979 had been amended by the Statute Law <Miscellaneous 

Provisions I Act 1988 which removed the obligation to 
establish an Advisory Committee. 

Australian Rifle Clubs Regulations <Repeal> 
(Statutory Rules 1988 Ho. 17> 
Defence <General> Regulations 
<Statutory Rules 1988 Ho. 18> 
Rifle Clubs (Pi:rearaa> OJ:der 1988 
Rifle Clubs (Pireuma> O:i:der (Aaendaent> 1988 

5,14 Paragraph 123G<l><c> of the Defence Act 1903 provided that 
the Minister for Defence may make Orders, not inconsistent 

with the Act, for and in. relation to the control and 

administration of rifle ranges, and for the carriage, 
possession and use of firearms on. or in connection with. a 
rifle range. 

l. For full text of the Minister's reply, and· the Chairman's 
letter !!A Senate Hansard, 31 May 1988, p,3164. 
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5,15 'l'ha above instruments ware intended to be temporary as the 
new exemption provisions ware to remain in force, for 
approximately six months to give rifle clubs and 
associations time to adjust to State and Territory law, and 
would than be repealed, 'l'ha Committee suggested that the, 
(Rifle Clubs <Firearms> Order (Amendment» of 11 February 
1988 and the Defence <General> Regulations should have been 
subject to an express sunset clause that would have, 
terminated temporary exemptions from State and Territory 
laws, Then, if the proposed timetable for change was not 
mat and extension of the life of the legislation was 
necessary, fresh instruments would be required, which would 
coma before the Parliament <and the Committee> for further 
scrutiny in the usual way. 

5,16 In accordance with its Principles, the Committee had no 
interest in the policy behind the package,2 

5,17 'l'he Committee, acting solely within its, scrutiny principles, 
acknowledged that the disallowance of the Australian Rifle 
Clubs Regulations <Repeal), <Statutory Rules 1988 No, 17> had 
altered the, practical and legal situation regarding the 
legislative package for rifle clubs and withdrew its Notice 
of Motion of Disallowance of the Rifle Clubs <Firearms> 
Order to enable the Minister to reconsider his position,3 

2, Part of the package, the A~atralian Rifle Clubs Regulations 
<Repeal> <Statutory Rule• 19B8 No, 17> was disallowed by the 
Sanata,on 10,xay 1988 for policy raaaons. 
Senate ll!!!Um, 10 May 19l!8 pp. 2248-2262. 

3, 'l'ha full text of Colmittae correspondence was incorporated in 
Hansard along with a abort sUlllllllli:y of· the Committee'• scrutiny. 
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Australian Keat and Live-stock Ozder IIQ22/87 
(Sheepmeat and/or Goataeat to BBC - 1988 Quota 
Administration Sch-> 

Australian Keat and Live-stock Ozdar,IIQ23/87 
(High Quality Beef to BBC - 1988 Quota Administration Scheme> 

5.18 The Orders required that telex be the exclusive means of 
communication of export approvals by the Australian Meat and 
Livestock Corporation <AMLC>, although details of changes to 
consignments subject to approvals:were communicable by the 
licensee, by either telex or facsimile, The Committee noted 
that facsimile transmission had virtually superseded telex. 

5,19 The AMLC explained that the option to have approvals 
transmitted directly to the works (where the product is 
prepared> was available to 'Approved Establishments'. To 
obtain approval as an 'Approved Establishment' from the 
Department of Primary Industry and Energy, the works must 
possess a telex machine. The AMLC was not aware of a
Departmental requirement relating to facsimile machines, 
and noted that, at the time the Orders in question were 
issued, every licensee in poaaession of a 1987 entitlement 
or likely to receive a 1988 entitlement <and thus likely to 
be affected by the Orders> had a telex machine. The AMLC 

noted that licensees could communicate with AMLC by telex, 
letter or facsimile. 

Australian Wine and Brandy Corporation <Annual General Keating of 
the Industry> Regulations 
<Statutory Rules 1987 Ro, 264> 

5. 20 These regulations set out the rules for the conduct of the 
Annual General Meeting <AGM> of the wine industry. The 
Committee's concern related to the confidentiality of a 
winemaker's liability to pay a leyy, The number of votes 
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that a winemaker could cast at the AGM equated to the number 
of whole dollars of relevant levy imposed on the person in 
the preceding year, If a teller at a meeting released the 
winemaker's voting figure, the amount of levy could be 
calculated. Under regulation 6 the nominated tellers were 
subject to a duty of confidence. The Committee queried how 
this could be enforced in order to protect the, privacy of 
the winemakers• liability to tax. 

5.21 The Minister for Primary Industries and Energy, the Hon. 
John Kerin, M.P., explained that it was the policy of his 
Department to appoint only Commonwealth officers to act as 
tellers. Any disclosure of votes by such a nominated teller 
would bring the officer within the scope of section 70 of 
the Crimea Act 1914 which imposes a penalty of imprisonment 
for two years if the officer co~cerned disclosed the 
relevant information. The Committee accepted the Minister's 
view that this provided an adequate mechanism to protect. 
winemakers' privacy. 

Broadcasting Act 1942 
Orders under section 92V 
relating to Remote Television Licenses 

S. 22 Section 119A of the Broadcasting Act 1942 provided for 
appeals 
although 

to the AAT against various decisions under the Act, 
it' did not appear to extend such rights to the 

Orders of the Australian Broadcasting Tribunal <ABT> under 
which decisions of importance to licensees could be made. 

5,23 The Committee had been informed that the Administrative 
Review Council <ARC> was examining the desirability of 
merits review of the ABT's procedural decisions. The 
Committee sought an indication of progress made by the ARC 
and whether consideration had been.given to merits review of 
substantive ABT discretions of the kind arising under the 
orders in question. 
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5,24 The then Minister for Transport and Communications, Senator 
the Hon. Gareth Evans, advised of a foreshadowed review by 
the ARC of broadcasting legislation, but as this was was the 
subject of two other reviews he wished to see a co-operative 
approach to ensure effective use of resources. 

Building and Services Ordinance 1924 CA.C.T> Determination 
Building Ordinance 1972 CA.C.'l'l Dete:i:aination 
Unit Titles ordinance 1970 CA.C,'l'> Dete:i:aination of Fees 

5.25 These determinations purported to fix fees under provisions 
of Ordinances which were not in existence when the 
determinations were made, subsection 15<4> in the case of 
the Building Ordinance 1972; and paragraph 16(1><e> in the 
case of the Unit Titles Ordinance 1970. The determinations 
were made on 9 September 1987, but the relevant provisions 
were not included in the Ordinances until 16 September 1987. 
It was possible that section 8 of the Interpretation 
Ordinance did not operate to validate the determinations, as 
that section related to Ordinances that have been made but 
which are not yet in force. 
had not been made at the 
although the determinations 
immediately, 

In this case, the Ordinances 
date of the determinations, 

purported to come into force 

5,26 The then Minister for the Arts and Territories, the Hon, G, 
Punch, M.F., advised. that the determinations were validly 
made as they were signed by the delegate of the Minister·on 
9 September 1987, and were gazetted on 16 September 1987, 
The Ordinances were signed by the Governor-General on 13 
September 1987 and gazetted on 16 September 1987, The 
Minister considered the relevant action was arranging for 
the determinations to be gazetted. Each Ordinance provided 
that the Minister <or his delegate> may, by notice in 
writing published in the ~. determine fees for the 
purposes of the Ordinance. 
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5, 27 The Committee's continued concern related to the technical 
issue of the validity of the determinations. 

5.28 The Minister then offered to validate the determinations 
with retrospective amendments to the Ordinances to declare 
the determinations valid. 

5,29 The Committee left this decision to the discretion of the 
Minister as the alternative view of the law was not 
untenable, and 
consideration, 

his view was arrived at after careful 
but advised that amendment may be the wiser 

course of action. 

Canberra Institute of the Arts Ordinance 1988 
<A,C.T. Ordinance Ho. 1 of 1988) 

5. 30 This Ordinance established the Canberra Institute of the 
Arts as an independent educational Institute, consisting of 
the Canberra School of Music and the Canberra School of Art. · 

s. 31 The Committee questioned why some decisions were to be taken 
in writing, whereas others were not, eg. certain ministerial 
approvals, determinations and directives. 

5,32 While the Committee recognised that decisions would. in all 
probability be taken in writing, an express legal 
requirement to predicate operative decision-making on 
written documents could have protective consequences for all 
concerned. 

5. 33 The Minister undertook to amend the Ordinance to provide 
that certain statutory discretions be exercised in writing, 
which was consistent with previous undertakings relating to 
the Schools Authority <Amendment> Ordinance 1987 and the 
A,C,T. Institute of Technical and Further Education 
Ordinance 1987. 
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Children'• Services CAaandment> OZdinance Clio. 2> 1987 
CA.C.T. OZdinanca 110. 53 of 19871 

5,34 This Ordinance was enacted to affect undertakings given to 
the Committee following its consideration of the original 
Ordinance. 4 

5,35 The Committee had at the time of its scrutiny of the 
Principal Ordinance indicated that there should be some 
shorter period than the pr011cribed 48 hours for a child to 
be brought before a court. The Minister then undertook to 
delete the reference to 48 hours from the Ordinance, This 
was implemented by the amending ordinance, which resulted in 
a requirement that a child be brought before a court 'as 
soon as practicable• • 

5,36 This was not what the Committee had intended, as the 
amendment, instead of shortening the period of possible 
detention, left the issue to be determined on a basis which. 
could well result in a period of· detention exceeding the 
previous limit of 48 hours. It did not seem to be 
impracticable for action to be undertaken within say 24 
hours. 

5,37 The, then Minister for the Arts, Sport, the Environment, 
Tourism and Territories, the Hon. J. Brown·, M,P., advised 
that 24 hours was not considered a practicable period, that 
persons with responsibility for administering the provisions 
in question would treat the interests of the children as 
paramount and would be sensitive to questions of personal 
liberty, 

5,38 The Committee again advised the Minister that an 'as soon as 

practicable' provision was not satisfactory in the context 
of this Ordinance, that there was no serious practical 

4, See Eighty-Third Report paragraphs ·4.31, 4,44, 5,27 - 5,48 
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impediment to dealing expeditiously with children detained 
over 
amend 
time. 

the weekend and respe~tfully urged the Minister to 
the Ordinance with a definite specified period of 

5,39 The Minister then undertook to amend the provisions to 
ensure that 24 hours be the usual time limit for bringing 
children be~ore court subject to the contingencies of 
practicalities. 

5,40 Ideals of legal principle and propriety should be included 
at the very beginning of all legislation, but especially 
where that legislation is a model introducing new conce~ts. 

Children's Services Regulations 
(A.C.T. Regulations 1987 No. 6> 

5,41 Regulations 6, 7 and 8 imposed obligations on licensees of. 
child care centres to keep records and registers, No penalty 
was specified for failure to observe these obligations. The 
Committee questioned whether failure might amount to a 
breach of a licence condition thereby attracting the penalty 
set out in subsection 11812> of the Children's Services 
Ordinance 1987, 

5.42 The then Minister for the Arts and Territories, the Hon. G. 
Punch, M,P., undertook to amend the Regulations to provide a 
specific penalty for failure to comply with Regulations 6, 7 
and 8. 

Customs (Prohibited Bzports> Regulations 
(Amendment> Regulations 1987 
(Statutory Rules 1987 No. 317> 

5.43 These regulations gave effect to a government policy 
decision to abolish or amend export controls on certain 
products. Two matters were of concern -
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the Explanatory Statement referred to the removal from 
export control of lower quality wine, but the necessary 
amendments were not in the regulations; and 

placement in the Eighth Schedule of two new items, 
Ketobemidone and Opium, at the end of the Schedule. Item 
69 (the last item in the Schedule), was a catch-all Item 
dealing with substitutes for drugs listed, and' should be 
made clearly applicable to the two new drugs listed, 
with them being placed in their appropriate alphabetical 
po~ition in Schedule 8 (which is an alphabetical listing 
of drugs>, 

5,44 The Minister for Science, customs and Small Business, the 
Hon. B, Jones, M,P,, advised that the di:screpancy between 
the Statutory Rule and the Explanatory Statement occurred 
because the proposed amendment was withdrawn, but the 
Explanatory Statement was not amended accordingly. The 
Minister also undertook to re-arrange Part I of the Eighth 
Schedule so that listed drugs appear in alphabetical order. 

Customa (Prohibited Bzports> Regulations CAaendlllent> 
<Statutory Rules 1987 Ro, 319> 

5,45 This regulation implemented certain undertakings previously 
given to the Committee, but the amendment to Regulation 
l3P<l> of the Principal Regulations deleting the words 'or 
an authorised person' in two instances may have had the 
effect that the Minister may terminate only a permission 
granted by the Minister, so the duration of a permission 
granted by an authorised person could not be controlled by 
the Minister. 

5.46 The Minister for Science, Customs and' Small Business, the 
Hon. B. Jones, M,P,, undertook to amend the regulation as 
this was an unforeseen consequence. The intention, was to 
make permissions granted either by the Minister or an 
authorised person subject to overriding control < including 
termination> by the Minister, 
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Customs Regulations <Jlllendaantl 
(Statutory Rules 1987 Ho. 1401 

S.47 The, Committee sought an explanation of the change in 
charging techniques for prescribed fees for each 7 lines of 
information contained in an entry form raised for the 
purpose of recording the movement of dutiable goods out of a 
warehouse, and processed by the Australian Customs Service. 

S.48 The Minister advised that technological changes resulting, 
from computerised entries required amendments to the 
charging techniques. The old 'page' charged' at $7 was in 
fact the new 'seven lines of information' and was still 
charged at $7. The amendment to the Regulations was to 
update the basis for charging, on documents. It was merely 
continuing what was previously occurring in practice with 
the pre-computer system. 

Determination under Section 58B of, the Defence,Act 1903 
(Amendment) 
Defence Determination Ho. 6 of 1988 

S.49 New Clause 28, inserted in Determination 3714 (Overseas 
Living Allowance) provided for an allowance to be payable at 
the discretion of the approving authority. There was no 
criteria specified for the exercise of that discretion, and 
no right of appeal. 

s.so The then Minister for Industrial Relations, the Hon. R. 
Willis, M.P., advised the Committee that the relevant 
criteria were set out in clause, 29 of the same Determination 
(Determination 3714.> 

S.51 The Committee's correspondence on this matter was tabled in 
the Senate on 23 May 1988 and incorporated, in Hansard.s 

s. Senate~. 23 May 1988, p. 2654. 
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Determination under Section 58B of the Defence Act 1903 
(Amendment> 
Defence Determination Ro. 10 of 1988 

5,52 This Determination provided for a Reunion Allowance. Clause 
2 defined certain absence or travel as that 'approved' by an 
officer who 'according' to the custom of the service' was 
empowered to approve such absence or travel, The question 
was whether this expression was too vague and uncertain for 
use in a legislative instrument dealing with the entire 
Defence Force in its three traditional constituent elements. 

5, 53 The Committee accepted the explanation of the then Minister 
for Industrial Relations, the Hon. R,, Willis, M,P,, that the 

use of' the expres.sion was settled and well understood in all 
branches of the Defence Force,6 

Bnvironaent Protection and llanag-t Ordinance 1987 
(Territory of Heard Island and McDonald Ialands 
Ordinance Ro. 1 of 1987> 

5,54 This Ordinance related to the protection and management of 
the environment and wildlife of Heard Island and, the 
McDonald Islands. A number of aspects affected the rights 
of individuals. 

Publication of Plans of llanag-t 

5,55 Provisions in paragraph 8<3><b> and subsection 814> invited 
persons to make representations in connection with a 
proposed plan but left open the possibility that submissions 
could be refused after an unreasonably brief period, as a 
definite and reasonable minimum period for submission of 
representation• had not been provided. Paragraph 818> Cb> of 

6, The Conunittee•s, correspondence on this matter was tabled. 
Senate IIA!!!Am, 23 Hay 1988, p,, 2654 Cw>. 
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the Ordinance, on the other hand, allowed interested persons 
to make representations on the published plan 'by such date, 
not being less than one month after the date of publication 
of the notice, ' 

5,56 The Minister for the Arts, Sport, the Environment, Tourism 
and Territories, Senator the Hon. G, Richardson, advised 
that the intention was never to reduce to an unworkable 
minimum the period during which persons may make 
representations, the intention being to provide an 
opportunity for public comment, and undertook to amend 
paragraph 8 < 3 > < b > along the lines of paragraph 8 < 8 > < b > • 

Strict liability offences 

5.57 The Explanatory Statement stated that the Ordinance effected 
rigid controls on activities that may be undertaken in the 
Territory. While there may be arguments of public policy 
dictating the severe penalties in order to deter persons 
intent on perpetrating irreparable damage to the ecology of 
the Territory, the heavy penalties contained in section 
14<1> were for a range of criminal offences which appeared 
to be able to be committed without wilful intent or criminal 
negligence. 

5,58 The Minister agreed that in some situations the penalties 
associated with strict liability offences may be too severe 
and undertook to review the offences and penalties. 

Upper liJDit of fees 

5,59 A principal instrument should generally limit fees or 
penalties that may later be prescribed to a reasonable 
maximum, Subsection 15(4), of the Ordinance merely provided 
that the regulations may prescribe fees payable in respect 
of the issue of permits. 

5,60 The Minister undertook to amend the Ordinance accordingly. 
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Identity cards 

5.61 Public officials with enforcement powers should use 
photographic identity cards. This was not the case here. 
Subsection 20(3) provided for inspectors to be issued with 
'a certificate signed by the Minister to the effect that the 
person is an inspector for the purposes of this Ordinance', 
The Minister undertook to amend the Ordinance to require 
inspectors to use proper photographic identity cards. 

Notice of appeal rights 

5,62 The Minister accepted the suggestion that subsection 23<2> 
be amended to provide that notification of decisions and AAT 
review rights under the Ordinance be given within 28 days. 

Fisheries Regulations (Jlmendment) 
<Statutory Rules 1988 No. 30) 

5.63 The Committee's concern related to technical drafting. 
Paragraph 17<l)(k) of the Fisheries Act 1952 provided for 
prescribing short methods of reference to areas of 
proclaimed waters SJ!eCifj,ed in the regulations and the 
purposes for which those methods of reference may be used. 

5,64 When referring to the areas of proclaimed waters the 
regulations referred to areas 'described' instead of 
'specified'. While the Committee would not normally draw 
such a technicality to the attention of the Minister, the 
Committee was aware of a judgment in Anderson v Todd 
<unreported, Townsville District Court, Apps. 20 and 29 of 
1987, June 1987> where the Court, using a literal 
interpretation, had held that a fisheries notice made under 
another section of the Fisheries Act 1952 was invalid as it 
did not meet the requirements of that section. 
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5,65 The.Minister for Primary Industries and Energy, the Hon. 
John Kerin, M.P., explained' that he had been advised by the 
Attorney-General's Department that the validity of the 
regulations depended not on whether the word •specify' was 
used but on whether the regulation in effect 'specified' a 
relevant area of waters. 

Gaming Machine Ordinance 1987 
(A.C.T. Ordinance Ho. 34 of 1987) 

5.66 This Ordinance replaced the Poker Machine Control Ordinance 
1975 and implemented the main recommendations of the Report 
of the Australian Capital Territory Poker and Amusement 
Machine Enquiry 1985. 

5,67 The comments of the then Minister for the Arts, Sport, the 
Environment, Tourism and Territories, the Hon. John Brown, 
M.P., were sought on a number of issues.7 

Defence of reasonable excuse 

5.68 The obligations imposed by sections 30 and 49 to display 
notices, by section 32 to maintain a register, and by 
subsections 34<6> and (71 <the surrender of certificates>, 
appeared to impose strict criminal liability. The Minister 
agreed to include a defence of reasonable excuse in sections 
30 and 49 and sub-sections 34<6> and <7>, but not in section 
32 as this was considered central to the regulatory aims of 
the Ordinance. 

Mens rea 

5.69 Sections 44 and 45 appeared to impose strict liability on a 
licensee in relation to aspects of the operation of 
machines. By contrast, section 43 required knowledge before 

7. See paragraphs 4,111 for a discuBBion of the issue of 
appeal rights. 
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a person could be convicted of allowing unlicensed machines 
to be used, The Minister undertook to include a 'knowledge' 
element in section 44, but not in section 45, as linking: of 
gaming machines to a device identified in subsection 45(3> 
could only be deliberate. 

Other matters 

5,70 Section 7 gave the Secretary power to appoint persons as 
inspectors with significant duties, but provision was not 
made for them to carry and produce photographic identifying 
authority, The Minister undertook to provide that the 
certificates issued to inspectors apPointed under that 
section include a photograph of the officer, 

5,71 Under section 28, renewal of a licence was mandatory, but if 
the Authority wished to deprive a body of its licence it was 
required to act under section 24. The Committee believed. 
there might be a case for allowing the Authority to conduct 
an inquiry when an application for renewal was made, being a 
suitable time when issues relating to the desirability of 
the body concerned to hold a licence would be addressed. 
This was agreed to· by the Minister. 

5,72 A person who wished to appeal to the Supreme Court had 30 
days within which to do so under subsection 52<2>, There 
appeared to be no power to extend this period. Thia 
discretion should have been available to the Court. The 
Minister, however, undertook to amend subsection 52<2> to 
provide that appeals from decisions of the Authority on the 
matters listed under subsection 52<1> would come within the 
jurisdiction of the 'AAT, not the Supreme Court, The usual 
provision for extending the period for appeals would be 
included. 

5,73 The Chairman reported to the Senate on the Committee's 
scrutiny on 24 November 1987,8 

8. Senate Hansard, 24 November 1987, p. 2269-70, 2271. 
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Health Insurance Act 1973 
Approval under section 23DB(1)'s APA/1 
Approval under section 23DB1APP/l 
Determination of Principles under section 23DNC2>• APL/1 

S.74 The task of reviewing the various Determinations, 
Authorisation and Approvals made under Acts concerned with 
the health system· is made difficult due to the lack of 
up-to-date reprints of the principal Acts <which are 
frequently amended>. In this case, the instruments relating 
to pathology did not include a numbering system to identify 
and distinguish each instrument. The Committee noted that 
it was not certain whether the informal citation appearing 
on the top right-hand corner of the tabled documents 
actually appeared in the gazetted form of the instruments 
available to the public. 

S.75 The Minister for Community Services and Health, the Hon. Dr. 
Neal Blewett, M.P., noted a previous undertaking to the_ 
Committee to number instruments sequentially for each year, 
and to distinguish by letters each category of instrument. 
Although the instruments in question were not intended to 
operate on a sequential basis, and would stand for some time 
without amendment, the Minister agreed to cite the 
instruments with sequential references at the next available 
opportunity. 

S.76 Other concerns met by the Minister included 

limitation to incorporation by reference of material 
from the Medical Benefits Schedule Book (Book> as the 
Book existed at the time of the Approval <APA/ll. 
When the Book was amended, the instruments would be 
amended pursuant to subsection 23DB< 2 l of the Act. 
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the definition of 'Standards' in clause 1,1 of APL/1 
which may be beyond the limits of section 49A of the 
Acts Interpretation Act 1901 as the 'Standards' might 
be varied. The reference would be amended. 

proper forms of identification for inspectors <clause 
15 APA/1>, 

amendment of clause 7,3 of APL/1 to provide for an 
extension of time within which to furnish any required 
further information. 

Live-stock Slaughter Levy Regulations (Jlmendment) 
(Statutory Rules 1988 No. 20> 
Live-stock Export Charge Regulations (Amendment) 
<Statutory Rules 1988 No. 21> 

5,77 These regulations increased various rates of charges. The 
Preamble to the Live-stock Export Charge Regulations. 
<Amendments> <Statutory Rules 1988 No, 21> recited that they 
were made by the Governor-General 'with the advice of the 
Federal Executive Council and under subsection 13<2> of the 
Live-stock Export Charge Act 1977', but did not recite that 
the mandatory procedures required under section 13 of the 
Act had in fact taken place. In addition the Explanatory 
Statement did not contain this information. 

5,78 In writing to the Minister for Primary Industries and 
Energy, the Hon. J, Kerin M.P., the Conunittee noted that a 
Preamble which recited that required procedures have been 
observed is evidence to those involved in its making and 
implementation, as well as those affected, that those 
procedures have been complied with. 

5,79 The Minister confirmed compliance with each of the steps. 
The Australian Meat and Livestock Corporation <AMLC> had put 
a motion to its annual general meeting on 3 December 1987 
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seeking endorsement to vary the rates before making its 
recommendation to the Minister. The motion was passed in 
accordance with legislative requirements, and particulars of 
voting were provided to the Minister. 

Long Service Leave (Building and, Construction Industry 
<Amendment> Ordinance (Ho. 2> 1987 
(A.C.T. Oalinance Ho. 74 of 1987) 

5.80 On the issue of the lack of photographic identity cards for 
inspectors 
the Hon. 
inspectors 
cards. 

the then Minister for the Arte and Territories, 
G. Punch, M.P., undertook to provide that 
be provided with official photographic identity 

5.81 Section 11 amended section 37 of the Principal Ordinance to 
reduce the penalty from $10,000 to $500 where an employer 
failed to pay contributions to the long service leave fund •. 
The Explanatory Statement noted that the penalty of $10,000 
was no longer considered appropriate because section 33B of 
the Interpretation Ordinance 19679 provided that a person 
commits a separate offence for each day that the payment <of 
relevant contributions> is not made; and an offence against 
that section now had a civil penalty. 

5.82 The Committee doubted whether section 33B of the 
Interpretation Ordinance 1967 would achieve the same effect, 
as the $10,000 penalty had been regarded as appropriate 
since 1981. Subsection 37<1> required periodic notices and 
payments of contributions be lodged. within 15 days of the 

9. Where, by or under a provision of an Ordinance, an act or thing is 
required to be done within a particular period or before a 
particular time, unless the contrary intention appears,. the 
obligation to do that act or thing continues, notwithstanding that: 
that period has expired or that t1me has passed, until that' act oi:· 
thing is done. 
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expiration of certain periods. Section 33B of the 
Interpretation Ordinance may merely indicate that on the 
sixteenth day the obligation to notify or pay is not spent 
but continues in force. AB it currently stands, the penalty 
for failure to lodge could be $500 after the first week of 
delay, the first day·of delay or the first hour of delay. 
Alternatively, on a proper construction of. the provisions, 
the penalty may well be $500 for each prosecution brought. 
It would seem that to create a continuing offence which can 
take advantage of section 33B, a period, such as one day or 
one week, should be expressly specified as the period, on 
the recurring expiration of which, the penalty is incurred 
and reincurred. 

5.83 There should be an appropriate relationship between the 
level of the reduced penalty and . the duration of the 
recurring period to encourage payment of the relevant 
contributions without building-up an unreasonably large_ 
penalty out of proportion to the nature of the offence. 

5.84 The then Minister for the Arts and Territories, the Hon. G. 
Punch, M.P., undertook. to amend the Interpretation Ordinance 
to reproduce the effect of sub-section 4K(2> as contained in 
the Crimes Legislation Amendment Act 1987 (No. 120 of 1987>. 

5.85 Its inclusion in the Ordinance would remove any doubt about 
prosecutions for continuing offences, as it is clear that a 
separate offence arises on each day on which a person fails 
to comply with the statutory requirement. 

Meat Inspection (South Australia> Orders 
Keat Inspection Orders IIO. 2 of 1987 

5.86 Subsection 34(4> of the Meat Inspection Act 1983 provided 
that an Order may apply, adopt or incorporate a provision of 
a State Act or a Regulation.or rule made under such an Act 
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in force at a particular time or in force from time to time, 
An Order could also adopt any matter contained in an 
'instrument' as· in force at the time the Order takes effect, 
In these Orders, the 'State Act' is expressly defined as· the 
Meat Hygiene Act 1980 of the State <as amended> including 
regulations and other 'instruments' made pursuant to the 
State Act, 

5.87 Incorporation of other instruments as in force 'from time to 
time' appeared to be at variance with paragraph 37<4><b> of 
the empowering Act, and raised the issue of the validity of 
the Orders. 

5.88 The Minister for Primary Industries and Energy, the Hon. 
John Kerin, M.P., undertook to remove the reference to 

The definition of 'State Act' would be 
Court to exclude 'instruments' that are 

'instruments' • 
interpreted by a 
made under the State Act after the entry into force of the 
Orders. 

5.89 Subsection lO<a> was ambiguous in that an authorised officer 
may 'possess an official mark ••• ' Clarification was sought 
as to whether a marking device rather than the mark itself 
may be possessed in the sense that an authorised officer may 
be in possession of or take possession of such a device. 
The Minister explained that paragraph lO<a> was intended to 
ensure that adequate safeguards were maintained for !lQ!;h 

official marks and official marking devices. While in most 
cases official marking devices would be used to apply an 
official mark, paragraph lO<a> was intended to cover 
situations where, for example, official marks applied to 
cartons may well be an adhesive label and so capable of 
being poasessed. 
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Merit Protection <Australian GoverDIIDDt Bllployee!I> Regulations 
<Amendment> 
CStatutoEY Rules 1987 Ho. 330> 

5.90 Regulation 31 permitted a Redeployment and Retirement Appeal 
Committee to make Orders prohibiting or restricting the 
disclosure of evidence given before it, No sanction for a 
failure to comply with such an Order could be identified. 
In matters of law and legal proceedings moral suasion is 
less certain and less reliable than legal obligation and the 
absence of: sanction' was liable to create uncertainty and 
undermine the Redeployment Committee's role and authority. 

5.91 The then, Minister assisting the Prime Minister for Public 
Service Mattera, the Hon. R. Willia, M.P., advised that 
there was no provision in the Merit Protection IAuatralian 
Government Employees> Act 1984 that, allowed the agency to 
take action where there was a breach of regulation 31, and_ 
that there was some doubt as to whether the Act, as it 
stood, would permit the making of a regulation to provide a 
sanction for failure to comply with such an Order. He 
undertook to amend section 81 of the Act to extend its 
provisions to breaches of Orders made under the Regulations. 

National Health Act 19S3. 
Section 45D• StandaJ:da for Nursing Bcaa care 

5.92 Thia instrument determined the Standards to be observed in 
the provision of nursing, home care in approved nursing 
homes. 

5.93 The Committee's concerns related to whether, under Standard 
4, official guidance was given to proprietors as to what 
would amount to justification for expulsion of a resident; 
preparation of the reasons for expulaion1 what would amount 
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to 'sufficient warning' prior to expulsion; and other 
matters including whether avenues of appeal, (internal to 
the home or external> against such a decision existed. 

5.94 The background to the new Standards for nursing homes, and 
the document • Living in a Nursing Horne - Outcome Standards 
for Australian Nursing Homes' were provided to the 
Committee. Standard 4. 2 recommended that proprietors draw 
to the attention of prospective residents the conditions 
under which they might be asked to leave; that a resident 
be advised of the reasons for being asked to leave; that 
sufficient warning be given; and that the resident be 
advised of avenues of appeal, 

5,95 Advice as to what would justify requesting a resident to 
leave is considered the responsibility of the, nursing home 
staff and management. Should a nursing home fail to meet 
the Standards, however, action could be taken under section. 
45E of the National Health Act. Although no avenue for 
appeal existed against such action, the Minister for Housing 
and Aged Care, the Hon, P. Staples, M,P,, advised an 
amendment to the Act would prevent any such action being 
taken prior to the establishment of a Standards Review 
Panel. 

5,96 The Committee remained concerned that reasons be given in 
writing by proprietors to residents. Personal rights of 
aged citizens would be better protected if there was a 
requirement for proprietors to provide to intending 
residents and their relatives written information on the 
conditions of their residency. 

Pharmaceutical Benefits Declaration Ro. PB2 of 1987 

5,97 Thia Declaration replaced Schedules of Drugs formerly set 
out in the 
Regulations, 

National 
Schedule 

Health 
I to 
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provisions similar to Schedule 5 in the regulations that 
permitted certain drugs to be a 'pharmaceutical benefit' 
only with the authority of the Secretary of the Department, 
A refusal by the Secretary to exercise his or her discretion 
and issue an appropriate written authority meant that the 
drugs in question would not be available at reduced cost. 
There was no provision for review of the Secretary's 
decision. 

5.98 The Committee noted that the existence of appropriately 
structured avenues of appeal can serve to underwrite the 
quality of initial decisions and thus instill public 
confidence in the competence and professionalism of possibly 
hard decisions. Review procedures also facilitate the 
correction of unfair or erroneous decisions in the unlikely 
event that these occur. 

5.99 The advice of the Minister for Veteran's Affairs, the Hon •. 
Ben Humphries, M.P., for and on behalf of the Minister for 
Community Services and Health, the Hon. Dr Neal Blewett, 
M.P., was that it was inappropriate to provide avenues of 
appeal against decisions of the Secretary or his delegate in 
this case. The Minister explained in detail the procedures 
for amendments to the Schedule of Pharmaceutical Benefits 
and the role of the Pharmaceutical Benefits Advisory 
Committee (PBAC1.lO 

Public Service DeteraJ.nations 1987/46 and 1987/59 

5.100 Clause 3.4.98<2> of Determination 1987/46 provided that a 
qualification allowance should not exceed a specified amount 
'except with the approval of the Secretary'. There was no 
indication when such approval might be given. 

10, For details of the Committee's correspondence!!!!!! Senate,~ 
15 December 1987 p. 3033 ff <w>. 
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5.101 As there were no foreseeable circumstances in which the 
discretion would be exercised to authorise payment of a sum 

exceeding the stipulated maximum allowance, the Connnittee 
believed the subclause should be amended by deleting 'except 

with the approval of the Secretary'. 

5 .102 Determination 1987 /59, new paragraph 3. 4 .103 < 1 > <b> conferred 

on the Secretary a broad discretion to deem work 

'extraordinary', The phrase, in the context of the Western 
Australia State award, related to circumstances where an 

enrolled nurse performed work at a level significantly 
above the work level of other enrolled nurses and above 

the general standard required of an enrolled nurse. 

The Committee considered the paragraph would be amended by 
substituting for 'extraordinary' expressions reflecting the 

criteria used, 

Remand Centres (Amendment> Ordinance 1987 
(A,C,T. Ordinance Ho. 30 of 1987> 

5,103 Before this Ordinance was made, the Remand Centres Ordinance 
1976 provided for visits by independent magistrates, 

appointed by the Chief Magistrate, to receive complaints 
from persons on remand, This arrangement could 

theoretically have led to a conflict of duties, and at the 

request of the Chief Magistrate was replaced by the office 

of Official Visitor. 

5,104 The Ordinance did not provide for the independence, 

qualifications or tenure of Official Visitors, whose role 

in relation 

significance 
to 
and 

remand centres was of 

sensitivity in the 

presumptively innocent persons in custody, 

considerable 

protection of 

5.105 The then Minister for the Arts, Sport, the Environment, 

Tourism and Territories, the Hon. J. Brown, M.P., undertook 

to amend the Ordinance to provide that appointees not be 
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Public Servants or correctional service employees but rather 
legal practitioners, academi:cs or other independent persons; 
with a minimum term of appointment;. and that they could not 
be removed in the absence of misbehavior or incapacity. 

Schools Authority (Amendment> Ordinance 1987 
CA.C.T. Ordinance Ho. 70 of 1987> 

5,106 The Committee was concerned -

whether the new section. 66 of the Principal Ordinance in 
the width of protection bestowed by it on certain office 
holders of the Schools Authority, excluded liability for 
negligence, and possibly conferred immunity on the 
Authority; 

about powers granted to the Minister without express 
requirement that they be exercised only in writing; and 

about the difference in the drafting of section 19, and 
section 35 of the Health Authority <Amendment> <No. 2> 
Ordinance 1987. Section 19 could give the impression 
that while employment with the Schools Authority 
continued, previous terms and conditions were subject to 
change in a way that could not arise under section 35 of 
.the Health Authority <Amendment> Ordinance. 

5,107 The then Minister for the Arts and Territories, the Hon. G, 
Punch, M.P., advised that the Authority could be sued, but 
that the Chief Education Officer was protected. from action 
in the same way as an employee. 

5,108 The Minister undertook to amend the Ordinance to ensure that 
the powers would be exercised only in writing, and that 
section 19 be reworded so that it would be in the same terms 
as section 35 of the Health Authority <Amendment> Ordinance, 
making it clear that employees of the restructured Schools 
Authority would continue to be employed on the same terms 
and conditions to which they·were previously subject. 
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Taxation <Administration) Ordinance 1987 
CA.C.T. Ordinance Ho. 41 of 1987) 

5.109 The Taxation CAdainistration> Ordinance contained a number 
of provisions intended to enhance the ability of tax 
officers to collect tax. In pursuit of that goal, however, 
provisions were unduly invasive of the citizen's rights and 
liberties. 

5.110 A number of issues were raised -

that the annual reports of the Conuuissioner be tabled in 
Parliament; 

that power vested in a tax officer allowing unrestricted 
access to any documents should be limited to documents 
relevant to the enforcement of a specific tax lawi 

that certain apparently wide search powers be amended 
along the lines of section 232 and 236 of the Credit 
Ordinance 1985 <regarded as providing a suitable standard 
for the drafting of entry and search provisions>; 

that provisions requiring persons to attend and give 
evidence on oath before the Conuuissioner or another 
person· be limited in period, day, time or place, and the 
qualifications of officers authorised to take evidence be 
specified; 

that the decisions made pursuant to sections 26, 32, 34, 
38, 43 and 77 be subject to review; and 

that the lack of clarity in section 56 regarding persons 
to whom the section applies <passing the responsibility 
for offences committed by a corporation on to the persons 
involved in the management of that corporation> be 

amended to remove the uncertainty that it may apply to 
persona other than officers of the corporation. 
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5.111 The then Minister for the Arts, Sport, the Environment, 
Tourism and Territories, the Hon. John Brown,, M. P. , replied 
in detail and -

agreed to table the annual report in Parliament; 

explained that section 12 conferred powers on taxation 
officers to inspect documents • for the purposes of a tax 
law' • This required the documents inspected to be 
relevant to a tax law or the search would, be beyond 
power. 

considered 
matters was 
Commonwealth 

that the power of entry relating to tax 
reasonable <and no wider than any other 
tax legislation>, but agreed to some 

amendment to meet the concerns of the Committee. 

agreed to, amend section 18 so that the time, place, day_ 
or period be reasonable; but declined, on the grounds of 
administrative practicability, to include the 
qualifications or status of officers authorised to 
exercise the power. 

explained why separate or further appeal rights were not 
required under sections 26, 32, 34, 38 and 43, but 
undertook to amend section 77 to provide, for review of a 
decision by the Commissioner regarding the status of a 
person as a member of a business group. 

declined to amend section 56 on the grounds that the 
section was based on section 84 of the Taxation 
<Administration> Act 1953. The liability of persons is 
the same under both sections, but the burden on the 
defendant under section 56(3> of the Ordinance was 
lesser. 
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Wool Marketing Regulations 
(Statutory Rules 1987 Ro. 132> 

5,112 The Committee raised a number of concerns about these 
regulations. 

Reasonable excuse for action 

5.113 Obligations were imposed by subregulations 11<1>, 22<2> and 
24 < 2 >, in circwnstances where it was possible for persons to 
be unable to comply for reasons outside their control. The 
question was whether a defence of reasonable excuse could be 
provided as in subregulations 11 < 4 > and. ( 5 > • 

5.114 The Acting Minister for Primary Industries and Energy, the 
Hon. Peter Morris, M.P,, explained that the usual defences 
of an honest and reasonable belief in a state of facts, and 
impossibility of compliance, were available to persons 
charged with strict liability offences, should the 
Australian Wool Corporation CAWC> prosecute. He noted that 
the policy of the AWC was to avoid such action where 
possible. 

onus of proof 

5.115 Subregulations 11<6> and 21(5> permitted a. certificate of 
the AWC to-be evidence that certain information was in. the 
possession of a person, thereby reversing the burden of 
proof on to the defendant. 

5.116 The Acting-Minister undertook to repeal subregulations 11<6> 
and 21<5>, as powers in other regulations were sufficient 
for any proceedings for a relevant offence. 
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Other issues 

5,117 Other issues were raised -

that a 'within such period' provision should be qualified 
by a minimum period, or at least, a reasonable period; 

the reasons why the register of persons kept under the 
Wool Tax (Administration> Act 1964 should not be publicly 
available; 

the possibility that if, under regulation 20, the 
principles approved by the Minister and made by 
regulation pursuant to paragraph 51<3><c> of the !22! 
Marketing Act 1987, dealt with more than administrative 
details, they may be ultra-vires as a subdelegation; and 

entry onto premises by inspectors without consent or 
pursuant to a search warrant. 

5,118 The Acting Minister explained. -

that subregulation 11(4> would be amended to read 'within 
such reasonable period as determined by the Corporation'. 
Where registered persons could not comply with the time 
limits, the AWC would allow further reasonable time; 

that 
AWC 

the information on the register was provided to the 
by the Commissioner of Taxation, and regulation 13 

provided claimant (woolgrower> access to the AWC; 

that the 'principles' are in fact the basis on which 
remuneration costs were calculated, but as the term 
'principles• may be misleading, the regulation would be 
amended e.g. 'formula for determining remuneration 
costs'; and 
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that .reguleti6n 23\ would tie amended to follow the, 
Coillmitt,a'•: '11r~fe;e~i:e: f~f the ,form. Ht out in sections 
232; l!-lld ·23s::.?.f. ·thill A.C.T. Credit, Ordinance 1985 regarding · 
entry of ina~cto~· 'onto premiaes. 

Workllen,•a Cailpenaation (Aaenciaimt> OJ:dinance (Ro. 2> 1987 
(A.C.T Ozdil)al)cit.lfo. 24 of·l987) 

5.119 The Committee sought the, advice of the then Minister for the 
Arts, Sport, the Environment, Tourism and Territories, the. 
Hon·. John Brown,, J,P:,, on, changes macle by this Ordinance, A 
new subsection, 16(28> p;ovf.ded that a. registered. auditor 
shall not knowingly·aupply false information, but.appeared 
not. to-make·the consequential changes.to make such an action 
an offence. The ~11!,Datory Statement stated' that the 
intention was that such conduct would be an offence. 

5,120 The Minister's explanation that _t.he penalty already provided. 
at the foot of section 16.would apply to a breach of any of 
the aubsectio,ns in the. eection <section 33 of the 
Interpretation Ordinance 1967> satisfied the· Committee'• 
concerns·., 



CHAPTER 6 

MINISTERIAL UNDBRTAltIHGS NO'l' YET IMPLEMENTED 1987 - 1988 

THE PROBLEM 01!' DELAY 

6,1 Excessive delay in implementing undertakings continues to 
be a problem. Pertinent points were made in the Eighty
Third Report, 

An undertaking is a promise, given in writing, 
by a Minister of the Commonwealth Government 
to a Committee of the Commonwealth Parliament, 
to the effect that the concerns of the 
Committee about the objectionable effects of 
Executive law-making on personal rights or 
parliamentary proprieties will be allayed by 
means of an expeditious amendment.l 

6,2 The Committee had previously stated in its Eightieth Report 
that 

6,3 

••• no undertaking is viewed lightly by the 
Committee for the simple reason that an 
undertaking is accepted as an alternative 
to recommending disallowance,2 

The whole basis of the parliamentary 
undertaking convention is based is 
implementation of undertakings is not 

honour on which the 
undermined if the 

expedited as quickly 
as possible after a.Minister has given his or her word to 
act. Excessive delay is not only a discourtesy to the 
Senate but it is also a continuing affront to principles of 
freedom, justice, fairness and propriety. 

l. Eighty-Third Report !April 1988). paragraphs 8,1 
2, Parliamentary Paper No. 241/1986, page 125, para. 5,2 
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6.4 If, after the expiration of the statutory period for 
disallowance action, the Committee is left to rely on 
ministerial undertakings which have in the past proved 
unreliable it will have to consider whether it should refuse 
to accept any further undertakings regarding future 
legislation. In this situation an option would be to report 
its predicament to the Senate and recommend that a 
bipartisan motion of disallowance be passed' in respect of an 
instrument which contains provisions of concern to the 
committee. It, would be a matter for the Senate whether in 
these circumstances any further action should be taken to 
censure undue delay in carrying out promises to protect 
rights. 

6.5 In previous Reports, this Chapter has described only 
undertakings outstanding from previous Reports. This Report 
changes that by, 

listing those undertakings outstanding from 
previous reports; and 

listing those undertakings made during the 
reporting period of this Report <July 1987 -
June 1988> which remain outstanding at the end 
of the reporting period <June 1988). 

LISTED IH THE SBVBIITY-Hill'l'II REPORT (APRIL 1986>3 

Health Insurance Regulations CAmendaent> 
(Statutory Rules 1985 Ho. 290> 

6.6 This undertaking was reported in detail in the Eighty-Third 
Report4 at paragraphs· 8.6, - a.a. 

3. Parliamentary Paper Ho. 170/86 
4. Parliamentary Paper Ho. 170/88 
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LISTED IN THE EIGHTIETH REPORT (OCTOBER 1986)5 

First Home Owners Regulations 
(Statutory Rules 1985 No. 267> 

6.7 This undertaking was to provide protective criteria to limit 
release of confidential information to persons prescribed by 
regulations; and to specify the conditions under which 
releases could lawfully occur. 

UNDERTAKINGS OUTSTANDING BUT NOT PREVIOUSLY LISTED IN REPORTS 

Veterans' Entitlements Regulations 
<Statutory Rules 1986 No. 97> 

6.8 The then Minister for Veterans' Affairs, Senator the Hon. 
Arthur Gietzelt informed the Conunittee that the Repatriation 
Conunission would make arrangements for an inunediate internal 
review of travelling expense decisions and calculations 
under sub-regulation 9<3>. His view was that the existence 
of certain discretions concerning payments of travelling 
allowances did not at that time require review by the AAT. 
The Conunittee, however, believed that although tightly 
drawn, sub-regulations 9<5> and <6> provided for wide 
discretions about which there could be dispute, and accepted 
the Minister's undertaking that the need for external review 
be examined after the Regulations have been in operation. 

Qptometrists (Amendment> Ordinance 1986 
<A.C.T. Ordinance No. 51 of 1986> 

6.9 The then Minister for Territories, the Hon. Gordon Scholes, 
M.P., agreed that there should be a right of appeal. under 
section 23 of the Ordinance to the AAT in cases where a 
registered Optometrist had been reprimanded by the Board. 

5. Parliamentary paper No. 241/1986, paragraphs 4.131-4.136 
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Following diecueeione, the ACT Health Authority requested 
the Attorney-General'• Department to include a right of 
appeal to the AAT under section 23, The Authority also 
undertook to review the.application of subsection 23<4> 
which. the Committee considered too broadi optometrists faced 
loss or· suspension. of their licenses for associating with 
people advertising or canvassing on their behalf, 

6,10 The then Minister for the Arts and Territories, the Hon. G, 
Punch, M,P,, informed the Chairman that a further issue had 
ariseni whether subsection 23<4> was unduly 
anti-competitive. 

6 ,11 Although the undertaking has not been implemented, the 
Committee has been assured that the Optometrists Board has 
adopted a policy of not relying on. the subsection for 
disciplinary action. 

Commercial Arbitration Ordinance 
(A.C.T. ordinance Ro. 84 of 1986> 

6,12 Section 57 of the Ordinance, concerning service of notices, 
did not use the current modern form of drafting, and 
included the vague and imprecise expression',,. a person 
apparently over the age, of 16 years and apparently residing 

The Committee considered more reliance could be placed 
on a phrase such as 'who is or· is reasonably believed to 
be,• 

6,13 The then Minister for Territories, the Hon, Gordon Scholes, 
M,P,, agreed with the views expressed, but noted that the 
question of drafting policy was a matter for the 
Attorney-General <to. whom the Committee had also written>. 
The Attorney-General agreed· to. direct hie profeSBional 
drafters. to require the presence of a server's reasonable 
belief as the teat of. identity of a proper recipient of a 
notice or document being served. The Minister then ,;,;: 

undertook 
documents. 

.. -- ""' ......... ......... ... -·~ .. .:; 
• . '.l 

:S{i'~ 
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New South,Wale11 Acta Ordinance 1986 
(A.C.'l'. Ordinance No. 91 of 19861 

6.14 The then Minister for Territories, the Hon. G. Scholes, 
M.P., undertook to amend the Ordinance progressively to 
remove or revise outdated provisions which the Conunittee had 
identified in certain N.s.w. Acts. 

UNDBR'l'AKINGS GIVEN DURING THB REPORTING PERIOD OP THIS REPORT 

Environment Protection (Impact of Proposals) Act 1974 
Order under section 6 made on 29 Hay 1987 

6,15 The Minister for the Environment and the Arts, Senator .the 
Hon, G •. Richardson, wrote to the Chairman on 
18 November 1987 undertaking to meet the Committee's 
concems, regarding -

Ministerial supervision of certain departmental 
decisions. The Minister undertook to formalise 
reporting to the Minister on these decisions. 

differences between an Environment Impact Statement 
< EIS I and a Public Environment Report <PERI • The 
Minister undertook to develop and publish appropriate 
guidelines. 

requirements that.various matters be made public but 
no procedures laid down for how this was to be done. 
The Minister undertook to amend the Procedures to 
clarify current practice. 

an unfettered' discretion of the Minister to suppress 
a draft EIS or PBR. The Minister undertook to 
introduce a formula in the.Procedures for exemptions 
and to publish in the Gazette notices and reasons for 
the unavailability of the. BIS or PER. 
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requirements that reasons for certain decisions be 
given but no procedures laid down for how this was to 
be done. The Minister undertook to amend the 
Procedures to make explicit the means of publicising 
decisions and the reasons for them. 

a provision that the Minister may direct that 
discussions with the public be held, but also gave 
the Minister power to define the public. The 
Minister undertook' to develop appropriate guidelines 
for a definition of the public. This has been 
implemented. 

exemptions from the Procedures on certain, grounds. 
The Minister undertook to amend the Procedures to 
formalise current practices of publishing reasons for 
exemptions. 

Gaming Machine Ordinance 1987 
(A.C.T. Ordinance Ho. 34 of 1987> 

See paragraphs 4.111, 5.66 - 73 

Children's Services {Amendment> Ordinance (Ho 21 1987 
<A.C.T Ordinance Ho. 53 of 1987> 
Children's Services Regulations 
(A.C.T Regulations 1987 Ho 6> 

~ paragraph 5.34 - 42 

Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Regulations (Amendment> 
<Statutory Rules 1987 Ho. 247> 

~, paragraph 4 • 85 - 86, 4 .115 

6.16 The Minister for the Arts, Sport, the Environment, Tourism 
and Territories, Senator the Hon. Graham Richardson, 
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undertook to amend the Regulations with respect to public 
notice by written advertisement of proposals which· may 
restrict the use by the public of Marine Parks; and to 
provide for AAT review of certain decisions, 

Health Insurance Act 1973 
Approval under section 23DBU> , APA/1 
Approval under section 23DB I APP/1 
Determination of Principles under section 23DH(2)1. APL/1 

~. paragraph 5,74 - 76 

6,17 The Minister for Community Services and Health, the 
Hon. Dr, Heal Blewett, M,P,, advised that new instruments 
relating to the approvals of forms of undertakings for 
'approved pathology practitioners' and 'approved. pathology 
authorities' had been remade as a result of the concern of
the Committee about correct tabling. The Minister also 
undertook to amend the instruments to include a right of 
review of a determination of a person as a 'Scientist• or 
'Senior Scientist' and to provide photographic identity 
documents. 

Orders under section 92V of the BrOadcastinq Act 1942 by the 
Australian Broadcasting Tribunal 

6,18 ~ paragraph 5,22 - 24 

Games, Wagers and Betting-Rousu ·<Aaendaent> Ordinance 1987 
(A.C.T. Ordinance Ho. 59 of 1987> 

6.19 ~ paragraph 4.70 
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Public Service Boa:i:d Detez:ainationa 1983/10 and 1984/46 

6,20 The First AHiatant Secretary, co-ordination and 
Conditions Divi~ion, Department of Industrial Relations, 
wrote to the Chairman on 3 May 1988 advising that Public 
Service Determination 1988/63 of 3 May 1988 had 
implemented undertakings to omit certain references in the 
Determinations to the 'publ.t:c .t:nterest' and to substitute 
'the interests of the serv.t:ce' and to provide criteria, for 
relevant factors to be taken into account in.determining 
the interests of the 11&rvice. 

6,21 The use of the expression 'in the public interest' in 
other areas of legislation was also to be examined with a 
view to amendment, 

Environment Protection and Kanag-t ordinance 1987 
(Territory of Bea:i:d Island and McDonald Islands Ordinance Ho. l 
of 1987> 

6,22 ~ paragraph 5.54 - 62 

Merit PrOtection CAwstralian Governaent Baployees> Regulations 
(Aaendllent) 
<Statutory Rules 1987 RO. 330> 

6,23 ~ paragraph 5,90 - 91 

Long Service Leave (Building.and Construction Industry> 
CAaendaent> O:i:dinance CIIO, 2> 1987 
(A.C.T. ordinance IIO. 74' of 1987) 

6.24 ~ paragraph s.80 - es 
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Schools Authority <Aaenclaant> Ordinance 1988 
(A.C.T. Ordinance Ho. 2 of 1988> 

6.25 12!!2 paragraph 4.31 - 33 

Housing Aaaistanc~ Ordinance 19871 
(A.C'.T• Ordinance Ho 36 of 1987> 
Programa 'aade, under section 12 

6.26 J2!!2 paragraph 4.112, s.11 - 12 
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CIIAPTBR ·7 

MINISTERIAL UHDBR'l'JIKIIIGS IN PROGRBSS 1987 - 1988 

7.1 Ministerial undertakings to be implemented at the next 
appropriate occasion <for example, in the making of the next 
amendment> are discussed briefly, with references to relevant 
detailed discussions at Chapters 4 ands. 

Navigation (Orders> Regulations 
Orders 5 - 12 of 1986 

7.2 The then Minister for Transport, the Hon. Peter Morris, M.P. 
undertook to examine the reviewability of administrative. 
discretions under the Orders, 
appropriate legislative amendments. 

and to bring 

7.3 This undertaking was implemented in the 
Legislation Aaendaent Act 198!1. 

Export Control (Fresh l!'ruJ.ts and Vegetables> Order 
Export Control Orders Ho. 9 of 1987 

7.4 See paragraph 3.12 

Credit Ordinance 1985 
(A.C.T. Ordinance Ho. 5 of 1985> 
Credit (.llalndaent> Ordinance 1987 
(A.C.T. Ordinance Ho. 4 of 1987> 

forward 

Transport· 

7.5 The then Minister for the Arts, Sport, the Environment, 
Tourism and· Territories, the Hon. John Brown M.P., undertook 
that, from 1 January 1988, each instrument tabled would be 
given a sequential numbari and that Explanatory Statements 
be provided for Notices of Exemption made under the 
Ordinances. 
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Magistrates·Court (Civil Jurisdiction> (Solicitors' Costs> 
Regulations CAllendllent> 
CA.C.T. Regulations, 1987 Ro, 14> 

7 .6 ~ paragraph 4.8 

Declarations under the Nuclear Ron-Proliferation (Safeguards> Act 
1987 

7.7 ~ paragraph 3.25 

Defence Determination 1987/70 

7.8 ~ paragraph 4.11 

Live-stock Slaughter Levy Regulations CJlllendllent> 
<Statutory Rules 1988 Ro, 20> 
Live-stock Export Charge Regulations (Amendment> 
(Statutory Rules 1988 Ro. 21> 

7. 9 See also paragraph 5. 77 - 79 

7.10 The Department of Primary Industries and Energy received 
advice from the Attorney-General's Department that 
regulations will recite compliance with any mandatory 
procedures to be completed prior to their making. 

Determinations under States Grants (Tertiary Education 
Assistance> legislation 

7.11 ~ paragraph 3.11 

Faaily Court of Australia (Delegation of Powers> Rules 
(Allendllent) 
(Statutory Rules 1988 Ro. 10> 

7.12 ~ paragraph 3,10 
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Proclamations 134A and 135A made pursuant to section 13 of 
the Quarantine Act 1908 
Quarantine (Animals) Regulations (Amendment> 
(Statutory Rules 1987 Ho. 3031 

7.13 See also paragraph 4'.35 - 39 

7.14 The Minister for Resources, Senator the Hon. Peter Cook, 
undertook to amend the Act to meet the concerns of the 
Committee regarding tabling and disallowance of 
Proclamations, In, the meantime Proclamations would be sent 
to the Committee for comment, and any comments of the 
Committee would be addressed in the same way as other 
delegated legislation. 

Air Navigation (Charges> Regulations 
(Statutory Rules 1986 No. 1691 

7.15 This undertaking was implemented by section 9 of the 
Transport Legislation Amendment Act 1988 (No. 57 of 19881, · 
which provided a right of review to the AAT for decisions in 
respect of remissions or refunds of charges and penalties 
made by the Minister, Secretary or an officer of the 
Department authorised by the Secretary under section SA of 
the Air Navigation <Charges> Act 1952, as prescribed in the 
Air Navigation <Charges> Regulations <Amendment>, Statutory 
Rules 1986 No. 169. 

7 .16 Sections SJ and SK of the Air Navigation <Charges> Act were, 
however, inadvertently repealed by section 99 of the Civil 
Aviation Act 1988, leaving decisions made by regulation 
pursuant to Section SA again without a right of review. It 
is understood this is being addressed. 
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CIIAl'TBR 8 

MINISTERIAL UNDERTAKINGS IHPLEHBIITBD 1987 - 1988 

8 .1 The Ministerial undertakings described below arise from the 
Committee's scrutiny of legislation discussed in previous 
Reports and from undertakings given during the period of this 

Report that were implemented within this period, References 
are also given to the relevant paragraphs where the delegated 
legislation has been considered illustrative of the 
application of the Committee's Principles (Chapter 4> or 

included in Chapter 5 as a case study. 

PREVIOUS REPORTS 

LISTED IN BIGll'l'IBTR REPORT <OCTOBER 1986>1 

LISTED IN BIGll'l'Y-THIRD REPORT (APRIL 1988 l 

Heat Regulations (Amendment> 
<A.C.T. Regulations No. 15 of 1985> 

8. 2 The then Minister for Health undertook to amend the 
Regulations to provide for notification and Administrative 
Appeal Tribunal review of certain decisions. 

This undertaking was implemented by the Meat <Amendment> 

Regulations, A.C.T. Regulations 1988 No. 4 of 10 April 1988, 

Heat (Amendlllent> Ordinance 1985 
<A.C.T. Ordinance Ho. 26 of. 1985> 

8.3 The then Minister for 

Ordinance to provide 

Health undertook to amend 

for proper identification 

1. Parliamentary Paper No, 241/1986 
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Inspectors and for notification and Administrative Appeal 
Tribunal review of certain.decisions. 

8.4 This undertaking was implemented by the Heat (Amendment> 
Ordinance 1988, A.C,T, Ordinance No. 19 of 1988 of 28 April 
1988. 

Blood Donation (Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome) Amendment 
Ordinance (No, 21 1986 
(A,C,T, Ordinance No. 90 of 1986> 

8.5 The then Minister for the Arts and Territories, the Hon. 
Gary Punch, H.P., undertook to include a 'sunset clause' in 
the Ordinance to ensure that it was remade and consequently 
re-examined in the Parliament. 

8,6 Following further correspondence the Committee agreed to 
release the Minister from the undertaking to include the 
'sunset clause'. The Chairman advised the Minister, 
however, that a related undertaking should be honoured, the 
periodic (i.e. at least every 12 months> tabling of 
information of legal compensation and medical developments 
regarding AIDS, The Committee would be happy to continue to 
be the vehicle for such tabling. 

UNDERTAltIHGS IMPLBHBIITBD BB'l'NBBH 1 JULY 1987 - 30 JUNE 1988 

Classification of Publications Ordinance 1983 
(A,C,T. Ordinance No, 59 of 1983> 

8. 7 Section 56 < 11 of the Ordinance provided that the 
Attorney-General or the Minister may· exempt a person or body 
from the provisions of the Ordinance· by notice in writing. 
The Committee raised concerns about a Minister's power to 
grant an exemption from a law without Parliamentary 
scrutiny. 
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8,8 The Classification of Publications (Amendment> Ordinance 
(Ho. 2> 1988 <A.C,T Ordinance Ho, 35 of 1988> made on 
17 June 1988, implemented an undertaking to provide that 
exemptions may only be made by Regulation, 

Air Navigation Regulations <Amenc:IJDent> 1986 
<Statutory Rules 1986 Ho. 141> 

8,9 The then Minister for Aviation, the Hon, Peter Morris, M,P,, 

undertook to provide a right of appeal to the Administrative 
Appeals Tribunal in respect of a particular decision. 

8,10 Undertaking implemented by the Civil Aviation Act 1988 

<Ho. 63 of 1988>. 

Apple and Pear (Conditions of Export) Regulations (Amendment> 
<Statutory Rules 1986 Ho. 219> 

8.11 An undertaking to provide for AAT review, given by the 

Minister for Primary Industries and Energy, the Hon. John 

Kerin M.P., was implemented by the Australian Horticultural 

Corporation (Apple and Pear Export Control> Regulations, 
Statutory Rules 1988, Ho. 187 < 25 July 1988>, 

Northern Prawn Fishery (Special Provisions> lfanag81181lt Plan 
Section 7BU> of the Fisheries Act 1952 
Plan,of lfanag8118nt Ho. 12 

8,12 The Minister for Primary Industries and Energy, the Hon, 

John Kerin, M.P., undertook to amend the Plan to meet the 

concerns of the Committee with respect to -

unclear drafting, which did not make certain 

what permissible combinations of action may be 

taken; 

an ambiguity in a reference to another 

provision of the instrument; and 

an unintended unfettered discretion where the 

intention was to provide an objective 

obligation. 
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The undertaking was implemented by Plan of Management 
No. 16 (U April 1988.) 

Meat Inspection (South Australia) Orders 
Meat Inspection Orders No. 2 of 1987 

8 .13 See paragraphs 5. 86 - 89 

8.14 Undertaking implemented by Heat Inspection Orders No. 4 of 
1988. 

Co-operative Societies (Amendment) Ordinance <No. 3> 1987 
<A.C.T Ordinance Ho. 42 of 1987> 

8.15 See paragraphs 4·.124 - 125 

8 •. 16 The· then Minister for the Arts, Sport, the Environment, 
Tourism and Territories, the Hon. John Brown M.P., undertook 
to amend the Ordinance to provide for AAT review of · 
discretions. 

8.17 Undertaking implemented by the Co-operative Societies 
(Amendment> Ordinance 1988, A.C.T. Ordinance No. 40 of 1988 
<30 June 1988>. 

Australian Citizenship Regulations (Aaendlllent> 
<Statutory Rules 1987 Hos. 87 and 88> 

8.18 The then Minister for Immigration, Local Government and 
Ethnic Affairs, the Hon. M. Young M.P., undertook to amend 
the Regulations to provide formal review procedures for 
Australian citizens whose application for duplicates of 
certain citizenship documents could be refused by authorised 
officers exercising discretionary powers. 

8.19 Undertaking implemented by Australian Citizenship 
Regulations (Aaendaent) Statutory Rules 1988 No. 325 <24 
November 1988>. 
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Public Service Board Determination 1984/19 

8,20 The First Assistant secretary, Pay and Classification 
Division, Department of Industrial Relations, wrote to the 
Chairman on 25 November 1987 undertaking to amend the 
Determination to correct a typographical error, to clarify 
drafting, to provide objective criteria and to recognise the 
practical application of a State award. 

8,21 Undertakings implemented by Public Service Determination 
1988/31 Cl March 1988). 

Bounty (Ships) (Reservation of Bounty) Regulations (Amendment) 
Bounty (Ship,Repairl (Reservation of Bounty) Regulations 
Bounty (Ship Repair> (Registration> Regulations 
<Statutory Rules 1987 No. 53, No. 116 and Ho. 117) 

8. 22 §fill. paragraphs 4 .126 - 130 

8.23 Undertakings implemented by Statutory Rules 1988 
Nos.174-176 1 (30 June 1988), 

Wool Jlarketing Regulations 
<Statutory Rules 1987 No. 132> 

8. 24 §fill. paragraphs 5 .112 - 118 

8,25 Undertakings implemented by the Wool Jlarketing, Regulations 
(Allendllentl, Statutory Rules 1988 No. 115 (3 June 1988>, 

Payroll 'l'u Ordinance 1987 
(A,C,'1'. OJ:dinance Ho. 40 of 1987> 

8.26 See 4.132, 

8.27 Undertaking implemented by the Payroll 'l'u (Amendment> 
OJ:dinance 1988, A.C.'1'. Ordinance Ro. 32 of 1988 
<30 June 1988>. 
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Navigation Orders Regulations 
Order Ho. 8 of 1987 
Marina Orders, Part 2 (Peas> 

8,28 See paragraphs 4,46 - 47 

8,29 Undertaking implemented by Order Ho. 7 of 1988. 

Keat Inspection <Peas) Orders (Amendment> 
Heat Inspection Orders Ho. 5 of 1987 

8,30 §fill. paragraphs 4.120 - 121 

8.31 Undertaking implemented by Keat Inspection Orders Ho. 3 of 
1988, 

Business Franchise (Tobacco and Petroleum Products> <Amendment> 
Ordinance (Ho. 2> 1987 
<A.C.T. Ordinance Ho. 58 of 19871 

8, 32 See paragraph 4 .110 

8,33 Undertaking implemented by the Business Franchise (Tobacco 
and Patrolawa Products> (Amendment> Ordinance 1988, A,C.T. 
Ordinance Ro. 37 of 1988 (30 June 1988>. 

Defence <Public Areas> By-laws <Alllendllent> 
<Statutory Rules 1987 Ro. 238> 

8. 34 §fill. paragraphs 4. 80 - 81 

8,35 Undertaking implemented by Defence (Public Areas> By-laws 
<Amendment),, Statutory Rules 1988 Ro. 9 <19 January 1988>. 

Commonwealth Teaching Service Datamination 1987/3 

8.36 The Acting Assistant Secretary of the Legislation Branch of 
the Department of Industrial Relations wrote to the Chairman 
on 8 March 1988 advising that the comments of the Committee 
with respect to Commonwealth Teaching Service Determination 
1987/3 had been accepted and the errors corrected by 
C01111Dnwealth Teaching service Det&Eaination 1988/1. 
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Public Service Board Detexmination 1987/75 

8,37 The Acting ASsistant Secretary of the Legislation Branch of 
the Department of Industrial Relations wrote to the Chairman 
on 8 March 1988 undertaking to amend the Determination to 
correct a drafting oversight, This undertaking was 
implemented. 

CustOJDB (Prohibited Exports> Regulations (Amendment> 
(Statutory Rules 1987 Hoa. 317 and 319) 

8.38 ~ paragraphs 5,43 - 46 

8.39 Undertakings 
Regulations 
June 1988>. 

implemented by CustOJDB (Prohibited Exports> 
(A1118ndment> <Statutory Rules 1988 Ho. 178> (30 

Teleconaunicationa (General> By-laws llllendment Ho. 50 

8,40 ~ paragraphs 4,100 - 103 

8,41 Undertakings implemented by Telecommunications <General> 
By-laws Amendaent Ho. 51 <22 June 1988>. 

Public Service Deteraination 1988/6 

8.42 The Secretary of the Department of Industrial Relations 
wrote to the Chairman on 13 April 1988 undertaking to amend 
the Determination to correct a drafting error. This 
undertaking was implemented, 

Canberra Institute of the Arts Ordinance 1988 
(A.C.T. Ordinance Ho. 1 of 1988) 

8,43 ~ paragraphs 5.30 - 33 

8,44 Undertakings implemented by the canberra Institute of the 
Arts CAaendaent> Ordinance 198~, A.C.T, Ordinance Ho. 38 of 
1988 C30 June 1988). 
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Agents (Amendment) Ordinance 1988 
<A.C.T. Ordinance Ho. 5 of 1988> 

8.45 ~ paragraphs 4.95 - 96 

8.46 Undertaking implemented by the Agents (Jlmendment) Ordinance 
(Ho. 2) 1988, A.C.T. Ordinance Ho. 47 of 1988 (25 July 
1988). 

Defence Determinations Hos. 6 and 10 of 1988 

8.47 See paragraphs 5.49 - 53 

8.48 Undertaking implemented by Defence Determination Ho. 24 of 
1988 < 8 June 1988 >. 

Lands Ordinance 1987 
<Christmas Island Ordinance Ho. 1 of 1987> 

8.49 The then Minister for 
M.P., 

provide 
undertook on 11 

for tabling 
guidelines. 

Territories, the Hon. G. Scholes, 
May 1987 to amend the Ordinance to 

and disallowance of ministerial 

8.50 This undertaking was implemented by the Lands (Amendment> 
Ordinance 1988, Christmas Island Ordinance Ho. 2 of 1988 
(25 May 1988). 

Heat Inspection (Victoria> Orders 
Export Control Orders Ho. 1 of 1988 

8.51 ~ paragraph 4.2 

8.52 An undertaking to provide certain review rights by the 
Secretary and then by the AAT was implemented by the Meat 
Inspection Orders Ho. 2 of 1988 <30 March 1988>. 
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APPBHDIX 1 

CLASSIPICA'.l'IOH OP LEGISLA'.l'IVB IRSTRUMBHTS 

UHDBR THE BEADING 'O'.l'IIER' IR PARAGRAPH 1, 7 

Remuneration Tribunal Determinations 

Commonwealth Teaching Service Determinations 

Order under Environment Protection <Impact of 
Proposals> Act 1974 

Order under Broadcasting Act 1942 

Amendments of Schedules of Schemes under States 
Grants <Petroleum Products> Act 1965 

Petroleum Products Freight Subsidy Scheme Amendments 

Determinations of Fees under Quarantine Act 1908 

Determinations under Liguified Petroleum Gas 
<Grants> Act 1980 

Declaration under Copyright Act 1968 

Certificate and determination under Aged and Disabled 
Persons Homes Act 1954 

Notices under Nursing Homes Assistance <1974 and 1986> Acts 

Principles, determinations, approvals under 
Disability Service Act 1986 

Variation in the Plan of Management of the City of Canberra 
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States Grants Petrolewn Products· Scheme· 

Declarations· under Excise Act 1901 

Approvals, variations and directions under 
states Grants ITertiary Education Aaaiatanc_e> Act 1984 

Horticultural Research and Development Orders 

Australian Horticultural Corporation Orders 

Horticultural Policy Council Orders 

Remuneration Tribunal Review 

A,C,T, Housing Assistance Ordinance Progrmnmes 

Declaration under Wildlife Protection IRequlation> 
of Exports and Imports Act 1982 

Declaration. under the Crimea (Foreign· Incursions> 
and Recruitment Act 1978 

Australian National Railways Commission General By-laws. 

Code of Practice under Environment Protection 
/Nuclear Codes> Act 1978 

Rifle Clubs <Firearms> Orders 

Proclamations made under World Heritage Properties 
Conservation Act 1983 

Baas Strait Oil Declaration 

Revocation Orders under Foreign Proceedings 
1Exces• of Jurisdiction> Act,1984 

Order under Section 19BA of Actf Interpretation Act 1901 
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APPBIIDIX · 2 

This statement was referred to by the Chairman of the Committee, 
Senator Collins, in his last statement in the Provisional 
Parliament House on 2 June 1988,l It sununarises in essence, the 
development and evolution of the Committee's bipartisanship 
approach to issues of personal rights. and liberties. The statement 
is reproduced in full as it was not incorporated in Hansard, 

Statement 

As all Senators appreciate, this, the last week of parliamentary 
activity in the Provisional Parliament House, is a very significant 
week in the history of the Australian Parliament and. in the history 
of the various parts of this institution. One of those parts, for 
which I have some responsibility, is the Regulations and Ordinances 
Committee, The Committee has existed in this Senate, and operated 
from this building·, for just over S6 years. Because of the role it 
plays in scrutinising the laws that are made under delegation by 
Governments rather than Parliaments, the Committee has often 
rightly been described as the moat important Standing Committee in 
the Parliament, If this Committee is important, and if it has made 
a contribution to the protection of personal rights and liberties 
and the safeguarding of parliamentary rights and proprieties, it. is 
because of the work· and commitment of the Senators who over the 
past half century have been members· of it and have combined in 
bipartisan unity to·give it a parliamentary personality and power 
that governments and their officials can ignore only at their own 
peril, 

I want to pay a tribute both to those men and women who in the late 
1920's conceived the idea of establishing a delegated· legislative 
scrutiny committee, at that time only the second such committee 

1, Senate Hansard 2 June 1988 p,3S38 
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established in the parliamentary world1 and to their proteges who 
between 1932 and 1988 have served on the Committee risking party 
political criticism and suspicion in a cause that remains as 
important and as necessary today as ever it has been. 

In 1930 Senator Sir, Hal Colbatch signed the report of the Senate 
Committee that recommended that a scrutiny committee for delegated 
legislation be established, Anyone reading the evidence that was 
given to that Committee by the distinguished academics and 
politicians of that era, will be struck by two things, Firstly, 
the unanimity of concem about, the volume, the complexity and the 
sheer danger to freedom and liberty of unsupervised Executive 
law-making, And secondly, the unanimity of belief that the more 
reflective Senate was an ideal House for such dangers to be 
challenged and removed without the elected Government of the day 
having any genuine reason to feel that its existence was threatened 
or destabilised, From this consensus there developed the charter 
and modus operandi of the Committee, the originality of which 
reflects the genius of parliamentarians who view politics as the 
art of the possible, an art wherein too little compromise will fail 
to produce results and too much will fail to produce justice and 
equity. This genius was reflected in the Committee's bipartisan 
commitment to certain principles of scrutiny which, since 1932, 

have been the Committee's terms of reference and which focus on 
questions of personal liberty, parliamentary propriety and legal 
principle, From this grew the Committee's avowed refusal to 
criticise Government policy, setting that matter to one side while 
issues of general principle affecting the rights of people and 
Parliament are addressed, 

The history of the Committee almost right, up to the present day, 
has been a 
generations 

history of a struggle for power in 
of parliamentarians have sought 

which successive 
to control and 

supervise successive Executive Governments whose enthusiasm in 
implementing policies in delegated legislation has sometimes caused 
them to overlook parliamentary proprieties or the personal rights 
and liberties of individuals, 
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The Conunittee was first appointed on St, Patrick's Day, 1932. The 
first chairman was Senator Colbatch. At his first meeting with the 
Committee it was resolved to ask all Ministers to supply Parliament 
with Explanatory Statements for their Regulations. Anyone familiar 
with the Conunittee's reports since then will see how the Conunittee 
has regularly repeated that request as new kinds of delegated 
legislation have evolved to take their place alongside Regulations. 

Senator Colbatch's First Report (Reports the ~ to the 
TWenty-sixth are consolidated in P,P,188/69> dealt with an issue as 
topical today as it was serious then - film censorship. The 
Committee rejected Regulations relating to the censorship of films, 
giving reasons whose tenor would be echoed and re-echoed in reports 
for the next half-a-century. The new Regulations abolished·an 
appeal board and vested its powers in a single censor. The 
Committee reported that 'the determination of public policy on a 
matter of such moment should not be accomplished by departmental 
legislation', 

In the Second Report (1933> the Committee's second Chairman, 
Senator Brennan, complained that by December 1933 no fewer than 130 
Regulations had been gazetted, <The Committee is now currently 
examining over 800 legislative instruments per year,> Senator 
Brennan called for a reform.in the standards of presentation of 
delegated legislation, once again a theme repeated in later 
Committee reports, He asked for periodic consolidations of 
Regulations and the inclusion in amending Regulations of notes 
detailing all previous amendments. He also sharply criticised the 
practice of making peace-meal amendments to single provisions 
instead of reprinting in full each amended provision in its amended 
form. Although drafting standards have improved, to this day 
infrequent consolidation, missing legislative histories and 
peace-meal amendments of provisions remain the bane, not only of 
legislative scrutineers in Parliament, but of the long suffering 
general public, legal advisers and· business users of subordinate 
legislation. 
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In 1935 in the Committee's Third Report, the Committee's fourth 
Chairman, Senator Duncan-Hughes, criticised the use of certain 
retrospective Regulations which were probably invalid' but which the 
Government of the day would not repeal, leaving it either to the 
Senate to disallow them or to the Courts to rule on them if the 
case was ever presented, The Committee also objected to certain 
Regulations which reversed the onus of proof in certain criminal 
proceedings. 

In 1938, the Fourth Report, issued by the Committee's fifth 
Chairman, Senator McLeay, set out the Principles of Scrutiny which 
the Committee applied - the same principles that had been 
recommended by the Senate Committee in 1930 and which, with only 
slight amendments, are still in force today. These Principles in 
general terms are as follows Is delegated legislation in 
accordance with the statute? Does it tresp~ss unduly on personal 
rights and liberties? Does it unduly make rights and liberties 
subject to administrative and not judicial decisions? Does it 
amount to substantive legislation? 

The Committee had been in existence for only 6 years yet it felt 
obliged to report that, in spite of its efforts to make reasonable 
recommendations, and although 'wisely made and, rightly regarded its 
reports ought to be of assistance in the making of effective 
legislation', still 'some of its few critical recommendations have 
apparently been regarded by the Executive as hostile'. The 
blow-torch was being, applied behind the scenes to Senators whose 
interest was nothing more conspiratorial than the protection of 
personal and parliamentary rights, 

By the time of its Fifth Report in 1942, the Committee under its 
ninth Chairman, Senator Spicer, had met its first major crisis in 
addressing the problem of scrutinising literally thousands of 
instruments made under the war-time National Security Act. Almost 
by definition these instruments infringed the Committee's 
Principles. This crisis precipitated two developments which showed 
both the independence and the pragmatism for which the Committee 
has become renowned. Firstly, the Committee sought funds to retain 
an independent lawyer to advise it in its scrutiny of delegated 
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legislation. When the Government offered the services of a legal 
officer from the Attorney-General's Department, the Committee 
declined arguing that its independence from Government was 
essential. Secondly, the Committee reported that the unique nature 
of subordinate legislation made under the National Security Act 
required the scrutiny of a joint parliamentary committee. In the 
eventuality a. non-parliamentary Regulations Advisory Committee was 
established by the Attorney-General. 

In 1947, in the Committee's Sixth Report, the Committee's eleventh 
Chairman, Senator Nash, reported that in 1945 the Committee had 
secured the services of an independent legal adviser <ex-Senator 
Spicer>. The Committee's modus operandi had now assumed its 
familiar pattern - the examination of instruments in the light of 
the legal adviser's comments, followed by correspondence to 
Ministers seeking explanations of, or amendments to, particular 
laws. Depressingly, the Committee began to report ministerial 
undertakings it had received but which had not been implemented, a 
serious and frustrating problem that persists to this day and which 
can cause serious repercussions for the Ministers whose officials 
allow this happen. 

In 1949, in the Seventh Report, the Committee's acting Chairman, 
Senator Cooke, drew attention to the need for all Territories 
legislation to be subject to a uniform statutory disallowance 
scheme to protect the citizens of the Territories from abuse of 
Executive power·. 

In the Committee's Eighth Report in 1952, the twelfth Chairman, 
Senator Tate, for the first time challenged Regulations which would 
have empowered the making of subdelegated legislation in the form 
of ministerial determinations that would not be subject to tabling 
and disallowance in Parliament. He thereby set in motion the long 
and arduous process, still unfinished·, to make every legislative 
and quasi-legislative instrument of the Executive, subject to 
parliamentary control. 
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This theme was continued in the Committee's Ninth Report in 1954. 
This report also signalled the opening of a remarkable era in the 
history of the Committee. Senator Ian Wood had become the 
Committee's thirteenth Chairman, a position he was to occupy 
continuously for the next 20 years until 1973. 
In the Tenth Report, in 1956, Senator wood included the first 
transcript of the Committee's hearing of evidence from public 
servants in connection with Air Force Regulations which the 
Committee forthrightly criticised as ultra vires and too 
substantive to be in subordinate form because they allowed 
unlimited salary deductions without rights of appeal or rights to 
be heard. 

In its landmark Eleventh Report, in 1957, the Committee protested 
that certain Regulations, which introduced an import licencing 
scheme, served, to 'deny every individual in the Australian import 
trade any right of access to the courts to adjudicate complaints 
alleging discrimination, refusal to consider applications, unjust 
treatment or delays - all of which could ruin a business.' In 
language that became quintessentially that of Senator Wood, the 
Report noted that 'the Committee is not concerned with Government 
policy sought to be achieved by the Regulations and, it is important 
to note that this immunity of the Committee from responsibility for 
Government policy imposes on the Committee an impartial duty to 
determine whether Regulations conflict or comply with Cits 
Principles of scrutiny) ••• whether the importance of the 
Regulations to Government policy be great, or small'. The Report 
went on to advise that 'the Senate ought not to permit a law of 
such a character to be made by the Executive. The result would be, 
if not a "new despotism"- yet a despotism not made any better 
because we have become somewhat cynical of it'. As a result of the 
Committee's vocal opposition to the Regulations and what the 
Canberra Times described as 'a day of hard bargaining' and 'a 
near-midnight conference' < 22 May 1957 page 1 >, the Government 
undertook to establish special advisory boards in each State to 
hear appeals by importers against departmental decisions and 
thereby seek, to remove some of the risk of hardship and complaint. 
This 1957 Report opened a debate about merits review of important 
administrative discretionary decisions which only began to close in 
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1975 with the establishment of the Administrative Appeals Tribunal, 
In' the Committee's Thirteenth, Fifteenth, Sixteenth and Eighteenth 
Reports <1957, 1959, 1960 and 1962> Senator Wood again focused on 
the need for some effective mechanism to challenge the merits of 
administrative discretionary powers to give or refuse meat trading 
permits, export licences and building licences that affected the 
right to earn a livelihood. 

In its Nineteenth Report, in 1964, Senator Wood's Committee for the 
first time touched on the question of the need to protect personal 
privacy when it requested that certain regulations be amended to 
restrict an official's power to demand personal information. Also, 
for the first time,, the Committee criticised an instrument which 
was intended to have merely temporary existence and effect but 
which did not contain any sunset clause to guarantee that 
intention. 

In its Twentieth Report (1965>, the Committee, under Senator Wood, 
called for the amendment of delegated legislation which gave an 
official power to order the detention for 12 months of a person 
suffering from tuberculosis. Although there was a right to apply 
to a magistrate for a review of the order, the official was granted 
immunity from any action for unlawful detention the 
Governor-General being granted a discretion to award a detainee 
'reasonable compensation'. The Committee contended that no one 
officer should be capable of condemning a person to 12 months 
detention. Removal of a right to legal redress and a substitution 
of the Governor-General's award, in Senator Wood's memorable 
phrase, 're-echoed the ides that the divine decisions of kings <or 
their representatives> are proper alternatives to judicial 
decisions of independent courts'. 

In its Twenty-first and Twenty-second Reports in 1965 and 1967, 
Senator Wood and the Committee again criticised the use of 
uncontrolled ministerial discretions, in these instances affecting 
planning appeals and land-use rights. 
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In 1968 and 1972 the Conunittee's Twenty-fifth and Forty-second 
Reports (P,P, 217/72> set down rules for the scrutiny of 
retrospective instruments which are· still applied by the Committee 
today. They provided in particular, that where retrospectivity in 
the payment of monies exceeded two years the Committee would 
automatically report to the Senate unless there was some quite 
exceptional justification for the retrospectivity. In addition, 
the Committee initiated the· practice of always obtaining detailed 
ministerial explanations of any retrospectivity of more than a few 
months. 

The Committee in its Twenty-sixth, Twenty-ninth, Thirtieth, 
Thirty-second and Thirty-third Reports in 1969 and 1970 (P,P. 
49/70, 50/70, 81/70, 130/701 again reiterated its serious concerns 
about the absence of criteria for official decision-making and the 
lack of any suitable redress for the misuse of discretionary 
administrative powers in the hands of officials. In calling 
particularly for express, objective criteria for decision-making in 
the Thirty-second Report, (P.P. 81/701 Senator. Wood advised that 
'reliance upon a Minister or other official acting 'reasonably or 
fairly' is not a sufficient safeguard·. • 

In 1970, the Committee's Thirty-fourth Report <P.P. 160/701 
challenged Bankruptcy Rules which, in. permitting the Court to amend 
an information that failed to disclose any offence or was otherwise 
defective, omitted reference to any limiting words, such as 
'unless, having regard to the merits of the case, the required 
amendment cannot be made without injustice.• 

In 1971 the Committee's Thirty-sixth (P.P. 121/71> Report resulted 
in disallowance of the A.C.T. Evidence Ordinance because its highly 
significant subject matter ought more properly to have been 
introduced by a Bill before the Parliament. 

The Thirty-seventh Report (P.P. 143/711 
first meeting outside the Provisional 
Committee· visited Norfolk Island in the 

records the Committee's 
Parliament House. The 

context of its continuing 
scrutiny of Norfolk Island Ordinances and resolved, after 
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consultations with Island representatives, that scrutiny of 
Ordinances should take account of the desire of the descendants of 
the Pitcairn Islanders to preserve their environment, history, 
culture and traditions. 

The Committee's Thirty-eighth Report (P,P, 100/71) again criticised 
failures to provide objective criteria for decisions and unlimited, 
unreviewable discretions including the power of a Minister, in his 
unfettered discretion, to refer only some and not all cases of 
claimed conscientious objection to a court. 

In the Thirty-ninth Report (P.P. 24/72>, Senator Wood clarified the 
Committee's interpretation of. its first Principle (Is the delegated 
legislation in accordance with the Statute?> when he said ' • • • the 
Committee has always interpreted the Principle mentioned above as 
expressing something wider than. legal validity. A regulation may 
be validly made under the Statute but, notwithstanding its 
lawfulness, the Regulation may be regarded as an "unusual or 
unexpected use of the powers conferred by the Statute" .•• and such 
Regulation may thereby attract the Committee's scrutiny.' 

In its Forty-third Report (P.P. 220/72>, the Committee· set out for 
the first time a detailed description of how it operated in 
practice, describing its procedure and the way it had applied its 
Principles. 

Following the change of government in 1972, Senator Devitt, became 
the Committee's fourteenth Chairman and in the Forty-fourth Report 
(P.P. 40/73>, criticised the failure, after a delay of four years, 
to proclaim an Act which had in fact repealed an earlier Act under 
which Regulations were still lawfully being made. 

In the Forty-sixth Report (P.P. 238/73>, Senator Devitt recommended 
that an A.C.T. Ordinance be disallowed because it gave an official 
an unacceptably wide and unfettered discretion to prohibit the sale 
of the goodwill of a business. 
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In the Forty-seventh Report (P.P. 290173>, Senator Devitt reported 
on harsh penalties, inappropriate enter and search powers, too wide 
a definition 'good faith' conferring immunity on officials, and 
Regulations which inappropriately authorised delegation of 
ministerial powers to unspecified officials. The Committee still 
has to battle against this latter tendency, which for all the 
convenience it has for the Executive, leaves Parliament wondering 
who is actually exercising ministerial powers. The Committee also 
persuaded a Minister to examine wide and unreviewable discretionary 
powers in the context of the then Government's consideration of an 
Administrative Review Tribunal. Between. August 1971 and October 
1973 four official reports were published on proposals for review 
of the merits and legality of discretionary administrative 
decisions. Although frequently overlooked by legal historians, the 
Reports of the Regulations and Ordinances Committee, in particular 
those issued by Senator Wood, were fundamental in creating a 
climate of opinion in the Parliament which favoured and sought the 
creation of proper avenues of appeal against the merits of 
bureaucratic discretions. 

In the Committee's Fiftieth Report (P.P. 271/74>, Senator Devitt 
pointed out that the Committee's practice of accepting undertakings 
from Ministers to amend offending Regulations did not, in the 
Committee's view, compromise its independence. Once again, in 
examining particular Regulations, the issue of how best to provide 
an effective avenue of appeal against discretionary administrative 
decisions was to the fore in the Committee's thinking. The 
Committee also highlighted and sought to limit the novel. offence of 
'being in possession of seaweed in Jervis Bay'. Delegation of 
ministerial powers to unspecified. officials caused continuing 
serious concern and was referred to again in this report and in the 
Committee's Fifty-seventh Report <P.P. 353/76>. Also in the 
Fiftieth Report the practice commenced of the Chairman making 
thoughtful statements and offering reflective analyses of the 
process and effects of delegated law-making and parliamentary 
control of it. In an incorporated paper, Senator Devitt pointed to 
the need for bipartisan parliamentary accountability of those 
aspects of Executive law-making which imPinged on personal rights. 
The Senator estimated that·, at that time, some 201 of. all 
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instruments scrutinised were the subject of special inquiry by the 
Conunittee. A view of the Committee's impact was revealed in this 
assessment by Senator Devitt who wrote 'the Conunittee has had a 
very large impact upon the quality and content of delegated 
legislation made bY the Australian Government over the years, If 
it had not been for the scrutiny of the Committee, a large number 
of provisions infringing individual rights and liberties would have 
accumulated in the Federal Law of Australia, Complaints are often 
heard from civil liberties organisations that established rights 
and liberties are whittled away gradually by statutory or 
subordinate provisions. The Committee has largely prevented this 
from being done by delegated legislation in the federal sphere in 
Australia.' Senator Devitt was astute enough to point to remarks 
made by Senator Durack who had drawn attention to the fact that the 
Committee's work is both preventive and curative. Referring to 
this normative effect of the scrutiny role, Senator Devitt stated 
'Departments responsible for making Regulations and Ordinances are 
known to be acutely conscious of the Committee's principles and 
standards when formulating legislation and in consequence have been 
at pains to,ensure that such subordinate legislation is of a nature 
and quality designed to meet the high standards expected by the 
Committee'. 

In its Fifty-first Report IP,P, 4/76> the Committee objected to the 
use of provisions which conferred on certain officials a wide 
inununity from civil action for damage or injury, a practice that 
was regarded as 'not in accordance with accepted standards ••• (and] 
an undesirable type of provision especially in delegated 
legislation,,,•, 

In its Fifty-third Report (P,P, 63/761, Senator Wood, having 
resumed the chairmanship, the Committee reconunended the 
disallowance of an Ordinance dealing with the law of contract 
because it contained substantive and novel provisions that invaded 
the rights of citizens,, 

In its Fifty-sixth Report IP,P, 277/76>, Senator Wood roundly 
criticised the use of extensive retrospectivity in delegated 
legislation made bY various Departments, noting that 'the Conunittee 
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considers that the retrospectivity of all of CtheJ Regulations was 
due to inefficiency on the part of the responsible Departments', 
However, the Committee decided 'not to add to the confusion already 
existing by recommending disallowance of any of the· Regulations 
concerned' . 

In its Fifty-seventh Report <P.P. 353/76>, the Committee argued 
that. an obligation to keep records should be limited to a specified 
time. The Committee also persuaded the Telecommunications 
Commission to amend a By-law which made it an offence to tell a lie 
in the course of a telephone conversation, a provision that was 
useful only to those who were listening in when perhaps they should 
not have been. The sobering quality of the word 'reasonable' 
appearing as a prefix to limit certain official powers was also 
favourably averted to by the Committee, The imposition of criminal 
penalties for lease infringements in the A,C,T, was also viewed as 
an unacceptable inroad on the rights and liberties of lessees. 

In the Conunittee's Fifty-eighth Report (P,P, 215/77>, Senator Wood 
and the Conunittee issued a rebuke and a warning to Ministers who 
had given undertakings to the Committee to amend delegated 
legislation which months later had not been amended, The Committee· 
stated that • •• , in the future •• , it will accept undertakings by 
Ministers only if a firm assurance is given that the amendments 
promised will be made with reasonable promptness. If this 
condition is not met a report will be made to the Senate and it 
will then be the responsibility of the appropriate Minister in the 
Senate to explain the matter to the Senate's satisfaction.'. 

In its Fifty-ninth Report <P,P, 233177> the Committee reported that 
the Prime Minister had given it an assurance that Regulations, 
which had the effect of excluding various statutory authorities and 
government companies from the jurisdiction of the ombudsman, would 
be reviewed by the newly established Administrative Review Council, 
The Committee argued that to restrict unduly the rights of the 
ombudsman to investigate, was to restrict unduly the rights of the 
citizen to redress for maladministration. The Committee also 
sought to have changed provisions which, by obliging a person to 
supply an official with information.· and documents, in effect 
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removed the privilege against self-incrimination, what the 
Committee described as the 'long established right of a person not 
to be compelled to be a witness against himself'. The provision 
was changed' so that information compelled under it could not be 
used except in proceedings for refusal to comply with, the 
information request. The conferral on officials of too wide an 
immunity from civil suit for their actions was again challenged. 

In its Sixty-first Report (P,P, 18/78) Senator Wood's last report 
after almost thirty years in the Senate the Committee drew 
attention to the Regulations which indirectly had the effect of 
applying to members of' the Remuneration Tribunal the terms of the 
Tribunal's own Determination, The Committee considered that in 
thus setting their own remuneration, the Tribunal ran the risk· of 
losing its credibility. The Committee recommended that a statute 
should determine the entitlements of members of the Tribunal for 
the period of their office, 

The Committee's fifteenth Chairman was Senator Missen, who issued 
his first report in 1978 (Sixty-second Report, P,P, 203178>. This 
report again severely criticised Ministers for not carrying out 
their promises to the Committee to amend delegated legislation 
which trespassed on the rights of individuals. Senator Missen went 
so far as to warn Ministers that the time was coming when 
ministerial undertakings would no longer be acceptable to the 
Committee as a means of protecting rights and that the disallowance 
of offending instruments would, be looked upon as the real remedy. 
Senator Missen also reminded' Senators that the right to examine the 
regulation-making clauses of Bills had been claimed by the 
Committee but not properly resolved. He wrote that 'this was a 
matter which had been intended to be referred to the Committee in 
1932, but which was omitted from its terms of reference, apparently 
due to a mere oversight, In the debate on the Fifteenth Report all 
Senators who spoke other than Ministers, supported the Committee's 
view that it ought to examine the regulation-making clauses of 
Bills in the terms of that report, but there, was no formal 
expression of the Senate's opinion. Since then the Committee has 
occasionally commented in its reports on regulation-making 
provisions in Bills or Acts but the matter has not been formally 
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resolved. At present the Secretary to the Committee looks at the 
regulation-making clauses in Bills to see whether there is anything 
that ought to be drawn to the attention of the Committee. For the 
last few years the Secretary has also been looking at Bills to see 
whether they empower the making of instruments which are 
legislative in character and which ought to be subject to 
disallowance. The Committee considers that these two tasks ought 
to be formally undertaken .•• '. Senator Missen also noted that the 
Senate Standing Committee on Constitutional and Legal Affairs was 
enquiring into this issue. From these two, developments eventually 
emerged the Senate's Standing Committee for the Scrutiny of Bills. 

In its Sixty-third Report (P.P. 275/78> the Committee objected to 
the creation of certain offences in certain environmental 
Regulations for which there was no right to plead a reasonable 
excuse and disallowance was therefore recommended. 

The Committee's Sixty-fourth Report (P.P. 42/79> proposed the 
amendment of the Principles to include a power to scrutinise 
delegated legislation to ensure that discretionary administrative 
decisions were properly subject to merits review of the kind 
practiced by the newly established Administrative Appeals Tribunal. 
Principle <d> of the Committee's terms of reference, which referred 
to scrutiny designed to ensure that delegated legislation dealt 
only with 'administrative detail' was also altered to a more 
subjective formulation is the delegated legislation more 
appropriate for parliamentary enactment? The march of time had 
rendered a criterion of mere 'administrative detail' obsolete, 
since in the Committee's view, it was doubtful whether delegated 
legislation could now always be restricted to such a narrow base. 

In the Sixty-sixth Report <P.P. 116179> the Committee called for 
amendments to the statutory disallowance scheme in the Acts 
Interpretation Act 1901 to provide that when a Regulation which 
repeals another Regulation is disallowed, the repealed Regulation 
will revive. Amendments to achieve this 'common law rule of 
revival' where made in 1982 and are of, great significance to the 
Senate because, in the absence of revival, disallowance of a 
repealing Regulation will create a void in the law. The 
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Committee's Sixty-sixth Report is also important because three 
years before the Senate Constitutional and Legal. Affairs committee 
reported on the burden of proof in criminal proceedings < P, P. 
319/82>, the Committee had recommended that 'there is a strong case 
for ensuring, as a matter of legislative policy, that throughout 
the criminal law the burdens placed upon the accused are evidential 
burdens only and not persuasive burdens ••• It is the belief of the 
Committee that the persuasive burdens should not be upon the 
defendant in criminal matters, particularly in delegated 
legislation, The conclusion of the Committee is that this can best 
be achieved by the enactment of a statutory provision ••• •. Once 
again, the Committee J:n recommending that the matter be referred to 
the Constitutional and Legal Affairs Commission for report, a 
report which subsequently endorsed the Committee's view, was seen 
to be in the forefront of protecting fundamental legal principle, 
in this case the principle that at common law the burden of proof 
is entirely upon the prosecution in a criminal case and the 
required standard of proof is proof beyond reasonable doubt. The 
Committee also persuaded the Minister for the Capital Territory to 
remove a provision in an Ordinance which prevented a person from 
challenging in the courts a decision to commit a child to 
'government control' until a period of 12 months had elapsed. The 
Minister agreed to amend the Ordinance so as to allow appeal to the 
courts at any time. The Committee also complained about a 
provision which enabled an official on whom powers were conferred, 
to delegate those powers to another unspecified person. The 
Committee noted that it had 'long objected to unrestricted 
delegation.'. The Report also noted that the Senate itself, having 
become concerned about outstanding ministerial undertakings given 
to the Committee but not implemented, had passed a resolution 
expressing that concern and as a result most of the undertakings 
given to the Committee had been carried out with commendable 
promptness. 

In its Sixty-ninth Report (P,P, 155/80> the Committee informed the 
Minister for Defence that it would not accept Regulations which 
conferred on a military board power to determine the compensation 
payable to a person whose private property had been used for 
defence purposes. In 1980 the Committee also announced that it 
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would host the First Conference of Commonwealth Delegated 
Legislation Committees in Canberra later that year. It is probably 
worth. noting at this juncture that the Conference was held at the 
end of September 1980 and its proceedings were published shortly 
thereafter, Attended by some of the world's leading experts on 
parliamentary scrutiny of delegated legislation, the Conference 
brought together parliamentary and academic delegates from the 
Australian States, the Canadian States, West and Southern Africa, 
the United Kingdom, the Indian subcontinent and Papua New Guinea. 
They came to Canberra to share their expertise and offer their 
moral support to colleagues. engaged 
parliamentary activity of publicly 

in the precarious but 
criticising and seeking 

amendments to their own Government's delegated legislation in order 
to protect the rights and liberties of individuals and the right of 
Parliament to oversee subordinate law-making activity. The 
Canberra conference was followed in April 1983 by the Second 
Commonwealth Conference of Delegated Legislation Committees held in 
Ottawa, Canada, where no fewer than twenty-seven Commonwealth 
jurisdictions were represented by a total of seventy-five 
delegates. In a classic statement of the role of legislative 
scrutiny committees the report of the conference proclaimed that 
'the scrutiny and control of delegated legislation is not a parlour 
game for the amusement or vindication of a small group of dedicated 
parliamentarians but an exercise necessary to protect the rights 
and liberties, livelihoods and welfare of ordinary men and women 
who are liable to be crumpled under the weight of an insensitive, 
if well meaning, bureaucracy. It is in the light of this 
fundamental axiom that all the procedures adopted for scrutiny and 
control must be tested,' Word has only recently reached the Senate 
Committee that the Third Commonwealth Conference of Delegated 
Legislation Committees will be held in London in 1989. 

The Committee's seventeenth Chairman, Senator Lewis, in the 
Committee's Fiftieth Anniversary Report (Seventy-first Report P.P. 
47/82> reminded the Senate of the origins and functions of a 
Committee that had now become by far the oldest and most resilient 
Committee of its kind in continuous existence in the parliamentary 
world. Senator Lewis had no hesitation in commenting that 'the 
Australian senate is the world path-finder in the area of 
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parliamentary control of Executive acts under delegated. authority,• 
The Report set out in some detail how united and bipartisan 
Committee members had, over the years, worked to earn that 
reputation, There are few if any scrutiny Committees which can 
claim that 'any motion for disallowance which has been moved on the 
Committee's behalf has been accepted by the Senate despite the will 
of the Government concerned. As a result, Ministers are wary of 
showing any intransigence in the private negotiations undertaken by 

the Committee. The Committee therefore has an outstanding record 

of considerable influence upon Executive actions. ' In this Report 
the Committee also expressed interest in seeing more extensive use 
made of the affirmative resolution procedure in relation to 
delegated legislation rather than the negative resolution procedure 
which currently predominates. Still concerned about the 
substantial delays which arose in giving effect to ministerial 
undertakings, the Committee pointed out that it was examining 
procedures that might allow amendments to be made to delegated 

legislation by Parliament itself as soon as the need for this arose 
on the recommendation of the Committee. In what was then the most 
detailed Report the Committee had published, numerous instruments, 
of delegated legislation were commented on, reflecting the 
Committees continuing care in assessing the implications of all 
delegated legislation which might affect the rights of individuals, 

In its Seventy-second Report <P.P, 83/82> the Committee reported on 

its scrutiny of the A,C,T. Public Assemblies Ordinance 1982, an 
Ordinance the provisions of which had caused considerable 
controversy because of the effects it could have on the right to 
freedom of assembly. The Committee persuaded the Minister for the 
Capital Territory to prepare a new Ordinance setting out a code 
covering the law relating to parades, processions and assemblies 
generally in the A,C.T, to be made prior to Anzac Day 1982, A 

draft of that Ordinance was referred to the Committee and as the 
Report noted 'the procedures that have been followed in the 
consideration of the draft, •• represent a unique participation by 
the Committee in the making of an Ordinance of notable social 

significance, ' 
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In its Seventy-third Report (P,P, 326/82> the Committee drew the 
attention of the Senate to inadequacies in Explanatory Statements 
upon which it relied in comprehending the impact of delegated 
legislation. The Committee drew attention to Regulations which 
conferred on.an official an unrestricted right to enter premises. 
The Committee persuaded the relevant Minister that such a power 
should only be exercised after obtaining prior approval from a 
Magistrate. The Committee also obtained a Minister's undertaking 
to amend an instrument which conferred an unduly wide protection 
from civil, and even criminal, actions, 

In his first report (Seventy-fourth Report, P,P, 32/84> the 
Committee's eighteenth Chairman, Senator Coates, summarised for the 
benefit of Senators the types of provisions which had been 'of 
serious concern. to the Committee, For example the Committee had 
signalled out for attention retrospective provisions; possibly 
defective appeal provisions, including those where no obligation 
was placed on a decision-maker to notify a person of his or her 
right of appeal; subjectively based administrative discretions 
where the exercise of a decision was 'on such terms as a 
decision-maker thinks reasonable' or 'in the opinion of the 
decision-maker', drafting which tends to limit the scope of 
judicial review of such decisions; subdelegation provisions; 
unappealable administrative discretions; reversals of the onus of 
proof; and various miscellaneous provisions which tended to 
trespass on personal rights and liberties. 

Following on from its previous report, the Committee indicated that 
it was still considering how best to obtain for the Parliament a 
proper power of partial disallowance of delegated legislation. 
Also in reporting to the Senate on the Second Commonwealth 
Conference of Delegated Legislation Committees, Senator Coates 
reminded Senators that 'one only has to look at some other 
countries, where delegated legislation is subject to little or no 
parliamentary control and has got completely out of hand, to 
realise how fortunate Australia has been, ' Indeed the 
seventy-fourth Report contained for the record extracts of the 
statements which had been made to the Senate by various members of 
the committee about the Second· Commonwealth Conference. These 
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included the comments of the previous Chairman, Senator Lewis, who 
drew attention to one of the central themes of the Conference - the 
need for Governments to accept that the adoption of a scrutiny 
committee's report which is critical of a government regulation 
should not be a matter for a vote of confidence, Noting that some 
over-sensitive governments often feel unjustifiably and erroneously 
that their standing or confidence is at stake when a committee 
criticises a subordinate instrument, Senator Lewis reminded the 
Senate that 'delegates left the Conference determined to free their 
Parliaments and Legislatures from the tyranny of this unwanted 
extension of the doctrine of responsible government•, he went on 
to add 'that ••• fortunately, in Australia, as a result of the 
activities of the Senate Regulations and Ordinances Committee, 
governments do not really take that to heart so much, although from 
time to time we have heard Ministers appear to argue that the 
disallowance of a regulation would mean the ~nd of the Government, 
that the Government would have to fall, As has been indicated in 
the Report <of the Second Commonwealth Conference> that is absolute 
nonsense.' 

In May 1984 the Senate, by 
membership of the Committee and 

special resolution, expanded the 
referred to it for a report, the 

question whether certain regulations and an ordinance concerning 
the Commonwealth's powers to prevent the importation of violent or 
pornographic video tapes amounted to substantive legislation more 
appropriate for parliamentary enactment. For the first time in its 
history the Committee divided, the majority finding that, on 
balance, there,was nothing in the regulations or the ordinance more 
appropriate for parliamentary enactment. A dissenting report 
expressed the opposite opinion. The consensus of academic opinion 
subsequently took the view that a strongly bipartisan committee 
like the Regulations and Ordinances Committee which depended for 
its strength and authority on the bipartisan commitment of all 
Senators to a fixed set of scrutiny principles for the protection 
of civil rights and liberties should not be asked with an expanded, 
membership to become involved in issues of political controversy. 
Where delegated legislation of this nature gives rise to political 
controversy and results in a desire for it to be closely 
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scrutinised by such, a Conunittee, it was believed that a Conunittee 
separate and distinct from the Regulations and Ordinances Committee 
should be established for the purpose. 

In its Seventy-fifth Report (P,P, 303/84> the Conunittee reported on 
its scrutiny of certain High court Directions which contained' a 
reversal of the onus of proof to which the Conunittee objected. 
After an exchange of correspondence between the court and the 
Conunittee, the High Court agreed to delete from the Directions the 
two provisions which contained the objectionable reversal of onus 
provisions. 

In its Seventy-sixth Report (P',P, 507/85> the 
nineteenth Chairman, Senator Cooney, reported on the 
of an Ordinance which purported to repeal in excess of 

Committee's 
disallowance 

100 N.s.w. 
Acts which applied in the A,C,T, and which were considered to be no 
longer appropriate. The Committee had asked that these Acts be 
identified in a Schedule to the Ordinance so that the repeal of any 
particular Act could be prevented, by a disallowance motion if the 
Senate wished to adopt that course. The Attorney-General was 
unwilling to agree to the Committee's suggestion and the Ordinance 
was disallowed. 

In its Seventy-seventh Report (P,P, 172/86> the Committee conunented 
on a range of issues including the need for subdelegated 
legislative instruments made under a delegated legislative 
instrument to be subject to tabling and disallowancei the need for 
Administrative Appeal Tribunal review rights in connection with 
various discretionary decisionsi the need for Regulations 
permitting extradition to South Africa to be drafted with 
protection safeguards along lines similar to those included in 
extradition treaties, between Australia and 
example Western Europe>. The Conunittee 
extradition Regulations which would have 

other countries <for 
severely criticised 
made it lawful to 

extradite to South Africa a person wanted for an offence which had 
it occurred in Australia would have been regarded as trivial. The 
conunittee also challenged National Crime Authority Regulations 
which conferred on the Authority a power to order a form of 
substituted service of swmnons to a hearing on a third party for a 
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person who could not otherwise be located, Whether he or she knew 
of it or not such service would amount to service on the actual 
individual whose attendance was desired. The Committee considered 
that this procedure was fraught with danger for both the third 
party served and the person whose attendance was required. The 
Minister agreed that the power to order such substituted service 
should be in the hands of a judge in chambers rather than the 
N,C,A, itself, In dealing with another instrument the committee 
also drew attention to the need to respect genuine conscientious 
objection in imposing obligations on individuals, 

In its Seventy-eight Report <P,P, 171/86> the Committee examined 
the Artificial Conception Ordinance 1987 and although it did not 
recommend disallowance of the Ordinance as such, it recommended 
that all future legislation arising from the impact and effects of 
new biological technology should be by means of enactment made in 
the Parliament. 

In its Seventy-ninth Report <P.P,. 170/86> the Committee reported on 
the disallowance of certain Health Insurance Regulations. These 
made it lawful for the Health Insurance Committee, which has 
custody of computer records describing the medical insurance claims 
of millions of Australians over the past decade, to transfer those 
records to the Department of Social Security. Although the 
intention was to assist in preventing social security fraud, the 
Committee considered that such an unrestricted legal power was 
completely inappropriate in delegated legislation and. following 
discussions with the relevant minister the Regulations were 
disallowed with his agreement, 

In its Eightieth Report (P,P, 241/86> the Committee called for 
amendments to the Acts Interpretation Act to prevent the making of 
retrospective regulations, to provide the Parliament with partial 
disallowance powers, to make the tabling of delegated legislation 
mandatory and to remove a legal loophole which made it possible for 
a disallowance motion to be defeated by the repeal and the 
immediate re-enactment in the same terms of regulations which were 
controversial and which Government expected would be disallowed, 
<The disallowance of the second' repealing and re-enacting 
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regulations would merely have the effect of reviving the first and 
depending on the time at which this occurred it might not be 
legally possible for the Senate to move to disallow the revived 
regulations.> The Eightieth Report also sat out in detail 
guidelines on how the Committee interpreted its four principles 
using instruments it had scrutinised as illustrations, Thus the 

Committee referred toa its objections to legislative impedimenta to 
disallowance 

subdelegated 
explanatory 

procedures; the need for tabling and disallowance of 
legislative instruments; the need for adequate 

statements; the need for care to be taken that 
legislation was not ultra vires its enabling statute; and the need 
for delegations of ministerial powers to be confined to named 
senior officials, The Committee also included in its guidelines 
reference to the need to protect privacy and confidentiality and 
the right to trial by jury. The Committee called for amendments to 

ensure that the exercise of enter, search and seizure powers would 
have to be reasonable, The Committee also advanced the proposition 
that superior court judges, rather than Magistrates, Justices of 

the Peace and Clerks or Deputy Clerks of Petty Sessions Courts, 
should exercise remarkable power of granting search warrants over 

the telephone, Reversals of the onus of proof, strict liability 
offences, immunity from civil action, religious and sex 
discrimination, the need for' officials for power to enter premises 
to carry proper photographic identity cards and the need for 
discretionary administrative decisions affecting the right to a 
livelihood to be made subject to merits review were all issues 
considered by the Committee in its scrutiny. 

Alarmed at the consequences of the repeal and re-enactment 
procedure referred to above which could allow a, coach and four to 
be driven through the statutory disallowanca scheme, the Committee 
in its Eighty-second Report !November 1987) recommended that the 
Acts Interpretation Act should be amended urgently to close the 

repeal and re-enactment loophole, 

Finally, in its Eighty-third Report !April 1988> tabled by the 

Committee's twentieth Chairman, Senator Collins, the Committee 
found itself repeating many of the themas which have characterised 
its Reports since 19321 the need for better explanatory statements 
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to enable parliamentarians to understand the impact of delegated 
laws made under their authority and with their presumed approval1 
the need for improvements to the statutory disallowance scheme to 
allow for partial disallowance powers so that a House of Parliament 
could act in a more forensic way in expressing its disapproval of 
an instrument of delegated legislation by removing only an 
objectionable part1 and a range of other issues where the 
Committee felt that principles of freedom and parliamentary 
proprietary were affected, for example, the possible 
unreasonableness of charges, fees and penalties1 the unexpected use 
of delegated powers to permanently suspend certain decisions from 
the application of sex discrimination legislation, the absence of 
provision for parliamentary scrutiny of. subdelegated legislative 
instruments; inadequate protection of religious rights1 
insufficient use of proper photographic identity cards by officials 
with power to enter private property1 insufficient protection of 
children in custody and in care1 the provision of inadequate rights 
of appeal for the parents of such children1 the absence of rights 
to seek review of discretionary administrative decisions adversely 
affecting the right to practice a trade, business or profession1 
the conferral of large official powers the exercise of which was 
not qualified by reference to reasonable limits1 and finally, the 
provision of reasons for decisions, adequate notification of 
decisions and adequate notification of the rights to appeal against 
such decisions. 

This is a long summary as befits a description of the activities of 
one of the Commonwealth Parliament's most active and most important 
Committees, The 83 reports of the Committee contain much more 
detail on the painstaking work and the independent spirity of the 
Committee's Chairmen, its Members, committee Secretaries and Legal 
Advisers spanning more than half-a-century. What gives the 
Committee its authority and its reputation has been, and continues 
to be, this pain-staking effort, this independence of mind of both 
Senators and their advisers who are committed to the protection of 
traditional freedoms, who at least aspire to perfection in the law 
and who are resolved to protect the paramount role of Parliament as 
a law-maker. 
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In my capacity, therefore, as the twentieth Chairman of the Senate 
Standing Committee on Regulations and Ordinances, I pay tribute to 
the commitment, the courage and the independence of my predecessors 
and of the Committee members who gave their Chairmen vital guidance 
and lent them.vital moral support. Those who know anything of the 
activities of the Committee will know that, as the time for moving 
a motion of disallowance ticks away and· the Committee awaits an 
undertaking from a Minister to amend delegated legislation to 
protect the rights of individuals there can be increasing tension 
and drama. That drama has been played out in this House of 
Parliament. The move from a Provisional Parliament House to a 
permanent Parliament House signals, at least in a symbolic way, a 
profound coming of age of the Australian parliamentary institution. 
An indispensable attribute of the maturity of any political 
institution, and' indeed of any political individual, is the 
capacity to act independently, without fear.or favour, to remove 
from the delegated statute book subordinate laws which do not 
respect the traditio.nal and evolving rights and' liberties of 
individuals or the expectations of parliamentarians to retain 
control over subordinate laws. In leaving the old Parliament 
House, Parliament as an institution leaves behind it many memories 
of many events, many special places and many never to be forgotten 
personalities. For the Regulations and Ordinances Committee, at 
least, those personalities still live with us and stand before us 
in the Reports summarised in this paper - Senator Colbatch, 
senator Wood, Senator Wright, Senator· Devitt,. Senator Cavanagh and 
Senator Missen and many other whose spirit will accompany the 
Regulations and Ordinances Committee to the new Parliament House to 
remind us of their achievements and to inspire us to emulate them. 
The present members of the Committee have a trust to discharge in 
serving on the Committee and maintaining with bipartisan and 
non-political commitment its high standards of liberty, legality 
and propriety, not only for the sake of our own consciences, and 
not only for the sake of our own reputations, which whether we like 
it or not will be examined as this paper has briefly examined the 
reputations of 19 Committee Chairman. 
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More importantly the tru•t is to prea,rve thie forum for delegated 
legielative accountability ·for the f~ture, parllamentarians whose, 
attitudes to ieliuee of persop.ali:ights an\i the role of Parliament 
will impinge, eo greatiy,,bn, the ,lives of·our children, and our 
grandchildren and their children long. after we, like our 
predeceeeore, have departed the,ecene, 

Bob Colline 
Chairman 

June 1988 



APPBNDIJ: 3 

ISSUES ARISING IR DELEGATED LEGISLATION 1987-88 

absolute discretionary power. 

advertising 

allowances 

annual reports 

bankruptcy 

Telecommunications (General> By-laws 
Amendment No. 50 of 1988 

Bankruptcy Rules <Amendment> 
(Statutory Rules 1988 No. 19> 

Defence Determination No. 6 of 1988 

Defence Determination No. 10 of 1~88 

Australian Capital Territory Gaming 
and Liquor Authority Ordinance 
<No. 31 of 1987 > 

Australian Capital Territory 
Institute of Technical and 
Further Education Ordinance 
(No. 71 of 1987> 

Housing Assistance Ordinance 
<No. 36 of 1987> 

Taxation <Administration> Ordinance 
1987 <No. 41 of 1987 > 

Bankruptcy Rules <Amendment> 
(Statutory Rules 1988 No. 19> 
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citation requirements 

commercial transactions, 

disclosure of 

confidentiality 

consolidation 

Health Insurance Act 1973 
Approvals and Determinations of 
Principles 

Health Authority Ordinance 1985 

Determination of Fees and Charges 

Nuclear Non-proliferation 
(Safeguards> Act 1987 Declaration 

Australian Capital Territory 

Institute of Technical and 
Further Education Ordinance 
<No •. 71 of 1987 > 

Australian Wine and Brandy 
Corporation (Annual General 

Meeting of the Industry) 
Regulations (Statutory Rules 1987 
No. 264> 

Air Force Regulations <Amendment> 
(Statutory Rules 1988 No. 40> 

Australian Military Regulations 
(Amendment> (Statutory Rules 1988 

No. 38> 

Naval Forces Regulations <Amendment> 
(Statutory Rules 1988 No. 39> 

Public Service Determination No. l 
of 1988 
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consumers rights 

decisions in writing 

detention, unrestricted 
periods of 

discretionary powers 

Amendment of Schemes (Amendment No, 
88/01 > Petroleum Products Freight 
Subsidy Scheme States Grants 
<Petroleum Products> Act 1965 

Australian Capital Territory 
Institute of Technical and 
Further Education Ordinance 
(NO, 71 of 1987) 

Canberra Institute of the Arts 

Ordinance 1988 (No. 1 of 1988> 

National Health Act 1953 
Section 45D, Standards for 
Nursing Home care 

Phosphate Mining· Corporation of 
Christmas Island (Winding up> 
Ordinance 1987 <Territory of 
Christmas Island Ordinance No, 8 
of 1987> 

Schools Authority (Amendment> 
Ordinance (No, 70 of 1987> 

Children's Services <Amendment> 
Ordinance (No. 2> 1987 
(NO, 53 of 1987 l 

Australian Capital Territory Housing 
Assistance Programs 

Public Service Determinations 
1987/46 and 1987 /59 
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drafting errors 

explanatory statements, 
inadequacy of 

Long Service Leave < Building and 
Construction Industry> 
<Amendment> Ordinance <No. 2> 
<No. 74 of 1987> 

Meat Inspection (Modification> 
Regulations <Amendment> 
(Statutory Rules 1988 No. 34> 

Australian Capital Territory 
Housing Aasistance Programs 

Australian National Railways 
Commission By-laws Amendment 
No. 1 of 1988 

Code of Practice on Radiation 
Protection in the Mining and 
Milling of Radioactive Ores 1987 

Export Control <Fees> Orders As 
Amended <Amendment> < Export 
Control Orders No. 19 of 1987> 

Export Control <Fresh Fruit and 
Vegetables> Orders <Export 
Control Orders No. 9 of 1987> 

Export Inspection <Quality Charges> 
Regulations <Amendment> 1987 
(Statutory Rules 1987 No. 251> 

Family Court of Australia 
<Delegation of, Powers> Rules 
(Alllendment> (Statutory Rules 1988 
No. LO> 
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export controls 

evidence, disclosure of 
penalties 

Fisheries Notices Nos 183-189 of 
1987 

Lakes <Amendment> Ordinance 1987 
<No, 49 of 1987 l 

Migration Regulations <Amendment> 
(Statutory Rules 1987 No. 313> 

Migration Regulations <Amendment) 
<Statutory Rules 1987 No. 314> 

Navigation Orders Regulations No, 5 
of 1987 

Nursing Homes Assistance Act 1974, 
Notices under l3<A> 

Radiocommunications (Certificates of 
Proficiency) Regulations 
(Amendment> <Statutory Rules 1987 
No, 1521 

States Grants (Tertiary Education 
Assistance> Act 1984. variations 
to the Schedules 

Customs <Prohibited Exports> 
Regulations. <Statutory Rules 
1987 No, 317> 

Merit Protection (Australian 
Government Employees> Regulations" 
(Amendment> <Statutory Rules 1987 
No, 330> 
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fees and charges 

·• 

failure to table 

Customs Regulations (Amendment> 
<Statutory Rules 1987 No. 140) 

Live-stock, !!laughter Export Charge 
Regulations <Amendment> 
(Statutory Rules 1988 No. 21> 

Live-stock Slaughter Levy 
Regulations <Amendment> 
<Statutory Rules 1999, No. 20., 

Magistrates Court. <Civil 
Jurisdiction> <Solicitors' Costa·> 

Regulations Amendment 1987 
Regulations 1987 <1987 No. 14 > 

Meat Inspection. <Fees> Orders As 

Amended <Amendment> Meat 
Inspection <Orders> No. 5 of 1987 

Navigation Regulations <Statutory 

Rules 1987 Noe 229-234> 

Rules of the Supreme Court of the 

Australian. Capital Territory 
<Amendment> <·Statutory Rules 1987 

No. 93> 

Telec0111111unications <Charging zones· 
and Charging, Districts>, By-laws 

Amendment No. 79 

Telecomail!Jlications <Community Calle> 
By-lawa 
.11aenc1ment No. so 



identity cards 

inconsistency 

incorporation by reference 

Environment Protection and 
llllnageinent Ordinance 1987 
<T!irritory of Heard island and 
McDonald Islands Ordinance No. 
of 1987> 

Long Service Leave <Building and 
Construction Industry <Amendment> 
Ordinance <No, 2> 1987 
<No •. 74 of 1987 > 

National Parks and' Wildlife ·. I 

Regulations <Statutory Rules 1987 
HO, 139) 

Games, Wages and Betting-houses 
<Amendment> Ordinance <No, 59 of 
1987) 

Lakes <Amendment> Ordinance <No, 49 
of 1987> 

Australian Meat and Livestock Order· 
Nos H33/87 and M38/87 

Defence Determination No. 70 of 1987 

Health- Insurance Act 1973 Approval 

(APP/ll 

Heat In•pection <South Australia> 

Oi:der• 
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invalidity 

levy charges 

mandatory pre-requisites 
for making delegated 
legislation 

official visitors 

onus of proof, 
reversal of 

Building Ordinance 1972 <A,C,T,> 
Determination 

Building Services Ordinance 1924 
<A,C.T. Determination> 

Unit Titles Ordinance 1970 (A.C.T,l 
Determination of Fees> 

Wheat Tax Regulations <Amendment> 
(Statutory Rules 1987 No. 182> 

Dairy Produce Levy Regulations 
<Statutory Rules 1987 No, 325> 

Live-stock Export Charge Regulations 
(Amendment> <Statutory Rules 1988 
No, 21> 

Live-stock Slaughter Levy 
Regulations (Amendment> 
<Statutory Rules 1988 No. 20> 

Wheat Tax Regulations <Amendment> 
(Statutory Rules 1987 No. 82> 

Remand Centres <Amendment> Ordinance 
1987 <No. 30 of 1987> 

Gaming and Betting Laws Amendment 
Ordinance <No. 61 of 1987> 
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parents, responsibilities of 

penalties, level of 

personal rights 

plans of. management 

Liquor (Amendment) Ordinance (No, 2> 
<No, 72 of 1987> 

Wool Marketing Regulations 
<Statutory Rules 1987 No. 132> 

Children's Services Regulations 1987 
<1987 No. 6) 

Games, Wages and Betting-houses 
<Amendment> Ordinance (No. 59 of 
1987) 

Lakes <Amendment> Ordinance <No. 49 
of 1987> 

Long Service Leave <Building and 
Construction. Industry <Amendment> 
Ordinance <No. 2> 1987 
<No. 74 of 1987> 

National Health Act 1953 
Section 45D• 
Standards for Nursing, Home Care 

Environment Protection and 
Management Ordinance 1987 
<Territory of Heard Island and 
McDonald Islands Ordinance No. 1 
of 1987> 
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.. 

preambles 

principle <d> 

privacy, protection 
of personal 

reasonableness of 
charges and fees 

reasons 

records/registers 

retrospectivity 

Wheat Tax Regulations (Amendment> 
<Statutory Rules 1987 No, 182> 

Dairy Produce Levy Regulations 
<Statutory Rules 1987 No, 325> 

Australian Capital Territory Housing 
Assistance Programs, 

Export Control <Fees> Orders As 
Amended' <Amendment> 
Export Control Orders No. 19 of 
1987 

Meat Inspection <Orders> RegulatiQns 
Meat Inspection Orders No 1 of 
1988 

Migration Regulations <Amendment> 
<Statutory Rules 1987 Noa. 313 
and 314> 

Export Control (Fees> Orders aa 
amended <Amendment> Export 
Control Orders No,, 11 of 1987 

Children's Services Regulations 
<1987 No, 6) 

Defence Determination No. 25 of 1987 

Defence, Determination No. 52 of 1987, 
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right to practice a trade, 
business, or profession 

rights of review 

Remuneration Tribunal Determination 
No. 10 of 1987 

Student Assistance Regulations 
(Amendment> <Statutory Rules 1987 
Nos. 288 and 304> 

Agents (Amendment> Ordinance (No. 5 
of 1988> 

Australian. Capital Territory Housing 
Assistance Programs. 

Broadcasting Act 1942. Orders under 
Section 92V. 

Bounty (Ship Repair> <Registration> 
Regulations <Statutory Rules 1987 
No. 53> 

Business Franchise (Tobacco and 
Petroleum Products) <Amendment> 
Ordinance <No, 2> <No, 58 of 
1987) 

Canberra sewerage and Water Supply 
Regulations <Amendment> <1987 
No. 19> 

co-operative Societies <Amendment> 
Ordinance <No. 42 of 1987> 

Co-operative Societies <Amendment> 
Ordinance <No. 40 of 1988> 
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Dairy Produce Orders <Orders No. 4 
of. 1985> 

Export Control <Fees> Orders as 
amended (Amendment> Export 
Control. Orders No. 11 of 1987 

Export Inspection (Quality Charge> 
Regulations (Amendment> 
(Statutory Rules 1987 No. 251> 

Gaming Machine Ordinance <No. 34 of 
1987) 

Great Barrier Reef Marine Park 
Regulations <Amendment> 
<Statutory Rules 1987 No. 247> 

Meat Inspection <Fees> Orders as 
Amended (Amendment> 
Meat Inspection <Orders> No. 5 of 
1987 
Meat Inspection <Orders> No. 3 of 
1988 

Nursing Home Financial Arrangements. 
Principles under subsection, 
40AA(7) National Health Act 1953 

Payroll Tax Ordinance (No. 40 of 
1987) 

Pharmaceutical Benefits Declaration 
Ho. PB2 of 1987 

Stamp Duties and Taxes Ordinance 
<Ho. 39 of 1987> 
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search powers 

statute, delegated 

legislation not in 
accordance with 

strict liability 

Taxation (Administration> Ordinance 
1987 (No. 41 of 1987 > 

Telecommunications <General> by-laws' , 

Amendment No. 50 of 1988 

Taxation (Administration> Ordinance 

1987 (No. 41 of 1987> 

Dairy Produce Levy Regulations 

(Statutory Rules 1987 No. 325> 

Australian Meat and Livestock 
Corporation Order No. MSI2/198!1 

Defence. (Public Areas> By-laws 

(Statutory Rules 1987 No. 238> 

Environment Protection and 

Management Ordinance 1987 

(Territory of Heard Island and 

McDonald Islands Ordinance No. 

of 1987> 

Gaming Machine, Ordinance 1987 

<No. 34 of 1987 > 

Great Barrier Reef Marine Park 

Regulations <Amendment> (1987 

No. 247> 

Motor Traffic (Amendment> Ordinance 

<No. 9 of 1988> 
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sub-delegation 

sunset clauses 

tabling and disallowance 

Motor Traffic <Amendment> Ordinance 
<No. 11 of 1988> 

National Parks and Wildlife 
Regulations <Amendment) 
(Statutory Rules 1987 No. 139> 

wool Marketing Regulations 
(Statutory Rules 1987 No. 132> 

Export Control (Orders> No. 15 of 
1987 

Navigation (Orders). Regulations 
Order No. 8 of 1987 

Postal By:-laws Amendment No. 3 of. 
1987 

Defence (General> Regulations 
(Statutory Rules 1988 No. 18> 

Rifle Clubs (Firearms> Order 
<Amendment> 1988 

Canberra Institute of the Arts 
Ordinance <No. l of 1988> 

Financial Institutions Duty 
Ordinance <No. 43 of 1987> 

Quarantine Proclamation Nos. 134A 
and 135A 
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tabling of information 

ultra-vires 

unreviewable discretions 

Schools Authority <Amendment> 
Ordinance <No, 2 of 1988> 

A,C,T, Institute of Technical and 
Further Education Ordinance 
(NO, 7l of 1987) 

Australian Meat and Livestock 
Corporation Order No, MS12/1988 

Export Control (Orders> No. 15 of 
1987 

Postal By-laws Amendment No. 3 of 
1987 

Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander Heritage Protection 
Regulations (Amendment> 
(Statutory Rules 1987 No, 153> 

Agents (Amendment> Ordinance 1988 
(NO, 5 of 1988) 

Bounty <Ships> <Reservation of 
Bounty> Regulations (Amendment> 
(Statutory Rules 1987 No, 116> 

Bounty (Ships Repair> <Reservation 
of Bounty> Regulations <Statutory 
Rules 1987 No. ll7> 
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,,-.. : 

Uncertainty 

Foreign· fishing Boats Levy 
Regulations <Amendment> 
(St/ltutory Rules 1987 No. 296> 

Occupational superannuation 
Standards Regulations (Statutory 
Rules 1987 No. 322> 

,;relecommunications <General> By-laws,. 
Amencln!.snt No. SO of 1988 

Australian Capital Territory Housing:._:. 
Assistance Programs 



~-

APPBHDIJ: 4 

ALPHABETICAL INDEX OP LBGISLATIOH AHD 
DBLBGATBD LBGISLATIOH WITH PARAGRAPH REFERBHCES 

1987-1988 

A 

A,C',T, Institute of Technical and Further 
Education Ordinance 1987 
<A,C,T, Ordinance No. 71 of 1987> 

Aboriginal and' Torres Strait Islander Heritage 
Protection Regulations <Amendment> 
(Statutory Rules 1987 No, 153> 

Acts Interpretation Act 1901 

Administrative Appeals Tribunal Act 1975 

Agents (Amendment> Ordinance 1988 
<A,C,T, Ordinance No, 5 of 1988> 

Agents <Amendment> Ordinance (Ho,2> 1988 
CA,C,T. Ordinance No, 47 of 1988> 

Agricultural Quarantine-Bill 

Air Force Regulations (Amendment> 
(Statutory Rules 1988 No, 40> 

Air Navigation (Charges> Act 1952 

Air Navigation <Charges> Regulations 
(Statutory Rules 1986 No. 169> 

Air Navigation Regulations <Amendment> 1986, 
(Statutory Rules 1986 Ho, 141> 

Amendment of Schemes <Amendment No,, 88/01> 
Petroleum Products Freight Subsidy Scheme 
!!!!!!. States Grants (Petroleum Products> Act 1965 

Apple and Pear <Conditions of Export> 
Regulations <Amendment> 
<Statutory Rules 1986 Ho. 219> 

Audit Act 1901 

Australian Capital Territory Gaming and 
Liquor Authority Ordinance 
<A,C,T, Ordinance No, 31 of 1987> 
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5.4-5,10; 5,33 

5,2-5,3 

1.12; 4.12; 4,40 

4,93 

4, 95-4,96 

8,46 

4,39 

4,13-4,14 

7,15-7,16 

7.15-7,16 

8,9-8,10 

8,11 

4,19 

4.18-4,19 



Australian Capital Territory Housing Assistance 
Programs 
Community Organisation Rental Housing Assistance Program 
Public Rental Housing Assistance Program 
Defence Force,Rental Housing Assistance Program 
Long Stay Caravan, Park Housing Assistance Program 
made under section 12.of the Housing Assistance 
Ordinance 1987 

Australian Citizenship Regulations (Amendment> 
<Statutory Rules 1987 Noa. 87 and 88> 

Australian Citizenship Regulations (Amendment> 
<Statutory Rules 1988 No. 325> 

Australian Federal Police <Police Liaison 
Advisory Committee for the Australian Capital 
Territory> Regulations <Repeal> 
<Statutory Rules 1988 No. 32> 

Australian Federal Police Act 1979 

Australian Horticultural Corporation 
<Apple and Pear Export Control> Regulations 
<Statutory Rules 1988 No. 187> 

Australian Meat and' Livestock Act 1977 

Australian Meat and' Livestock Corporation Order 
No, MS12/1988 

Australian Meat and Live-stock Order 
No, M33/87 

Australian Meat and Live-stock Order 
No. M38/87 

Australian Meat and Live-stock Order MQ22/87 
(Sheepmeat and/or Goatmeat to EEC 
-1988 Quota Administration Scheme> 

Australian Meat and Live-stock Order MQ23/87 
(High Quality Beef to EEC - 1988 Quota 
Administration Scheme> 

Australian Military Regulations <Amendment') 
<Statutory Rules 1988 No. 38> 

Australian National.Railways Commission 
By-law Amendment No, 1 of 1988 

Australian Rifle Clubs Regulations <Repeal> 
<Statutory Rules 1988 No. 17> 

Australian Wine and Brandy Corporation 
<Annual General Meeting of the Industry> Regulations 
<Statutory Rules 1987 No. 264> 
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4,112; 5.11-5.12 

8.18-8,19 

8,19 

5,13 

5.13 

8,11 

4,53 

4.51-4,55 

4,12 

4,12 

5 .18-5,19 

5 .18-5,19 

4 .13~4.14 

3,14 

5.14-5.17 

5.20-5.21 



B 

Bankruptcy Rules (Amendment> 
(Statutory Rules 1988 NO, 19), 

Blood Donation <Acquired Inunune Deficiency Syndrome> 
Amendment Ordinance <No. 2> 1986 
(A,C,T, Ordinance No. 90 of 1986> 

Bounty <Ship Repair> <Registration> Regulations 
<Statutory Rules 1987 No. 53> 

Bounty (Ship Repair> (Reservation of Bounty> 
Regulations 
(Statutory Rules 1987 No, 117> 

Bounty (Ship Repair> Act 1986 

Bounty <Ships> <Reservation of Bounty> 
Regulations (Amendment) 
(Statutory Rules 1987 No. 116> 

Broadcasting Act 1942 
Orders under section 92V 
relating to, Remote Television Licenses 

Building and Services Ordinance 1924 (A,C,T,> 
Determination 

Building Ordinance 1972 (A,C,T, > Determination 

Building Ordinance 1972 

Business Franchise (Tobacco and Petroleum Products> 
<Amendment> Ordinance <No, 2> 1987 
(A,C,T, Ordinance No, 58 of 1987> 

Business Franchise (Tobacco and Petroleum Products> 
<Amendment> Ordinance 1988 
(A,C,T. Ordinance NO, 37 of 1988> 

C 

Canberra Institute of the Arte Ordinance 1988 
(A,C,T, Ordinance No. l of 1988> 

Canberra Institute of the Arts <Amendment> 
Ordinance 1988 
(A,C,T, Ordinance No. 38 of 1988> 

Canberra Sewerage and Water Supply Regulations 
<Amendment> 
<A,C,T, Regulations 1987 No. 19> 

Children.'e Services Ordinance 1987 
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4,, 64-4, 66 

8,5-8,6 

4 .126-4, 128 

4.129-4,130 

4.127 

4.129-4,130 

5, 22-5, 24 

5. 25-5; 29 

5.25-5,29 

5,25 

4,110 

8,33 

4. 34; 5, 30-5, 33 

8,44 

4, 113-4, 114 

5,41 



Children's Services (Amendment> 
Ordinance <No, 2> 1987 
<A,C,T, Ordinance No, 53 of 1987> 4,67-4,69; 5,34-5,40 

Children's Services Regulations 
(A,C,T, Regulations 1987 No, 6> 5,41-5.42 

Civil Aviation Act 1988 7,16; 8,10 

Classification of Publications Ordinance 1983 
<A,C,T, Ordinance No, 59 of 1983> 8, 7-8,8 

Classification of Publications (Amendment> 
Ordinance <No, 2> 1988 
(A,C,T. Ordinance No. 35 of 1988> 8,8 

Co-operative Societies <Amendment> Ordinance 
(NO, 3) 1987 
(A,C.T, Ordinance No. 42 of 1987> 4.124-4,125 

Co-operative Societies <Amendment) Ordinance 
1988 
(A,C,T, Ordinance No, 40 of 1988> 8,17 

Code of Practice on Radiation Protection 
in the Mining and Milling of radioactive Ores 1987 
made under the Environment Protection <Nuclear 
Codes> Act 1978 3.15 

Commercial Arbitration Ordinance 
<A,C,T, Ordinance No, 84 of 1986> 6.,12-6,13 

Commonwealth Teaching Service Determination 1987/3 8.36 

Commonwealth Teaching Services Determination 1988/1 

Community Organisation Rental Housing 
A'3sistance Program 
J!!!!!. Australian Capital Territory Housing 
Assistance Programs 

Credit Ordinance 1985 
(A,C,T, Ordinance No. 5 of 1985> 

Crimes Act 1914 

Crimes Legislation Amendment Act 1987 

Customs <Prohibited Exports> Regulations 
<Amendment> Regulations 1987 
<Statutory Rules 1987 No, 317> 

Customs <Prohibited Exports> Regulations 
<Amendment> 1987 
<Statutory Rules 1987 No, 319> 
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8.36 

5.100; 5,118 

5,21 

5.84 

5,43-5.44 

5,45-5,46 



Customs <Prohibited Exports> Regulations 
(Amendment> 1988 
<Statutory Rules 1988 No, 178> 

Customs Regulations (Amendment> 1987 
<Statutory Rules 1987 No, 140> 

D 

Dairy Produce Levy (No, ll Act 1986 

Dairy Produce Levy (No, l> <Amendment> Act 1988 

Dairy Produce Levy Regulations 1988 
<Statutory Rules 1987 No, 325> 

Dairy Produce Orders 
<Orders No. 4 of 1985> 

Declarations under the Nuclear Non-Proliferation 
(Safeguards> Act 1987 

Defence (General> Regulations 
(Statutory Rules 1988 No, 18> 

Defence (Public Areas> By-laws (Amendment> 
<Statutory Rules 1987 No, 238> 

Defence <Public Areas> By-laws (Amendment> 
(Statutory Rules 1988 No, 9> 

Defence Act 1903 

Defence Determination No. 25 of 1987 

Defence Determination No, 52 of 1987 

Defence Determination No, 70 of 1987 

Defence Force Rental Housing, Assistance Program 
~ Australian Capital Territory Housing Assistance 
Programs 

Defence Determination No, 6 of 1988 

Defence Determination No. 10 of 1988 

Defence Determination No. 24 of 1988 

Determinations under section 58B of the 
Defence Act 1903 
~ Defence Determinations 

Determinations under States Grants (Tertiary 
Education Assistance> legislation 
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8,39 

5,47-5,48 

4.134 

4,137 

4.134-4.137 

4.116; 4,118 

3,25 

5,14-5,17 

4,80-4,81 

8,35 

5,14 

4,23 

4.24 

4.11 

5.49-5,51 

5,52-5,53 

8.48 

3,11 



B 

Environment Protection <.Impact of 
Proposals> Act 1974 

·:.·:·,:/' . . -

Order under section 6' 6 .15:, 

Environment Protection and Management Ordinance 1987 
<Territory of Heard Island and McDonald 
Islands Ordinance No. l of 1987> 5.54-5.6~ 

Export Control Act 1982 · 4.48 

Export Control (,Animal l Orders 
Export Control. <Orders> No. 15 of, 1987 4.48-4.50 

Export Control <Fees> Orders As Amended <Amendment> 
<Export Control Orders No. 19 of 1987> 3.21; 4.2 

Export Control <Fees> Orders as amended' <Amendment> 
Export Control Orders No. 11 of 1987 4.122-4.123· '.·.i 

Export Control <Fresh Fruit and Vegetables> Order 
Export control Orders, No. 9 of 1987 3.12. 

Export Inspection (Quality Charge> Regulations 
(Amendment> 1987 
(Statutory Rules 1987 No. 251> 3.21; 4.116-4.11? 

F 

Family Court of Australia (Delegation of Powers> 
Rules <Amendment> 
<Statutory Rules 1988 No. 10> 

Financial Institutions Duty Ordinance 1987 
<A.C.T. Ordinance No. 43 of 1987> 

First Home OWners Regulations 
<Statutory Rules 1985 No. 26,7> 

Fisheries Act 1952 

Fisheries Notices Noa. 183-189 of 1987 

Fisheries Regulations <Amendment), 1987 
<Statutory Rules 1988 No. 30> 

Foreign Fishing Boats ·Levy Regulations (Amendment> 
<Statutory Rules 1987 No. 296> 

G 

Games, Wages and Setting-houses· (Amendment> 
Ordinance 1987 
<A.C.T. Ordinance No •. 59 of 1.987> 

".'·· ~61, -
,''.'• ... , :<<~ .. ·:1:: :,,,~:~,. :··}~ ,• ; .. > 

3.10. ·. 

6.7 

s. 63-5.6.4 

3 .16-3 .119,:· 

5.63-5.65: 



Games, Wages and Betting-houses Act 1901 <NSW> 

Gaming. and Betting Laws Amendment Oi;dinance 1987 
(A,C,T, Ordinance No, 61 of 1987> 

Gaming Machine Ordinance 1987 
(A,C,T, Ordinance No, 34 of 1987> 

Great Barrier Reef Marine Park 
Regulations (Amendment> 
(Statutory Rules 1987· No. 247> 

H 

Health Authority <Amendment> (No. 2> Ordinance 1987 

Health Autho:dty Ordinance 1985 
Determination of Fees and Charges 

Health Insurance Act 1973 
Approval under section 23DB< 1 > •APA/1 
Approval under section 23DBaAPP/1 
Determination of Principles under section 
23DN(2> aAPL/1 

Health Insurance Determination dated 
17th. February 1988 

Health Insurance Regulations (Amendment> 
(Statutory Rules 1985 No, 290> 

Housing Assistance Ordinance 1987 
(A,C,T. Ordinance No. 36 of 1987> 

I 

Interpretation Ordinance 1967 

L 

Lakes <Amendment> Ordinance 1987 
<A,C,T, Ordinance No. 49 of 1987> 

Lands Ordinance 1987 
<Christmas Island Ordinance No, 1 of 1987> 

Lands (Amendment> Ordinance 1988 
<Christmas Island Ordinance No. 2 of 1988> 

Liquor (Amendment> Ordinance <No. 2> 1987 
<A.C,T, Ordinance No. 72 of 1987> 

Live-stock Export Charge Act 1977 
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4,70 

4, 76 

4.111; 5.66-5.73 

4,85-4,86; 4.115; 

S.106 

3,24 

5.74-5.76 

3.20 

6,6 

4,20 

5.25; 5,81-5,82; 
5,120 

3.16; 4, 71-4. 72 

8,49-8,50 

a.so 

4.74-4.75 

S.77 



Live-stock Slaughter Levy Regulations (Amendment> 
!Statutory Rules 1988 No, 20> 5,77-5.791 7.9-7.10 

Live-stock Export Charge Regulations (Amendment> 
<Statutory Rules 1988 No. 21> 5,77-5.791 7,9-7,10 

Long Service Leave <Building and Construction 
Industry> (Amendment> Ordinance <No. 2> 1987 
(A.C,T. Ordinance No. 74 of 1987> 3.271 5,80-5.85 

Long Stay caravan Park Housing Assistance Program 
~ Australian Capital Territory Housing Assistance 
Programs 

K 

Magistrates Court (Civil Jurisdiction> <Solicitors' 
Costs> Regulations <Amendment> 
(A,C,T, Regulations 1987 No. 14> 

Meat "<Amendment> Ordinance 1985 
<A,C,T, Ordinance No. 26 of 1985> 

Meat (Amendment> Regulations 
(A.C,T, Regulations 1988 No. 4> 

Meat Hygiene Act 1980 

Meat Inspection Act 1983 

Meat Inspection (Fees> Orders as Amended <Amendment> 
being Meat Inspection (Orders> No. 5 of 1987 

Meat Inspection <Modification> Regulations 
<Amendment> 
<Statutory Rules 1988 No. 34> 

Meat <Amendment> Ordinance 1988 
<A,C,T Ordinance No, 19 of 1988> 

Meat Inspection <Orders> Regulations 
Meat Inspection Orders No, 1 of 1988 
Meat Inspection <Victoria> Orders 

Meat Inspection <South Australia> Orders 
Meat Inspection Orders No, 2 of 1987 

Meat Inspection <Victoria> Orders 
Export Control Orders No. 1 of 1988 

Meat Inspection Orders No. 2 of 1988 

Meat Inspection Orders No. 3 of 1988 

Meat Insp~ction Orders No. 4 of 1988 
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4,8 

8.3-8,4 

8,2 

5,86 

3.281 5,86 

4.120-4.121 

3,28-3.29 

8,4 

4,2 

5.86-5.89 

8.51-8.52 

8,51-8,52 

8,31 

8,14 



Meat Regulations (Amendment> 1985 
<A.C.T. Regulations No. 15 of 1985> 

Merit Protection. (Australian Government 
Employees> Act 1984 

Merit Protection (Australian Government Employees> 
Regulations (Amendment> 1987 
<Statutory Rules 1987 No. 330> 

Migration Regulations (Amendment> 
(Statutory Rules 1987 No. 314> 

Migration Regulations (Amendment> 
<Statutory Rules 1987 No. 313> 

Motor Traffic <Amendment> Ordinance 1988 
(A.C.T. Ordinance No. 9 of 1988> 

Motor Traffic (Amendment> Ordinance <No. 3> 1988 
(A.C.T. Ordinance No. 11 of 1988> 

N 

National Health Act Determination 
BPT 1 and 2 of 1988 

National Health Act 1953. 
Nursing Home Financial Arrangements 
Principles under subsection 40AA<7> 

National Health Act 1953. Section 45D1 
Standards for Nursing Home Care 

National Parks and Wildlife Regulations <Amendment> 
<Statutory Rules 1987 No. 139> 

Naval Forces Regulations (Amendment) 
(Statutory Rules 1987 No. 39> 

Navigation <Orders> Regulations 1986 
Orders 5 - 12 of 1986 

Navigation Orders Regulations No. 5 of 1987 

Navigation Orders Regulations 
Order No. 8 of 1987 

Navigation Orders Regulations Order 
No. 7 of 1988 

Navigation Regulations 1987 
(Statutory Rules 1987 Noa. 229'-234> 
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8.2 

5.91 

5.90-5.91 

3.21; 4.3 

3.211 4.3 

4.82 

4 .83-4 .84 

3.20 

4.104-4.105 

5.92-5.96 

4.79; 4.90 

4, 13-4 .14 

7.2-7.3 

3.13 

4.46-4.47 

8.29 

4 .4-4', 7 



New South Wales Acts Ordinance 1986 
(A,C,T. Ordinance No. 91 of 1986> 

Northern Prawn Fishery (Special Provisions> 
Management Plan (being under section 78(1 > of the 
Fisheries Act 1952 
Plan of Management No. 12 

Nuclear Nonproliferation <Safeguards> Act 1987 
Declaration · 

Nursing Home Financial Arrangements 
Principles under subsection 40AA(7> 
J!.!!!! National Health Act 1953 

Nursing Homes Assistance Act 1974 
Notice for the purpose of subsection 13(1A> 

0 

Occupational Superannuation Standards 
Regulations 1987 
(Statutory Rules 1987 No. 322> 

Optometrists (Amendment> Ordinance 1986 
(A,C.T, Ordinance No. 51 of 1986> 

p 

Payroll Tax Ordinance 1987 

6, 14 

8.12 

3,25 

3.9 

4, 106-4 .109 

6. 9-6; 11 

<A,C.T. Ordinance No. 40 of 1987> 4,132 

Payroll Tax (Amendment> Ordinance 1988 
(A,C.T. Ordinance No. 32 of 1988> 8.27 

Pharmaceutical Benefits Declaration 
No. PB2 of 1987 5.97-5.99 

Phosphate Mining Corporation of' Christmas Island 
(Winding up> Ordinance 1987 
(Territory of Christmas Island Ordinance 
No. 8 of 1987> 4.91-4.92 

Poker Machine Control Ordinance 1975 5.66 

Postal By-laws Amendment No. 3 of 1987 4,56-4',59 

Proclamations 134A and 135A made pursuant to 
section 13 of the Quarantine Act 1908 
Quarantine <Animals> Regulations <Amendment> 
(Statutory Rules 1987 No. 303 4,35-4 .. 39; 7.13-7.14 

Public Rental Housing Assistance Program 
!!.!!!! Australian Capital Territory Housing 
Assistance Programs 
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'··.'·) 



Public Service Board Determinations 1983/10 
and 1984/46 

Public Service Board Determination 1984/19 

Public Service Detez:minations 1987/46, 
and 1987/59 

Public Service Board Determination 1987/75 

Public Service Detez:mination 1988/1 

Public Service Detez:mination 1988/6 

Public Service Detez:mination 1988/31 

Q 

Quarantine <Animals> Regulations (Amendment> 1987 
(Statutory Rules 1987 No. 303> 

Quarantine Act 1908 

Quarantine Proclamations Noa. 134A and 135A 

R 

RadiocoDD11unicationa <Certificates of Proficiency> 
Regulations (Amendment> 
(Statutory Rules 1987 No. 152> 

Remand Centres (Amendment> Ordinance 1987 
<A.C.T. Ordinance No. 30 of 1987> 

Remand Centres Ordinance 1976 

Remuneration Tribunal Determination 
No. 10 of 1987 

Rifle Clubs < l!'irea:rms > Order 1988 

Rifle Clubs (Firea:rms> Order <Amendment> 1988 

Rules of the Supreme Court of the Australian 
Capital Territory <Amendment> 
<Statutory Rules 1987 No. 93> 

s 

Schools Authority <Amendment> Ordinance 1987 
<A.c.T. Ordinance No. 70 of 1987), 
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6.20-6.21 

e.20-8.21. 

5 .100-5 .102 

8.37 

4.15 

8.42 

8.21 

4,35-4.39 

4.35; 4.38 

4.35-4.39 

3.8 

5 .103-5 .105 

5.103 

4.26-4.28 

5.14-5.17 

5.14-5.17 

4.8,. 

5.33; 5.106-5.108 



Schools Authority <Amendment> Ordinance 1988 
(A.C.T. Ordinance No. 2 of 1988> 

Seat of Government <Administration), Act 1910 

Stamp Duties and Taxes Ordinances 1987 
<A.C.T. Ordinance No. 39 of 1987> 

States Grants (Petroleum Products) Act 1965 
Amendment of Schemes (Amendment No. 88/01> 
Petroleum Products Freight Subsidy Scheme 

Statute Law <Miscellaneous Provisions> Act 
No. 141 of 1987 

Statute Law (Miscellaneous Provisions> Act 1988 

Statutory Instruments <Tabling and Disallowance> 
Legislation Amendment Act 1988 (No. 130 of 1988> 

Student Assistance Regulations <Amendment> 
(Statutory Rules 1987 Nos. 288 and 304> 

T 

Taxation (Administration> Ordinance 1987 
(A.C.T. Ordinance No. 41 of 1987> 

Taxation Administration Act 1953 

Telecommunications <Charging Zones and Charging 
Districts> By-laws Amendment No. 79 

Telecommunications <Charging Zones and Charging 
Districts> By-laws Amendment No. 81 

Telecommunications <Community Calls> By-laws 
Amendment No. SO 

Telecommunications <Community Calls> By-laws 
Amendment No. 52 

Telecommunications <General> By-laws 
Amendment No. SO 

Telecommunications <General> By-laws 
Amendment No. 51 

Telecommunications Act 1975 

Transport Legislation Amendment Act 1988 

Transport Legislation Amendment Act 1989 
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4.31-4.33 

4.32 

4.132 

4.88-4.89 

3.28; 4.63 

5.13 

1.12 

4.25 

4.30; S.109-5.111 

s.111 

4.40-4.45 

4.41-4.42 

4.40-4.45 

4.41-4.42 

4 .100-4 .103 

8.41 

4.40 

7.15 

7.3, 



u 

Unit Titles Ordinance 1970 
<A,C,T,) Determination of Fees 

Unit Titles Ordinance 1970 

V 

Variation to the Schedules made under 
the States Grants <Tertiary Education Assistance> 
Act 1984 

Veterans• Entitlements Regulations 
<Statutory Rules 1986 No. 97) 

w 

Whea~ Tax Act 1957 

Wheat Tax Regulations <Amendment> 
<Statutory Rules 1987 No. 182) 

Wheat Tax Regulations (Validation) Act 1987 

Wool Marketing Act 1987 

Wool Marketing Regulations 
<Statutory Rules 1987 No. 132) 

Wool Marketing Regulations (Amendment> 
<Statutory Regulations 1988 No. 15> 

Wool Tax (Administration> Act 1964 

Workmen's Compensation <Amendment> Ordinance 
<No. 2) 1987 
(A.C,T. Ordinance No. 24 of 197> 

- 168·., 

5.25-5,29 

5,25 

3,11 

6.8 

4.60 

4.60-4,63 

1.19 

5,117 

5 .112-5 .118 

8.25 

5.117 

5 .119-5, 120 


